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Foreword

The Lebanese Association for the Advancement of Science (LAAS) is proud to organize in
partnership with the University of Palermo, Italy and the American University of Beirut
(AUB)-Beirut, and with the collaboration of the National Council for Scientific Research
(CNRS-L), “The First Italian-Lebanese Science Day”.
The Meeting is a forum for researchers to meet and exchange knowledge and expertise. It is
also a platform of interaction and networking among the participants, promoting
collaborations between different institutions.
Promoting cross-pollination of ideas by connecting researchers from different backgrounds is
the fundamental reason of the “First Italian-Lebanese Science Day”. It exemplifies the
diversity of our scope.
More than 500 Lebanese and foreign researchers participate in this meeting by submitting
170 summaries of their research for oral presentation or poster display. In addition, the
meeting encourages addressing national and international issues, such as the transfer and
assessment of new technologies, the inter-universities cooperation, the university-industry
cooperation, as well as education and research experiences related to innovative technologies
in relation to Medical, Health and Biological sciences (MHS:107), Environmental Sciences
(ES:22), Chemistry,Physics and Math (CPM:35) and Social and behavioral Sciences (SB :6)
with a global perspective and relevance. The booklet in your hand contains all such aspects. It
is also found on the website of LAAS (www.laaslb.org).

We look forward for a successful Scientific Meeting, a cornerstone in building new
networking at the Global and national levels,
All are welcome.
Dr. Abdo Jurjus,
President, LAAS
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Standing Committee

Honorary Committee:





Dr. Fadlo Khuri, President of the American University of Beirut (AUB)
Dr. Fabrizio Micari, Rector of the University of Palermo
Dr. Mouin Hamze, Secretary General of the Lebanese Council for
Scientific Research (CNRS-L)
Dr. Abdo Jurjus, President of the Lebanese Association for the
Advancement of Science (LAAS)

General Coordinator of the Meeting:


Dr. Naim Ouaini, Former President of LAAS

Organizing Committee for the First Italian- Lebanese Science Day







Dr. Angelo Leone (UOP)
Dr. Assaad Eid (AUB)
Dr. Chady Abdallah (CNRS)
Dr. Nada Lawand (AUB)
Dr. Mona Diab Assaf (LAAS)
Dr. Fadi Chehadeh (LAAS)

LAAS Executive Committee











Dr. Abdo Jurjus (President)
Dr. Naim Ouaini (Former President and Treasurer)
Dr. Nashat Mansour (Vice President)
Dr. Fadi Hage Chehade (Vice President)
Dr. Roger Lteif (General Secretary)
Dr. Karim Echtay
Dr. Georges Eid
Dr. Mahmoud Korek
Dr. Mona Diab Assaf
Dr. Chady Abdallah

We look forward to your participation in this outstanding scientific event
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Italian delegates

Prof. Fabrizio Micari
Rector of University of Palermo
Professor of Working Technologies and Systems at Palermo Engineering
School.

Prof. Ada Maria Florena
Vice-rector for International Relations
Professor of Histopathology at Palermo Medical School.

Prof. Giuseppe Ferraro
Director of Department of Biomedicine, Neuroscience and Advanced Diagnostic
(Bi.N.D.)
Professor of Physiology at Palermo Medical School.

Prof. Angelo Leone

Professor of Histology at Palermo Medical School
Responsible of Italian-Lebanese cooperation.
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Prof. Francesco Cappello

Director of Medical Residency Program in Sport and Exercise Medicine,
Professor of Human Anatomy at Palermo Medical School.

Prof. Mauro Pistello

Full Professor of Microbiology and Clinical Microbiology, School of
Medicine, University of Pisa, Pisa, Italy.

Prof. Nicasio Mancini

Associate professor of Microbiology and Virology. School of Medicine
University San Raffaele Milan Italy.

Prof. Khalil Fattouch

Professor of Cardiac Surgery at Palermo School of Medicine, Director of Mitral
Academy in Rome
Honorary Consul of the Republic of Lebanon in Palermo.
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Prof. Giampiero La Rocca

Professor of Histology and Embryology at the Medical and Dental School of
Palermo.

Guest Speakers

Prof. Bertrand Liagre

Professeur des Universités, Laboratoire PEIRENE, EA7500
Faculté de Pharmacie Département de Biochimie et Biologie Moléculaire,
Université de Limoges.

Dr. Elias Akoury

Assistant Professor of Chemistry, Department of Natural Sciences
School of Arts and Sciences, Lebanese American University
Faculty of Chemistry and Pharmacy, Ludwig-Maximilians-University
Munich Butenandtstr, Germany.
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Program at a Glance

8:00 am

Registration

9:00-1:00 am

Posters Exhibition Session 1

10:00 am

Opening Ceremony

11:00-11:30 am

Coffee break

11:30 -1:00

Scientific session 1

1:00 -2:00pm

Lunch break

1:30-4:00pm

Posters Exhibition Session 2

2:00-4:00pm

Scientific session 2

4:00-4:30pm

Closing Session


Distribution of Awards



Announcing of winning posters



Recommendations
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First Italian Lebanese Science Day
American University of Beirut
Opening Ceremony
10:00 am -11:00 am

Lebanese Anthem - Italian Anthem
Coordinator of the event:


Professor Naim Ouaini Faculty of Sciences, USEK, Consultant to the Minister of
Higher Education

Responsible for the Italian-Lebanese collaborations:


Professor Angelo Leone ,University of Palermo

President of the American University of Beirut:


Professor Fadlo Khouri
o

AUB and Global Science

Rector of the University of Palermo :


Professor Fabrizio Micari
o

Institutional Greetings

President of the Lebanese Association of the Advancement of Science:


Professor Abdo Jurjus
o

Global Science and the LAAS

Exchange of Trophies
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Global Science
Scientific Session 1
11:30 – 13:00
Global Science and Medical Education

Chairpersons:


Prof. Dolla Sarkis, Vice-Rector, Saint Joseph University



Prof. Angelo Leone, University of Palermo

Speakers: (each presentation 15 min)


Prof. Ada Florena, Vice-rector for International Relations, Professor of
Histopathology at Palermo Medical School
o Palermo University and its international network



Prof. Giuseppe Ferraro, Director of Department of Biomedicine,
Neuroscience and Advanced Diagnostic (Bi.N.D.), Professor of Physiology at
Palermo Medical School (UP), Italy.
o From Palermo, just like Beirut to Palermo with Beirut: a cultural
renaissance through the Universities



Prof. Ramzi Sabra, Assistant Dean for Medical education, Chairman
Department of Pharmacology, American University of Beirut, Lebanon.
o Global curricular changes in medical Sciences: New Trends.



Prof. Francesco Cappello, Director of Medical Residency Program in Sport
and Exercise Medicine, Professor of Human Anatomy at Palermo Medical
School
o Human Anatomy teaching and research at the University of
Palermo


Prof. Bertrand Liagre, Professor, Limoges University
o Université Libanaise – Université de Limoges – Université
Américaine de Beyrouth : 10 ans d’étroite collaboration
scientifique

Discussion
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Global Science
Scientific Session 2
2:00 - 4:00 pm

Chairpersons:


Prof. Ada Florena, Vice-rector for International Relations, Professor of
Histopathology at Palermo Medical School



Prof. Elie Al Chaer, Chairman Department of anatomy, Cell Biology and
Physiological Sciences, AUB.

Speakers: (each presentation 15 min)


Prof. Khalil Fattouch, Professor of Cardiac Surgery at Palermo School of Medicine,
Director of Mitral Academy in Rome, Honorary Consul of the Republic of Lebanon in
Palermo.
o Innovations minimally invasive and percutaneous heart valve therapies



Prof. Giampiero La Rocca, Professor of Histology and Embryology at the Medical
and Dental School of Palermo
o The journey of Wharton’s jelly mesenchymal stromal cells: from human
umbilical cord to cell therapy.



Prof. Nicasio Mancini, Associate professor Of Microbiology and Virology. School
of Medicine University San Raffaele Milan Italy.
o The human microbiome in the clinics



Prof. Prof. Mauro Pistello, Full Professor of Microbiology and Clinical
Microbiology, School of Medicine, University of Pisa, Pisa, Italy.
o Genome editing strategies to eliminate HIV infection: Promises and
pitfalls



Ghassan Matar, Professor and Chair, Department of Experimental Pathology,
Immunology and Microbiology, American University of Beirut, Lebanon.
o Update on the recent developments in the field of Microbiology.



Dr. Elias Akoury, Faculty of Chemistry and Pharmacy, Ludwig-MaximiliansUniversity, Munich, Butenandtstr Germany,
o Structural Characterization of Protein Complexes in Neurodegeneration,
Epigenetics and Signal Transduction using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Spectroscopy

Discussion
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Guest Speakers
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Guest Speakers
From Palermo, just like Beirut to Palermo with Beirut: a
cultural renaissance through the Universities
Prof. Giuseppe Ferraro

37

Prof. Mauro Pistello

38

Prof. Francesco Cappello

39

Dr. Elias Akoury

40

Prof. Nicasio Mancini

41

Prof. Bertrand Liagre

42

Genome editing strategies to eliminate HIV infection:
Promises and pitfalls

Human Anatomy teaching and research at the University
of Palermo.

Structural Characterization of Protein Complexes in
Neurodegeneration, Epigenetics and Signal Transduction
using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

The human microbiome in the clinics

Université Libanaise – Université de Limoges –
Université Américaine de Beyrouth : 10 ans d’étroite
collaboration scientifique
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Medical, Health and
Biological Sciences

14

Medical, Health and Biological Sciences (MHS)

A bibliometric analysis of research productivity
of Lebanese publications during a 10-year
period (2008-2018).
Maya Salemeh , Mirza Howayek, Nour
Mammari, Adnan Halabi Mohamad
43
A New Tool in Solving DNA Profiling
Challenges in the Lebanese Population: The
Use of Rapidly Mutating Y-STRs for Better
Differentiation of Similar ,Y-Haplotypes

44

Nassib Dagher, Issam Mansour
Activated Macrophages
Stimulation
of
Glioblastoma Motility Involves Paracrine
Factors and Cell Morphological Changes
Isabelle Fakhoury, Ralph Abi-Habib,
Mirvat El-Sibai
45
Antibiotic efficiency enhancement against the
clinical multi-drug resistant Pseudomonas
aeruginosa via immobilization of PMBN to
PDMS surfaces and albumin nanoparticles

Hawraa Shahrour, Israa Dandache
,Ana Luisa Martinez-Lopez, Juan
Manuel, Irache-Garreta, Ali Chokr,
Guillermo Martínez-de-Tejada
46

Anti-cancer effect of new natural Bebeerine
encapsulation within copolymers micelles
against colon cancer cells
Sayed Antoun, Rana Mouazen, Saada
Diab, Magalie Iranie, Mona diab assaf
47
Anti-obesity Effect of Ethanolic Extract from
Micromeria barbata in 3T3-L1 Adipocytes
Bariaa Nafeh, Sami Zreika , Assaad Eid,
Fawaz El Omar, Jinane Kassem
48
Apple Chips a Healthy Snack as Alternative to
Potato Chips among Lebanese University
Students

Hussein Hassan, Alissar Abou Ghaida,
Dima Saleh, Saja Haidar, Yara Bou
Rached
49

Assessment of heavy metal and antibiotic
resistance of Gram negative bacteria isolated
from war-zones
Mouayad Bakleh, Wael Bazzi ,Antoine
Abou Fayad, Ghassan Matar
50
Association Between Orthodontic Treatment
And Dietary Intake In Adolescent Patients
Nancy Abdo, Anthony Macari, Lara
Nasreddine, Joseph Ghafari
51
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“Bacteria dominate weapons, soldiers and
civilians”:
Elucidating
the
molecular
mechanisms and the impact of heavy metals on
antimicrobial resistance in war zones
Biomimetic
Sulfated
GAGs
Maintain
Differentiation Markers of Breast Cells and
Preferentially Inhibit Proliferation of Cancer
Cells
Bone and cartilage tissue engineering for
growth modification using bone marrow
derived mesenchymal stem cells (BMMSCs) on
a resorbable electro-spun scaffold
Bridging K-12 education studies with public
health: Exploring the development of a schoolbased breastfeeding education program to
improve long-term breastfeeding rates in
Lebanon
Characterization and Replication of Severa l
Clinical Human Cytomegalovirus Strains in
HumanMammary Epithelial Cells

Characterization of Cancer Stem cells enriched
subpopulations and role of 2 tyrosine kinase
receptors in the determination of stemness
potential in basal breast cancer subtype

Wael Bazzi , Aya Nasser, Mouayad M.
Bakleh ,Ghassan Abu-Sitta, Vinh-Kim
Nguyen ,Omar El-Dewachi, Antoine
Abou Fayad, Ghassan Matar
52

Zeina Habli, Waddah Malaeb, Rabih
Talhouk ,Rami Mhanna
53

Rhéa Souaid, Anthony Macari, Joseph
Ghafari , Marwan Sabban
54

Sara Moukarzel, Maya Abou Jaoudeh
,Antoine Farhat, Christoforos Mamas,
Alan J Daly
55

Zeina Nehme , Sébastien Pasquereau ,
Alain Coaquette, Mona Diab Assaf ,
Georges Herbein
56
Mona Houhou ,Stan Du Manoir,Hélène
Delpech,Geneviève Rodier, Béatrice
Orsetti ,Mona Diab Assaf,Charles
Theillet
57

Characterization of the molecular mechanisms
by which the Rb/E2F pathway regulates adult
neurogenesis in the olfactory bulb
Nour Halaby, Saad Omais ,Carine
Jaafar , Noel Ghanem
58
Chimerica Receptors to Identify the AGRP
binding Site

Mohammad Rached, Armelle Penhoat

59

Craniofacial Characteristics of Young Adults
with Obstructive Sleep Apnea
Corine Samaha, Jason Amatoury ,
Kinan Zeno, Joseph Ghafari
60
CYP3A4, CYP3A5 AND POR*28 genotyping
in kidney transplantation patients taking
Tacrolimus: an insight on the Lebanese
population

Roula Khalil, Jihad Irani, Maroon Abou
Jaoude, Elias Chalhoub
61
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Cytomegalovirus, long non-coding RNA and
Breast Epithelial Oncogenesis

Cytotoxic and Anti-proliferative activity of Ilex
paraguariensis (Yerba Mate) Aqueous Extracts
on Four Human Adenocarcinoma cell lines.

Zeina Nehme , Sébastien Pasquereau ,Racha
Karaky , Mona Diab Assaf , Georges
Herbein

62

Leen Othman, Ali Jason Saleh,Rita Ghanem
,Michel Choueiry, Samer Bazzi, Marwan ElSabban,Roula Abdel-Massih

63

Sara Bitar, Mohamed Noureldein ,Assaad
Eid

64

Patil
Kalenderian,
Rasha
Barakat
,Mohamad El Masry, Mary Haddad, Batoul
Dia, Assaad A. Eid

65

Sandra Abdullatef, Mirvat El-sibai

66

Safia AlKhunizi, Wassim Abou-Kheir, Nada
Lawand

67

Nour Akhdar, Roweida Bawab, Jamilah
Borjac ,

68

Khaled Alok, Firas Kobeissy, Wassim
Baasseri , Charbel Moussalem, Ibrahim
Omeis

69

Zahra Sadek, Wissam Jomaa ,Said
Ahmaidi, Ali Salami, Wiam Ramadan

70

Diana Abdulghani ,Wael Bazzi, Antoine
Abou Fayad, George Araj , Ghassan Matar

71

Diabetes Induced Dysbiosis: The Dark Side of
Commensals

Diabetes,
Depression,
And
Peripheral
Neuropathy: The Role Of Nadph Oxidases
induced Reactive Oxygen Species in This
Vicious Cycle
Distinctive Roles of StarD13 in serous ovarian
carcinoma Cell Motility, Invasion, and
Invadopodia assembly

Does Gadolinium Deposition in the Brain
Affect Hippocampal Neurogenesis?

Effect of Ceratonia siliqua and Cucurbita pepo
Seeds Extracts on the Fertility of Male Mice

Effect Of Connexin Inhibitors On Outcomes of
Porcine Spinal Cord Injury

Effects of Inspiratory Muscle Training on
Cardiopulmonary Function, Dyspnea and
Quality of life in patients with Chronic Heart
Failure and inspiratory muscle weakness
Elucidating the Efficacy of Combination
Therapy and Colistin Resistance Mechanisms in
MDR/XDR Gram-negative Bacilli
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Estrogen Induces Alpha-2C Adrenoceptor
Expression through cAMP/Epac/JNK/AP-1
Pathway in Human Arteriolar Smooth Muscle
Cells
Evaluation of androgen receptor expression by
immunohistochemistry in Breast cancer tissues
from Lebanese patients

Manal Fardon, Khodor Issa, Elias Baydoun
,Ali Eid

72

Petra EL Hajj, Razan Jarjour, Fadi Nasr
,Khaled Habib, Evelyne EL Helou ,Rania
Azar, Mona Diab-Assaf

73

Mona Tannoury, Charbel Alkhoury , Ziad
Rizk, Akram Hijazi, Mona Diab

74

Christine Khalil, Sawsan Kreydiyyeh

75

Layla El Moussawi , Johnny Nakhleh ,Layla
Kamaredine ,Mike Osta

76

Salem Hannoun, Marwa Baalbaki, Nabil El
Ayoubi, Rayane Issa, Ribal Haddad, Bassem
Yamout, Samia J Khoury, Roula Hourani

77

Imtissal Krayem, Yahya Sohrabi, Eliška
Javorková , Valeriya Volkova, Aigerim
Aidarova, Helena Havelková, Hynek Strnad,
Jarmila Vojtíšková ,Vladimír Holáň, Peter
Demant, Marie Lipoldová

78

Annie Babakhanian, ,Elie Haddad, ,Hiba
Tannous ,Anthony Macari, ,Joseph Ghafari

79

Balig Panossian
Tokajian

80

Evaluation of Medical Activities of Red Marine
Algae Harvested From the Lebanese Coast

FTY720P upregulates NA+/K+ ATPASE in llcpk1 cells: Rho kinase, PI3K and NO are along
the pathway

Functional and Molecular Characterization of
Serine Protease Homologe CLIPA28 in
Anopheles gambiae Mosquito Immunity

Gadolinium exposure in Multiple Sclerosis:
Evaluation of Unenhanced-T1 images Signal
Intensity Alterations

Genetic influence on frequencies of myeloid
derived cells in mouse

Genetics of Excessive Gingival Display

Genome Profiling of Clinical Vancomycin
Resistant Enterococci (VRE)
,George

Araj

,Sima

Glucose/
Lactose
Manganese
Oxide
Nanoparticles as Non-Enzymatic Biosensors
Alaa Abdallah, Hassan Bassma, Rana
Najjar, Ramadan Awad.
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81

Health Effects of Lebanese Schools Indoor
Pollution (HELSIE)Pilot Study
Raymond El-Hajj, Myriam Mrad Nakhlé
,Maher Abboud, Elias Chalhoub, Wehbeh
Farah

82

Fadi Mendelek, Gergi Antoun, Nathalie
Chahine, Ramez Chahine

83

Charbel Basset, Francesco Cappello,
Giovanni Tomasello, Francesca Rappa, Ada
Maria Florena
Abdo Jurjus, Alberto J. L. Macario, Angelo
Leone

84

Houssam Al-Koussa, Ralph Abi-Habib,
Mirvat El-Sibai

85

Mario
Maalouf,
Kristen
Michelle
Nader,Tamara Salloum,Elie Azab Nassour,
Elias Akoury ,Sima Tokajian

86

Zahraa Hammoud, Riham Gharib ,Sophie
Fourmentin, Abdelhamid Elaissari ,Hélène
Greige-Gerges

87

Jacquie Massoud, Saada Diab ,Rim zarrih,
Rana Mouazen, Magalie Iranie, Sayed
Antoun, Mona diab assaf

88

High-heeled shoes and hallux valgus among
Lebanese women

Hsp60 in embryonic and adult submandibular
salivary gland: quantitative distribution patterns
in normal tissues and comparison with benign
and malignant tumors
Human recombinant arginase I (Co)PEG5000induced arginine depletion selectively
inhibits colon cancer cell migration and
invasion
Identification of Common Vaccine Targets
Against Selected Gram-positive Infections

Identification of the drug physiochemical
parameters modulating the encapsulation of
essential oils in drug-in-cyclodextrin-inliposome
In vitro cytotoxic effect of encapsulated
naturalBerberine with different copolymers on
colon cancer cells

Influence of Salinity on Growth, Hemolymph
Osmolality, Gill Na+/K+ ATPase Activity and
Na+-K+-2Cl– cotransporter expression in the
Crayfish Cherax quadricarinatus
Influenza type A virus infection alters FLT3-Ldependent de novo generation of conventional
dendritic cells that contributes to bacterial
superinfection

Reem Rida, Razan Zein Eddine, Sawsan
Kreydiyyeh , Imad Patrick Saoud
Ranin Beshara, Valentin Sencio, Daphnée
Soulard, Adeline Barthélémy, Josette
Fontaine, Thibault
Pinteau, Lucie
Deruyter, Mohamad Bachar Ismail, Fouad
Daboussi, Christophe Paget ,Jean-Claude
Sirard, François Trottein, Christelle
Faveeuw

89

90

Intensive motor training enhances axonal
regeneration following peripheral nerve injury
in rats
Amir Madi, Elie Al Chaer, Nada Lawand
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91

Investigating the mechanism of ceftazidimeavibactam resistance in addition to the effect of
vancomycin on antibacterial resistance in
carbapenem-resistant Klebsiella pneumonia

Nour Sherri, Nesrine Rizk , Antoine Abou
Fayad, Houda Harastani ,Michele Mocadie,
George Araj, Ghassan Matar

92

Charbel Touma , Charlotte ,Degorre, Elie
Hadchity, François Paris

93

Narmin Zmorrod ,Hoda Yusef ,Nawal Al
Hakawati

94

Louis Labaki, Elias Akoury

95

Involvement of SASP in the activation of
CXCR2 receptor ,in radiation-induced genomic
instability in GBM.

Isolation and Characterization of Lead Tolerant
Alkaliphilic
Bacteria
From
Tannery
Wastewaters

Isolation and Structure Elucidation of
Rosmarinic Acid by Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance Spectroscopy

Isolation of Multi-Drug Resistant GramNegative Bacilli in Cockroaches Collected
From Different Environments in Lebanon
Ahmad Sleiman, Anas
Dandachi ,Ziad Daoud

Obeid,

Iman
96

Knowledge and perception on organic food of
university students

Christina Chehade, Aline Rizkallah

97

Lactobacillus Casei and Bifidobacterium Lactis
supplementation reduces tissue damage of
intestinal mucosa and liver after 2,4,6- Marie Noel Zeenny, abdo Jurjus, Francesco
trinitrobenzenesulfonic acid treatment in mice.
Cappello, Angelo Leone
, Giovanni Tomassello

98

Leishmania Pathogenomics and Genome
Evolution in the Era of Whole-Genome
Sequencing
Tamara Salloum,
Tokajian

LXR/mTOR/Nox4 Signaling Axes: Novel
Therapeutic Targets in Diabetic Nephropathy

Robert

Hirt,

Sima

Sahar AL Khansa, Suzan Boutary , Neamah
Mahjoub, Stephanie Eid ,Christopher El
Mouhayyar, Mirella El Khoury ,Tatiana El
Jalkh, Lynn Alaeddine ,Assaad A. Eid ,

99

100

Mechanism of Schwann Cell Injury in Diabetes:
Role of the Cytochromes P450 Pathway
Mary Haddad, Stephanie Eid , Suzan
Boutary, Batoul Dia ,Assaad Eid
101
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Medical Applications of a Brown Algae
harvested on the Lebanese Coast

Mesenchymal Stem Cells Attenuate Diabetic
Kidney Disease through a NADPH oxidases
Dependent Mechanism

Mona Tannoury, Sara Hamza ,Ziad Rizk,
Mona Diab-Assaf

102

Rachel Njeim , Natalie Youssef ,William
Azar , Christelle Al Zaghrini ,Sami Azar ,
Assaad A. Eid

103

Cynthia Al Hageh, Dominique Gauguier,
Rony Khnayzer,
Pierre Zalloua

104

Sahar Al kattar, Chawki Bou Karim,
Bertrand Liagre, Abdo Jurjus.

105

Hanine Haidar,
Marianna Lauricella,
1
Felicia Farina , Assad Eid, Rosalyn Jurjus,
Lara Youssef , Francesco Cappello Angelo
leone, Abdo Jurjus

106

Josephine Boueri, Sara Khamis, Anthony
Macari, Joseph Ghafari

107

Nada Habeichi, Rana Ghali ,Ali Mroueh ,
Abdullah Kaplan, Cynthia Tannous, Abdo
Jurjus , Ahmed El-Yazbi, Fouad A. Zouein

108

Racha
Karaky,
Wassim
Shebaby,
Mohammad Mroueh Maite Sylla, Mona
Diab-Assaf

109

Metabolomic Profiling in Aortic Valve Stenosis

Metformin and Probiotics in the crosstalk
between Colorectal cancer, Inflammatory
Bowel Disease and Diabetes.

Molecular basis of burn wound healing in
diabetics: the effect of Vitamin B17, metformin
and autologous fat stem cells

Morphological expression and inheritance
pattern of oligodontia and hypodontia

Myocardial Infarction Induced Acute Kidney
Injury: More Protection in Females

New cyclocoumarol derivatives inhibit cancer
cell proliferation and induce apoptosis

Novel Biomimetic Lab-on-Chip (LOC) Device
recapitulating the full tumor microenvironment
in ductal cancers
Waddah Malaeb, Daniel Farhat, George
Deeb Nadine Mahfouz, Rabih Talhouk,
Rami mehanna

110

Sahar Dekwer, Marie Paul Vasson, Mona
Diab Assaf

111

Overweight and mammary cancerogenesis:
impact of vitamin D
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Oxidative Stress: A Novel Therapeutic Target
in Non-Transfusion Dependent Thalassemia
(NTDT)

Participation of dysbiosis in Irritable Bowel
Syndrome (IBS) via the modulation of the
intestinal epithelial barrier:regulation of ROS
production, zonulin and NOX enzymes
expression
Peripheral Neurogenic Inflammation: A New
Trigger For Adult Neurogenesis in the
Hippocampus and Spinal Cord

Rayan Bou Fakhreddine, Assaad A. Eid , Ali
Taher

112

Rudy Abou Jreich, Mira Chaar, Pia Chedid

113

Malak Fouani, Wassim Abou-Kheir, Nada
Lawand

114

Karim Raafat , Doha Masry

115

Mohamed Rached, Fatima El Hajj

116

Phytochemical and Biological Investigation of
Rheum ribes

Poly
Cystic
Ovarian
Syndrome
and
myoinostitol introduction among young women
in Lebanon.

Preliminary results on Lebanese national youth
football teamsfitness level:A comparative study
on anthropometrics and physical performance
Majed Moubarak
,Georges Assaf

,

Jawad

Badredin
117

Protective Effect of Matricaria chamomilla
Extract against 1,2-Dimethylhydrazine-Induced
Colorectal Cancer and Hepatotoxicity in Mice

Proteomic profiling of rhabdomyosarcomaderived exosomes identifies a new protein
responsible of their functional role in paracrine
signaling

Manal El Joumaa, Salima Shebbo ,Robin
Taleb, Sandra Rizk, Jamilah Borjac

118

Assil Fahs, Ghina Rammal , Firas
Kobeissy, Yehia Mechref , Zhao Jingfu ,Rui
Zhu, Nader Hussein, Raya Saab,Sandra
Ghayad

119

Rana Barakat, Hala Mansour,
Nahle,Fatima Sabbagh, Ali Chokr

120

Pseudomonas aeruginosa supernatant inhibits
Staphylococcus epidermidis and Escherichia
coli biofilm formation.

Qualitative and quantitative NMR study of
saffron (Crocus sativus L.) extracts grown in
Lebanon and comparison with saffron from
different geographical origins

Sahar

Nathalie Chahine ,Imad El Alam ,Anatoli
Sobolev , Donatella Capitani ,Hassane
Makhlouf ,Ramez Chahine
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121

Rb is Essential for the Survival and
Maintenance of Adult Neural Progenitors in the
Aging Subventricular Zone

Role Of ICOS/ICOSL In The Physiology And
the Physiopathology Of The Peripheral Nervous
System

Saad Omais ,Nour El-Halaby , Carine
Jaafar ,Anthony Bejjani ,Noël Ghanem

122

Rasha Barakat ,Céline Becker ,Akram
Remlawi ,Charbel Massaad ,Christian
Boitard ,Assaad Eid

123

Rim Nassar , Marwan El Sabban ,Samar
Eid ,Ramez Chahine , Béatrice Chabi ,Anne
Bonnieu ,Fadia Najjar ,Aline Hamade

124

Daniella Issa , Amal Najjar , Hélène
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From Palermo, just like Beirut to Palermo with Beirut:
renaissance through the Universities

a cultural

Giuseppe Ferraro
Director of Department of Biomedicine, Neuroscience and Advanced Diagnostic (Bi.N.D.), Professor of Physiology at
Palermo Medical School (UP), Italy

In the South-Mediterranean countries the demand for Higher Education needs an integration
with the aim to expand the access to the high level of scientific research and to promote a
higher and integrated educational system. In this context, the adoption of strategic priority in
University cooperation seems to be a milestone in the relationships between different
geographic areas around the Mediterranean Sea.
Over the last years, the relationship between the University of Palermo and the University of
Beirut has contributed greatly to having an international scientific dialogue, providing several
opportunities to Italian and Lebanese post-graduate students in different field of biomedical
research.
Both the institutions have continuously encouraged high level collaborations among partner
projects in order to open an integrated approach in the academic research in the
Mediterranean, transforming a negative similarity into a positive cooperation.
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Genome editing strategies to eliminate HIV infection: Promises and pitfalls
Mauro Pistello
Director of Department of Biomedicine, Neuroscience and Advanced Diagnostic (Bi.N.D.), Professor of Physiology at
Palermo Medical School

Despite remarkable advances in prevention and treatment, human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV)/acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) remains a major health hazard. The
main reason of HIV/AIDS persistence in infected individuals and circulation in human
population is the inability of existing treatments to eradicate HIV from the human body.
Furthermore, by preventing viral replication, HIV drugs spare the infected cells from cell
lysis and permits the virus to persist indefinitely and reactivate at any time.
Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats/Cas9 (CRISPR/Cas9) is an
emerging and potent gene-editing technique that proved very effective in manipulating
cellular genomes in various field. Recently, CRISPR/Cas9 was applied to eliminate or disrupt
HIV-integrated genomes or HIV-infected cells in cell cultures and in various animal models.
The results were very promising and complete cure of HIV/AIDS is considered an achievable
goal.
This strategy has some downsides too, CRISPR/Cas9 does not efficiently cleave HIV in
latently infected cells, may generate HIV-resistant strains, and cleaved HIV genome can
persist, rearrange and express its genes at low level.
In this talk, I will summarize the most recent progress in the application of the CRISPR/Cas9
gene-editing technique to HIV/AIDS therapy and elimination. Future directions and trends of
such applications will be also discussed.
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Guest Speakers
Human Anatomy Teaching and Research at the University of Palermo: A
five-hundred-year-long history.
Francesco Cappelo
Director of Medical Residency Program in Sport and Exercise Medicine, Professor of Human Anatomy at Palermo Medical
School

In my talk, I will present the history of the Anatomical Institution of Palermo, one of the
oldest in Italy. Its founder was Giovanni Filippo Ingrassia (1510-1580), one of the pupils of
Vesalius. Ingrassia was a Professor of Anatomy and Protomedicus of Sicily; he made
significant discoveries in the field of human anatomy and public health, and is considered one
of the pioneers of Osteology. His students created the "Academy of Anatomy", that later
became the "Academy of Medicine" that, in turn, laid the foundations for the constitution of
the Faculty of Medicine when the University of Palermo was established in 1806. Nowadays,
the Human Anatomy Institution of Palermo is part of a larger Department and its Faculty mix
tradition and innovation in their teaching and research activities.
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Structural Characterization of Protein Complexes in Neurodegeneration,
Epigenetics and Signal Transduction using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Spectroscopy
Elias Akoury
Assistant Professor of Chemistry, Department of Natural Sciences, School of Arts and Sciences, Lebanese American
University, Faculty of Chemistry and Pharmacy, Ludwig-Maximilians-University Munich Butenandtstr, Germany

Proteins are versatile macromolecules that constitute a network of structurally complex
systems with crucial biological relevance. The remarkable features of protein folding define
its functionality by the ability of retaining its proper conformation with defined
threedimensional structure. Notably, disordered proteins exhibit aggregates of highly defined
cross-β structures and are basis of pathological processes in numerous diseases,
mostimportant being Neurodegeneration. Our research highlights distinctive features in drug
design strategies for interaction with specific target biomolecules. We employ spectroscopic
and biophysical methods to explore the fundamental principles of protein foldingand
misfolding in structures of ligand-protein complexes at atomic resolution. We incorporate
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy in combination with Mass Spectrometry and
cryogenic Transmission Electron Microscopy to decipher mechanisms of action of
aggregation inhibitors in neurodegenerative diseases (Akoury et al. JACS 2013) and
structure determination of nucleosome-bound proteins (Akoury et al. Angew Chem 2013).
We have also characterized major events in protein folding of molecular chaperones, Hsp70
and Hsp90 heat shock proteins, linked to the homeostasis of the Tau protein, one of the
hallmarks of Alzheimer’s disease (Jinwal, Akoury et al. FASEB 2013). We also established
a novel NMR approach to obtain the structural model of Tau-Hsp90 complex (Karagoz,
Akoury et al. Cell 2014). Our model resolves the paradox of how Hsp90 specifically
engages in late folding of intrinsically disordered proteins, and identifies the modulation as a
potential therapeutic target in AD (Fontaine, Akoury et al. Hum Mol 2015). In effort of
identifying the interaction of cyclic dinucleotides with corresponding protein binding partners
for therapeutic intervention, we have expanded the structural insights of the trimeric complex
of the PII-like signal transduction protein A (PstA) bound to the secondary messenger cyclicdi- AMP (Akoury et al. in review). We also represent the interaction of a methyl-lysine
H3K9 methyltransferase with the nucleosome through its disordered region, crucial for
enzyme activity and heterochromatin establishment (Akoury et al. Nucleic Acid Research
2019).
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The human microbiome in the clinics
Nicasio Mancini
Associate professor Of Microbiology and Virology. School of Medicine University San Raffaele Milan Italy.

What if someone told you that a brand new organ has been identified in the human body?
Indeed, this is what happened when the availability of Next Generation Sequencing
techniques allowed the fine characterization of the huge amount of microorganisms
colonizing our body: the so-called microbiome. It is everyday increasing our knowledge of
the number of biological functions played by the microbiome and, in parallel, the possible
consequences on health of its alterations. Several studies have correlated early microbiome
modifications to several pathological conditions in the adult including currently unexplained
metabolic, inflammatory and autoimmune conditions. It is just the beginning of a real
revolution in medicine. The possibilities are manifold including better diagnosis, prognosis
and tailored therapies. In this presentation, I will give a general overview of what is going on
in the clinical application of microbiome data and will present personal experiences in two
specific and extremely diverse settings: the hematopoietic stem cell transplantation and the
intrauterine insemination in couples with idiopathic infertility.
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Université Libanaise – Université de Limoges – Université Américaine de
Beyrouth : 10 ans d’étroite collaboration scientifique
Bertrand Liagre1, Chawki Boukarim2, Abdo Jurjus3, Mona Diab-Assaf4
1Université de Limoges, Laboratoire PEIRENE EA 7500, Faculté de Pharmacie, Département de Biochimie et Biologie
Moléculaire – 2, rue du Docteur Marcland, 87025 Limoges, France. 2Université Libanaise, Faculté des Sciences – Branche
3, Département de Chimie, Beyrouth, Liban. 3Université Américaine de Beyrouth, Faculté de Médecine, Département
d’Anatomie, Biologie Cellulaire et Sciences Physiologiques, Beyrouth, Liban. 4Université Libanaise, Faculté des Sciences –
Branche 2, EDST (Tumorigénicité Moléculaire et Pharmacologie Anticancéreuse), Tripoli, Liban.

La formalisation des partenariats avec les Universités libanaises et l’Université de Limoges
(Unilim) date de 2001 avec la signature d’un accord de coopération avec l’Université
Libanaise (ULb). Depuis 2009, cette coopération s’est étendue au domaine Biologie-Santé.
L’objectif stratégique pour ces Universités est de renforcer le lien entre universitaires,
enseignants-chercheurs, employeurs et décideurs spécifiquement dans l'espace euro –
méditerranéen et d’accroître le rayonnement international des actions de formations et de
recherche. En Biologie-Santé, il contribue au renforcement des capacités de la recherche et de
formation à la recherche dans le domaine à l’ULb par la mise en place de cotutelles de thèse,
l’Ecole Doctorale de l’Université Libanaise (EDST) ne pouvant délivrer le grade de Docteur
sans partenaire international. Unilim et ULb se prévalent d’une connaissance mutuelle
certaine. Depuis la création de l’Ecole Doctorale de l’Université Libanaise en 2009, Unilim,
par l’intermédiaire du Pr Bertrand Liagre, a grandement contribué à faire avancer la Science
au Liban (https://www.unilim.fr/international/2017/05/10/8895/) dans le domaine BiologieSanté : mise en place et réalisation depuis 2010 de 6 Thèses d’Université soutenues (codirection ou co-tutelle) avec l’ULb (dont 2 soutenues en 2017). Actuellement, 2 thèses (cotutelle ou co-direction) sont en cours dont les soutenances auront lieu respectivement à
Beyrouth et à Limoges en Décembre 2019 et Décembre 2020. Il est à noter que la thèse qui
sera soutenue en Décembre 2019 se déroule à l’Université Américaine de Beyrouth (AUB).
Ces données indiquent que les personnes impliquées à l’origine (Pr Mona Diab-Assaf, Pr
Chawki Boukarim et Pr Abdo Jurjus) continuent d’œuvrer de part et d’autre (9 publications
en collaboration dans des revues internationales à comité de lecture sur les 5 dernières
années). Les habitudes de travail et la connaissance mutuelle sont établies. Ces éléments
démontrent une collaboration solide et efficace au service de la formation doctorale francolibanaise.
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Medical Health and Biological Sciences
A bibliometric analysis of research productivity of Lebanese publications
during a 10-year period (2008-2018).
Salemeh Maya1, Howayek Mirza1, Mammari Nour2, Halabi Mohamad Adnan1
1.Holy Family University, Faculty of Health, Medical Laboratory department.2 Holy Family University, Research Office,
Batroun, Lebanon

Background: Bibliometric studies are increasingly being used for research evaluation by
involving the application of statistical analysis to scientific publications in order to obtain the
bibliographic for each country and the level of accordance of its field of research with
national needs and priority. The main objective of this study was to analyze the research
productivity of Lebanese publications during the last 10-year period (2008-2018).
Methods: Data from 1 January 2008 till 31 December 2018 were searched for documents
with Lebanon as an affiliation country in scopus data base. Research productivity was
evaluated based on a methodology used in other bibliometric studies. Results: In total,
24,177 documents were retrieved from 278 international peer-reviewed journals. The quantity
of publication increased by around 3-fold from 2008 to 2018.
Lebanese researchers collaborated mostly with France (6987 publications), followed by the
United States of America (6886 publications), United Kingdom (1919 publications) and
Canada (1901 publications). In term of publication per institution the American University of
Beirut came first with 14463 documents followed by the American University of Beirut
Medical center with 5862 documents, in third place we found the Lebanese University with
5835 documents. In term of subject domain, the most studied domain was medicine with
14908 publications followed by engineering (6101 publications) and computer science (4711
publications). Conclusion: Despite all sorts of economical/political problems in Lebanon the
increasing research activities in Lebanon has been relatively good over the last decade.
Although still modest, Lebanon has significantly increased (3-fold) its publication output in
the last decade. Lebanese research capacity and activity are concentrated in three universities,
and medicine is the most studied field.
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A New Tool in Solving DNA Profiling Challenges in the Lebanese Population:
The Use of Rapidly Mutating Y-STRs for Better Differentiation of Similar YHaplotypes
Nassib Dagher, Issam Mansour
Faculty of Health Sciences , American University of Science and Technology

Background: Y-STRs are widely used for the identification of the male lineage in cases of
missing persons, mass disasters, historical cases, population migration, and criminal affairs.
Y-STRs could present certain limitations due to the lack of recombination, as they are
transmitted in haplotypes, resulting in a decrease of the degree of discrimination, especially
in populations with high rates of endogamy such as the Lebanese population. Rapidly
Mutating Y-STRs (RM Y-STRs) could present a potential solution owing to their high
mutation rates. RM Y-STRs should be able to increase the discrimination power among
related or unrelated males that share similar Y-STR profile. Design and Methods: Our study
encompassed two main axes of research. First, performing 13 RM Y-STRs on 26 males, from
a Lebanese population of 502 individuals that failed previously to be individualized with
Y23-STR. Second performing 13 RM Y-STRs on 135 samples from 7 Lebanese villages.
Results for Y23-STR and 13 RM Y-STR in individuals of the seven villages were compared
by Haplotype Diversity (HD), Random match probability (RMD), unique haplotypes (UH),
and discrimination capacity (DC). Finally, the power of differentiation between four related
categories: father-son, brothers, uncle-nephew, and 1st degree paternal cousins was assessed.
Results: All 26 samples from the Lebanese population were distinguished with the RM YSTRs, which yielded haplotype diversity equal to 0.9999 and discrimination capacity to
100%. In the tested villages, 84 samples were distinguished out of the 135 samples. RM YSTRs distinguished 60% of Y-haplotypes instead of 20% with Y23 alone for father-son
couples, 85% instead of 45% with Y23 alone for the brothers’ couples, 86% instead of 46%
with Y23 alone for the uncle and nephew couples, and finally to reach a 100% discrimination
instead of 47% with Y23 alone for the cousins couples. Conclusion: In the general Lebanese
population and in the Lebanese villages, RM Y-STR method increased the haplotype
diversity rate, the discrimination power, and the number of unique haplotypes. Yet the
problem of reaching individualization for every male profile, in the studied villages, was not
accomplished.
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Activated Macrophages Stimulation of Glioblastoma Motility Involves
Paracrine Factors and Cell Morphological Changes
Isabelle Fakhoury1, Ralph Abi-Habib1 and Mirvat El-Sibai1
1Department of Natural Sciences, Lebanese American University, Beirut, Lebanon.

Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is one of the most common and deadliest primary malignant
cancers of the central nervous system. The main challenge in treating GBM remains their
high ability to infiltrate healthy brain tissues. GBM growth and invasion can be modulated by
communication between tumor cells and their microenvironment. Microglia and infiltrating
macrophages constitute up to one third of GBM tumors. We thus investigated the
mechanisms by which macrophages stimulate GBM cell invasion. We first examined the
effects of activated M1-type THP-1 macrophages paracrine signaling on cell motility and
invasion of U87 and T98 cancer cells in vitro. Our time lapse results show that treatment of
both cell lines with activated THP-1 conditioned media (CM) increases 2D cell motility by
around 2 folds as compared to the control. Specifically, both the speed and the net paths
increased upon treatment with M1 type THP-1 CM. Interestingly, the CM induced noticeable
morphological changes in cancer cells including more membrane protrusions and ruffling as
well as increased cell-cell connecting tunnel-like structures. Quantitatively, the surface area
of treated cells was 2 folds larger than that of control cells, and this observed phenotype was
reversed upon replacement of the CM. Further analysis by immunofluorescence confirmed
the increase in membrane ruffling formation as well as demonstrated an upregulation in focal
adhesion number and area. In addition, we also show that invadopodia formation is increased
upon treatment with CM. Altogether the data indicates that M1-type activated macrophages
stimulate GBM motility in a paracrine manner by upregulating key structures involved in cell
motility and invasion. Further work is still warranted to determine the molecular targets
implicated in the macrophages-GBM paracrine signaling.
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Antibiotic efficiency enhancement against the clinical multi-drug resistant
Pseudomonas aeruginosa via immobilization of PMBN to PDMS surfaces and
albumin nanoparticles
Hawraa Shahrour1,2,3, Israa Dandache2,3, Ana Luisa Martinez-Lopez4, Juan Manuel Irache-Garreta4,
Ali Chokr2,3 and, Guillermo Martínez-de-Tejada1
1Department of Microbiology and Parasitology, University of Navarra, Pamplona, Spain 2Laboratory of Microbiology,
Department of Life & Earth Sciences, Faculty of Sciences I, Lebanese University, Hadat campus, Beirut, Lebanon
3Platform of Research and Analysis in Environmental Sciences (PRASE), Doctoral school of Sciences and Technologies,
Lebanese University, Hadat campus, Beirut, Lebanon 4Department of Chemistry and Pharmaceutical Technology,
University of Navarra, Pamplona, Spain

When free in solution, polymyxin B nonapeptide (PMBN) - a short peptide derived from
polymyxin B-, is known to bind to the bacterial surface and to greatly enhance the activity of
co-administered antibiotics. We hypothesized that PMBN retains its enhancing activity after
being immobilized onto surfaces. To investigate this possibility we measured the synergistic
activity between antibiotics and surface-bound PMBN using Ps4 Pseudomonas aeruginosa
strain, multi-resistant clinical isolate. PMBN was immobilized using two different
procedures. First, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) surface was coated with PMBN by using
polydopamine (pDA) as a linker and the ability of the peptide to prevent Ps4 biofilm growth
was determined by safranin staining, viable counts and confocal microscopy. Interestingly,
the PMBN-PDA-PDMS surface prevented biofilm growth when combined with 2 μg/mL of
the antibiotic, a concentration 32 times lower than that necessary to inhibit colonization in the
absence of PMBN. Under these conditions, a time-kill assay proved that bacterial death
occurred within the first 4 hours of incubation. Moreover, the functionalized surface retained
its PMBN-mediated lethality even after 3 days of incubation in water, thus proving the
stability of the peptide attachment. As an alternative strategy, PMBN was incorporated on the
surface of albumin nanoparticles (AN) loaded with either Doxycycline (D) or Levofloxacin
(L). Whereas D-loaded and L-loaded ANs had minimum inhibitory concentrations of 10 and
5 mg/mL against Ps4, values of the equivalent PMBN-bound ANs dropped to 1 mg/mL and
1.75 mg/mL, respectively. We demonstrated, for the first time, that an antibiotic enhancer
retains its potentiating activity when attached to different surfaces. These findings have
implications for the design of medical implants resistant to biofilm formation and open new
avenues to fight against antibiotic-resistant pathogens.
Keywords: antibiotic resistance, device associated infections, anti-biofilm activity, synergy,
Polymyxin B nonapeptide, albumin nanoparticles.
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Anti-cancer effect of new natural Bebeerine encapsulation within
copolymers micelles against colon cancer cells
Sayed Antoun1,3*, Rana Mouazen1, Saada Diab1, Magalie Iranie1 , Mona diab assaf1,2*
1 Molecular tumorigenesis and anticancer pharmacology laboratory, faculty of sciences-section2, Lebanese university,
Lebanon 2 Doctoral school of sciences and technology, Lebanese university, Lebanon 3 Chemistry department, faculty of
sciences-section3, Lebanese university, Lebanon.

Vectoring systems are found to be efficient in drugs deliver. These systems have been
discovered in order to improve the hydrophilic properties of alkaloids with pharmacological
properties such as berberine. Major alkaloid characterization of Berberis species, has been
intensively investigated for its pharmacological properties and showed the beneficial effects
for prevention and treatment of many diseases like cancer, cardiovascular diseases, diabetes,
neurodegenerative diseases. This was attributed to its ability of inhibition melanoma cancer
cells migration, and the growth of human tongue squamous carcinoma tumors in a murine
xenograft model, and exert a cytotoxic effect against many cell lines .Also, it targets the
signalling pathway such as NF-kB and PI3K in leukemic cell lines. Apoptosis is the cause of
this cell death in many cell lines and xenografts. It can activate the mitochondrial/ caspase
signalling to enhance apoptosis. To enhance bioavailability and anti-cancer efficiency of
berberine

(BER)

in

the

absence

of

any

organic

solvent

i.e.

DMSO,

direct

copolymer/berberine micelle delivery system was prepared in aqueous physiological solution.
Using several carboxylic /acrylamide homo and copolymers as emulsifiers, BER-containing
water micelles were prepared and then dialyzed to form clear anticancer micelles containing
amorphous BER nanoparticles. Organic free BER-loaded micelles were used in vitro.
Successfully, these encapsulations showed an improvement of antiproliferative effect of
berberine measured by MTT and by counting with trypan blue, in colon cancer cell lines HT29. This effect was enhanced in the presence of the copolymer maleic/carboxylic acid sod ium
salt compared to berberine /DMSO system. In contrast, copolymers of carboxylic/acrylamide
showed problems in the release of the active molecule. However, these (co)polymers alone did
not show any toxicity to the treated cells, confirming their biocompatibility to cells used. Organic
free (BER) encapsulation within copolymers may be an advantageous strategy in anticancer
therapy, without any potential cytototoxicity in HT-29 cell line. These results allowed us to
propose several future models of micelle complexe in order to improve the treatment of cancer
cells by nanocarriers technique. Also a better understanding of this synergy between berberine
copolymer mixed micelle based on anticancer mechanistic studies will be considered shortly.
Keywords : encapsulation, copolymers, berberine, complexed micelle anticancer
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Anti-obesity Effect of Ethanolic Extract from Micromeria barbata in 3T3-L1
Adipocytes
Bariaa Nafeh 1, Sami Zreika 1,2,3, Assaad Eid4, Fawaz El Omar 1,2, Jinane Kassem 1,2*.
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Micromeria barbata is an aromatic plant from Lamiaceae family and is mainly found in the
southeast areas of Asia and Mediterranean region including Lebanon. Micromeria barbata is
highly rich in flavonoids and polyphenolic acids., reported to have in vitro anti-oxidant, antimicrobial, anti-bacterial and recently anti-tubercular activity. Despite the known role of these
compounds in lipid metabolism, the role of Micromeria barbata in alleviating obesity have
not been reported previously. Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate the antiobesity efficacy of ethanolic extract of Micromeria barbata on 3T3-L1 cells representative
cell with morphological and biochemical characteristics of adipocytes. To characterize its
anti-obesity effects and to evaluate its potential as an anti-obesity drug, we performed various
obesity- related experiments in vitro. In this study, ethanolic extract of this plant were
assessed for toxicity through a cell viability assay which revealed a maximum concentration
of 0.1 mg/ml. The extract suppressed the differentiation of 3T3-L1 adipocytes and decreased
the triglyceride content with lipid accumulation. The extract also significantly increased
glycerol levels compared to control by 133% during adipolysis. Similar results were
confirmed in adipocytes hormone secretion during ELISA colorimetric assay with a
significant increase in adiponectin concentrations. The present study results indicate a
beneficial effect of Micromeria barbata extract on adipogenesis, adipolysis and triglyceride
content, in addition to a regulation of adiponectin concentration in 3T3-L1 adipocytes which
in 3T3-L1 adipocytes which can be of clinical importance in energy regulation which is a key
factor in treating diabetes, obesity, and metabolic syndrome.
Keywords: Micromeria barbata, cold extract, 3T3-L1 cell, cytotoxicity, adipogenesis,
lipolysis, adiponectin, obesity.
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Apple Chips a Healthy Snack as Alternative to Potato Chips among Lebanese
University Students
Hussein Hassan, Alissar Abou Ghaida, Dima Saleh, Saja Haidar, Yara Bou Rached
Nutrition Program, Department of Natural Sciences, Lebanese American University

Snacks are small portions of food consumed in a hurry or between main meals. They vary
from healthy to unhealthy in terms of their nutritional density, calorie count and effect on
health. Potato chips is a major snack consumed worldwide by different age groups due to its
low price, long shelf life, and taste appeal, but it is high in saturated fats, trans-fats,
acrylamide and artificial colors and flavors. On the other hand, an emerging healthy
alternative is apple chips, which is low in fat and rich in fiber and micronutrients, but
significantly more expensive that potato chips. Taking into account that apple is a major crop
in Lebanon that is wasted due to limited exporting markets, processing it into apple chips is a
potential solution. The aim of our study was to optimize the drying time and temperature of
approximately 1-mm thick slices using a commercial hot air dryer to produce apple chips
with moisture content of 20% and water activity of 0.3. Then, a sensory analysis was
performed using a convenient sample of 100 students at the Lebanese American University to
assess the color, taste, texture, appearance and overall acceptability of our apple chips product
compared to potato chips via hedonic test method. In addition, the effect of gender, major of
study, household income and frequency of snacks consumption on the potato vs. apple chips
snack preference, and on the overall acceptability of our apple chips product was assessed.
Furthermore, a Quantitative Descriptive Analysis (QDA) was generated for both products, in
which the intensity of each sensory attribute increases outward from a central point.
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Assessment of heavy metal and antibiotic resistance of Gram negative
bacteria isolated from war-zones
Mouayad M. Bakleh1,2, Wael Bazzi1,2, Antoine Abou Fayad1,2*, Ghassan M. Matar1,2*
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Escherichia coli and Klebsiella pneumonia are showing resistance that is spreading due to
multiple mechanisms. Heavy metals are crucial in many biological processes. However, they
are highly toxic at high concentrations, and the extensive release of them into the
environment from natural disasters or from bombing and shelling of weapons enabled
bacteria to develop detoxifying techniques, unfortunately little is known about the heavy
metal induced antimicrobial resistance.
This study aims to assess the impact of heavy metals on antibiotic resistant isolates collected
from conflict regions and elucidate the underlying molecular mechanisms.
A total of 48 E. coli and K. pneumoniae isolates originating from warzone and AUBMC
clinical microbiology laboratory are screened against a panel of metals (Zink Sulfate, Copper
Sulfate, Potassium dichromate, Nickel chloride, and Magnesium chloride), and antibiotics
(Gentamicin, Imipenem, Clindamycin, Ciprofloxacin, and Tigecyclin) and a combination of
both. Also, we are inducing resistance on ATCC strains of E. coli and K. pneumoniae to
obtain a reference for later Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS). Additionally, the strains will
be grown under different pH and NaCl2 conditions, to investigate any possible modifications
induced.
Our results show a relatively increased resistance to different heavy metals assessed from
warzone regions as compared to clinical isolates. However, a variation in the antimicrobial
susceptibility patterns is documented for Gentamicin and Ciprofloxacin and susceptible to
Imipenem. Interestingly, upon combining heavy metals with antibiotics, a decrease in the
MICs of antimicrobial agents is revealed in E. coli and a variation is documented in K.
pneumoniae especially upon combination with CuSO4.
The importance of this study manifests in investigating uncharacterized resistance
mechanisms. In fact, it will shed light on heavy metals induced resistance. Finally, this study
is eye-opening on the harm brought using toxic heavy metals and their subsequent
accumulation in the environment.
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Association Between Orthodontic Treatment And Dietary Intake In
Adolescent Patients
Nancy Abdo1, Anthony T. Macari1, Lara Nasreddine2, Joseph G. Ghafari1
1
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Background: Orthodontic appliances (OA) are claimed to cause nutritional imbalances, and
available literature includes short term assessment, with lack of original diet determination.
Aims: Assess short and intermediate term effects of OA and generated pain on body mass
index (BMI) and dietary intake, and the reported diet healthiness.
Methods: 35 adolescents (mean age: 14.6y) were recruited before orthodontic treatment.
BMI was calculated at baseline (B), 1 (M1) and 3 (M3) months. Dietary intake was evaluated
through: 1- 24hours recall at baseline and first week (W1); 2- Food Frequency Questionnaire
(FFQ) at B, M1 and M3. Patients rated pain intensity on visual analogue scale. Nutrients
levels were compared to Acceptable Macronutrient Distribution Range (AMDR) and
Adequate Intake (AI).
Results: BMI was unchanged during the study. Temporal changes were as follows: At W1: no
significant change in in macronutrients. At M1: significant decrease (p<0.01) in carbohydrate
(381.16g/d vs 257.55g/d), protein (93.83g/d vs 67.57g/d) and fiber (26.27g/d vs 17.26g/d),
with marginal decrease in fat (127.14g/d vs 88.23g/d; p=0.058) and obesity (28.5% vs 20%).
At M3: despite slight increases, carbohydrate, protein and fiber levels remained significantly
lower relative to baseline measures (p≤0.01) except for fat (96.8g/d; p=0.25) along with
increase in obesity (22.8%). The dietary intake reduction correlated negatively with pain (0.3≤r≤-0.5) which decreased significantly between M1 and M3 (16.38 vs 7.85, p<0.001; need
for pain relief: 68.5% vs 20%). Adolescents originally consumed a high fat diet (fat%=36.87)
compared to AMDR (25-35%), higher during treatment (M1: 36.9%; M3: 40.15%). However,
fiber consumption was originally deficient (males: 31.57g/d; females: 21.26g/d) relative to AI
(males: 38g/d; females: 26g/d) and further decreased after bracket placement (males:
18.55g/d; females: 16.04g/d).
Conclusion: The findings highlight the importance of dietary guidance on food selection
before and during orthodontic treatment to prevent nutritional imbalances affecting
adolescent growth and oral tissues health.
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“Bacteria dominate weapons, soldiers and civilians”: Elucidating the
molecular mechanisms and the impact of heavy metals on antimicrobial
resistance in war zones
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Although in the 1970s Enterobacteriaceae, Acinetobacter baumannii and Gram positive bacteria were
sensitive to most antibiotics, nowadays one of the major concerns is the increased antimicrobial
resistance especially in “war zones”, where weapons harbor huge amounts of toxic heavy metals. This
phenomenon emerged tremendously during the war in Iraq, where Acinetobacter was named the
“Iraqibacter” and continued to evolve with the increased tension in several Mediterranean countries to
include Enterobacteriaceae and Gram positive bacteria. In this study, we aim to assess for the first
time heavy metals resistance in war zone regions and elucidate the molecular mechanisms beyond the
increased antimicrobial resistance upon establishing the role of heavy metals in this process in
Enterobacteriaceae, A. baumanniii and Gram positive bacteria. A continuous supply of war zone
Enterobacteriaceae and A. baumanniii isolates by the World Health Organization (WHO) is ongoing.
Moreover, a number of clinical isolates are continuously provided by the Clinical Microbiology
Laboratory at AUBMC. War zone and clinical isolates are currently screened against a panel of toxic
heavy metals (Zn2+, Cu2+, Cr6+, Pb2+, Ba2+, Cd2+, Hg2+, As5+, Ni2+ and Co2+) and antibiotics
(Gentamicin, Imipenem, Tigecyline, Clindamycin, Meropenem, Colistin, Ciprofloxacin, and
Cefepime) separately and in combination to determine their Minimum Inhibitory Concentrations
(MICs). To establish in vitro resistant strains that could mimic war zone samples, induction of
resistance is performed on Enterobacteriaceae and A. baumanniii ATCC strains against heavy metals,
antibiotics and the combination of both. Following this, interesting war zone and clinical
susceptibility profiles will be selected for Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) analysis in order to
elucidate genome-wide modifications within genes encoding resistance to heavy metals such as to
Hg2+ (mer operons), As5+ (ars operons), Cr6+, Cu2+ (cop locus), and Co2+/Zn2+/Cd2+ (czc determinants).
Future experiments include proteomics analysis to determine the impact of heavy metals on possible
antibiotic conformational changes. So far, a wide range of antimicrobial resistance is documented in
most clinical and war zone isolates. Surprisingly, a highly toxic MIC is reported against most heavy
metals where Ba2+, As5+and Pb2+ reached >640mM, >40mM and >30mM respectively. Those
concentrations reflect highly resistant bacteria as the average tolerable concentrations of heavy metals
involved in biological processes do not exceed “µM”. Interestingly, a decrease in antimicrobial and
heavy metals MICs is documented upon their combination in a number of clinical and war zone
isolates, which highlights possible reverse resistance mechanisms. Upon in vitro induction of
resistance on ATCC strains, augmented resistance towards Cefepime was observed when inducing
resistance to Gentamicin and vice versa. This is achieved in combination with Cu2+, As5+ and Pb2+. All
in all, these data reveal a strong correlation between heavy metals and antimicrobial agents in
increasing or decreasing resistance especially in isolates obtained from war zones where we noticed
quick shifts between sensitive and resistant profiles due to possible rapid mutations. Future analyses
include WGS analysis to elucidate the molecular mechanisms and genome-wide modifications
responsible for the obtained phenotypes.In conclusion; this is the first study on heavy metals and
antimicrobial resistance in war zone regions. It will definitely shed light on novel molecular
mechanisms responsible for the increased resistance. On the other hand, this study might highlight
possible reverse resistance mechanisms.
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Biomimetic Sulfated GAGs Maintain Differentiation Markers of Breast Cells
and Preferentially Inhibit Proliferation of Cancer Cells
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Glycosaminoglycans (GAG) of the extracellular matrix play profound roles in modulating
cellular behavior, but their mechanism of action is poorly understood. Mimetic GAG such as
alginate sulfate (AlgSulf) were used to decode the effect of GAGs on cells. Herein, we
evaluated the differential effect of the sulfated mimetic GAGs on cell proliferation, lumen
formation, and polarity using normal and cancerous breast epithelial cells. Alginates were
synthesized with degrees of sulfation (DSs) varying from 0 to 2.7. Sulfated alginates were
used to treat S1normal breast epithelial cells and their tumor counterparts HMT-3522-T4-2
cells in 2D and 3D models. Cell proliferation and differentiation were assessed using Trypan
Blue Assay and Immunofluorescence Staining. In 2D, the rate of cell growth of all cells
treated with mimetic GAGs was consistently lower compared to untreated controls. The
effect was more pronounced on cancer cells compared to normal ones. When grown in 3D
culture, S1 cells differentiate into polarized acinar-like structures beyond day 9 whereas T4-2
aggregates continue to grow and proliferate. S1 cells treated pre-lumen formation with
AlgSulf2.0 assembled into an acinar-like structure surrounding a lumen but had diminished
acini diameter with disrupted polarity. Interestingly, when treated post lumen formation, the
diameter and polarity were maintained similar to untreated controls. On the other hand, T4-2
aggregates treated with AlgSulf2.0 showed diminished diameter sizes compared to untreated
controls. AlgSulf2.0 showed drastic effects on the size of T4-2 aggregates and marginal
effects on that of S1 acini. To confirm this finding, S1 cells were co-cultured with GFP
labeled T4-2 aggregates and treated with AlgSulf2.0. The cell count of S1 cells was not
affected while that of T4-2 cells was significantly reduced confirming the targeted selectivity.
Our findings suggest that sulfated alginates preferentially hinder the proliferation of breast
cancer T42 cells while maintaining differentiated polarized S1 acini.
Keywords: Mammary cells, cancer, glycosaminoglycans, biomimetic, sulfation, growth
factors
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Bone and cartilage tissue engineering for growth modification using bone
marrow derived mesenchymal stem cells (BMMSCs) on a resorbable
electro-spun scaffold
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Introduction: Cartilage tissue engineering (CTE) could be an adjunctive therapy to
overcome condylar anomalies.
Aims: To evaluate osteogenic and chondrogenic potential of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs)
loaded on poly L/DL lactide (PLDL) electrospun scaffold. Evaluate the effect of tension on
stem cells differentiation and study bone and cartilage communication with and without
stretch.
Materials and methods: Bone marrow MSCs (BMMSCs) were isolated from green
fluorescent protein (GFP) transgenic mice using bone marrow plugs, and bone stroma by
enzymatic digestion. BMMSCs and human MSCs were seeded on PLDL scaffold.
Dexamethasone and TGFß were added every 3 days, over 21 days, to induce osteogenic and
chondrogenic differentiations. Successful cell seeding on the PLDL mesh is examined
microscopically. Bone and cartilage differentiation is identified through alizarin red and
alcian blue staining, respectively and through immunofluorescence by identifying
osteopontine and aggrecan antibodies. A uniaxial stretching device (STB-140; Strex) applies
continuous tension on the MSCs. Stem cells differentiation is detected by morphological and
orientation changes microscopically and at the gene expression level.
Results: Murine bone marrow MSCs were successfully isolated from bone marrow plugs and
bone. Human MSCs seeded on PLDL scaffold were effectively differentiated into bone and
cartilage. Stretching increased aggrecan expression of stem cells. There is an indirect
communication between bone and stem cells as well as cartilage and stem cells.
Conclusions: Therefore, functional appliances in addition to stem cell therapy are an
alternative to increase condylar growth. Furthermore, in vivo studies are necessary to
evaluate the effect and safety of this therapy before any clinical trial.
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Bridging K-12 education studies with public health: Exploring the
development of a school-based breastfeeding education program to
improve long-term breastfeeding rates in Lebanon
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Background: Breastfeeding rates in Lebanon and globally remain suboptimal with
implications to maternal and infant health. School-based breastfeeding education (SBBE) is a
promising yet understudied long-term strategy to improve breastfeeding rates. Our goal was
to understand teachers’ perspectives on barriers and promoters of SBBE, as well as
adolescents’ breastfeeding intentions, to guide SBBE program design in Lebanon where
negative breastfeeding attitudes are profound.
Methods: We administered interviewer-assisted surveys to 193 Pre-K12 teachers and 658
high school students (60% female). Data was analyzed thematically using MAXQDA and
quantitatively using descriptive statistics and logistic regression.
Results: While mandatory SBBE is limited, 69% of teachers reported students should learn
about breastfeeding. Teachers were more likely to support SBBE if they/their partners had
ever breastfed, taught biology, or believed SBBE should include both genders [χ2(4) = 19.71,
P= 0.001]. 60% suggested convincing and supporting local teachers to effectively expand
SBBE but reported concerns related to knowledge uptake by students who might not value
SBBE. However, 78% of students felt they were not learning enough and were interested in
SBBE through didactic and interactive methods. Intention to breastfeed/support partner to
breastfeed was predicted by attitude towards breastfeeding health outcomes and family
normative beliefs [males: χ2(25) = 115, P<0.001; females: χ2(39.3) =186, P<0.001], in
addition to being accepting of public breastfeeding among females.
Conclusions: Teachers and students held generally positive SBBE views, which provides
fertile grounds for growing SBBE in their schools. Future steps will focus on designing an
SBBE program that addresses identified psychosocial drivers of adolescents’ intention.
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Globally, breast cancer is the most common cancer type diagnosed in women and the leading
cause of cancer mortality in France. Etiological factors diverge from familial inherited factors
to lifestyle and environmental factors. Among the lastly mentioned, viruses are considered to
account for a significant segment of the global cancer burden. Growing evidences are
showing a potential role of human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) in oncomodulation, or even
oncogenesis. We isolated several patient clinical HCMV strains from various biological
sources. We characterized the replication of those strains by comparing their growth between
MRC5 fibroblast cells and primary human mammary epithelial (HMECs) cells. Although the
level of productive infection is lower in HMECs than in MRC5, we found that those strains
are able to productively infect and replicate in HMECs cells. Screening through conventional
DNA PCR showed that those strains conserved an intact ULb’ region, which explain the
tropism of our clinical strains for epithelial cells. Studying the cellular proliferation and
potential transformation of HMEC cells infected with those strains will bring additional clues
and allow us to classify those strains into “low” or “high” risk of epithelial cell transforming
capacities in vitro.
Keywords: Human Cytomegalovirus (HCMV), clinical strains, Human mammary epithelial
cells (HMEC).
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It is now accepted that breast cancer is a compendium of several diseases defined as subtypes
that are associated with different clinical outcomes and molecular characteristics. A better
understanding of the mechanisms underlying breast cancer heterogeneity is critical to the
development of better adjusted therapies. One of the contributors to breast cancer
heterogeneity may be explained by cancer stem cells (CSC). A number of markers have been
proposed to isolate and characterize breast cancer stem cells, but none appears totally
satisfactory. The purpose of my work is to determine a marker or combination of markers
with which CSC enriched fractions could be reproducibly isolated in basal like breast cancer
(BLBC). BLBC represent 15% of all breast tumors, but is the most aggressive subtype. To
this aim, I have analyzed a number of markers by FACS analysis and cell sorting and used the
capacity to form mammospheres (MS) as a validation criterion for the presence of CSCs. The
cell lines used as models were SUM159, MDA-MB231, MDA-MB436, HCC1143, MDAMB468, Hs578T and BT549 comprising both Basal A and Basal B models. I also tested three
luminal models MCF7, T47D and BT474. Of all the tested markers, those that most
consistently allowed enrichment of CSCs were the combination of cell surface proteins
CD44/CD24 and elevated ALDH enzyme activity. In addition, based on primary results, the
association of CD44 positivity with EMT and stemness, as well as the good correlation
observed in luminal models of CD44+/CD24- cell population with CSC enrichment incited
us to determine whether the level of expression of CD44 could make a difference in basallike models. This prompted us to use CD44high vs. CD44low as a cell sorting criterion in
order to investigate the implication of CD44 in the determination of the stemness capacity. I
show that CD44high cells present higher capacity to form MS in all the tested cell line
models. At the same time, based on a comparative bioinformatic analysis of ALDH fractions
on human mammary tumors carried out in our laboratory, we identified a list of genes
potentially associated with breast CSCs. Two of these genes are AXL and ROR1 that encode
tyrosine kinase receptors (RTKs), and have been interestingly associated with the emergence
of chemotherapy-resistant forms in breast and ovarian cancers (Wilson C et al., 2014; Zhang
S et al., 2014). Taken together, the CD44/AXL/ROR1 coexpression revealed a
CD44+high/AXL+/ROR1+ cell fraction that could be particularly enriched with mammary CSC.
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Characterization of the molecular mechanisms by which the Rb/E2F
pathway regulates adult neurogenesis in the olfactory bulb
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Funding source: University Research Board at AUB (URB), Kamal A. Shair Central
Research Science Laboratory fund (KAS CRSL), Lebanese National Council for Scientific
Research (LNCSR) and Farouk Jabre biomedical research grant.Descriptive Statement: The
aim of this study is to uncover some of the molecular mechanisms by which the Rb/E2F
pathway controls adult neurogenesis in the mammalian brain. Manipulating these
mechanisms will help enhance neuronal regeneration in the long run, and eventually, treat
brain damage following injury or cases of neurodegenerative diseases. Introduction: Adult
neurogenesis is an ongoing developmental process that is persistent in the adult
subventricular zone (SVZ) in the mammalian brain throughout life. Adult neural stem cells
(aNSCs) are a relatively quiescent population that continuously gives rise to distinct neuronal
subtypes, yet, at a low rate and restricted differentiation potential. The Retinoblastoma
protein (Rb) is a key cell cycle regulator that controls distinct aspects of neurogenesis in the
embryonic brain. We have recently shown that targeted deletion of Rb in aNSCs and
progenitors leads to a specific increase in progenitor’s proliferation in the SVZ without
affecting their cell fate or terminal differentiation. However, Rb is required for the long-term
survival of newborn adult neurons in the olfactory bulb (OB) (Naser et al. 2016). The
molecular mechanisms mediating these functions by Rb are still unknown. Here, we
investigate whether classical targets of the Rb pathway are involved in the control of adult
neurogenesis including FGF2, E2F1/3/4/5 and whether the two other pocket proteins in the
Rb family, p107 and p130, play compensatory role(s) in this process in the absence of Rb.
Methods: We assessed and compared the mRNA expression levels of FGF2, E2F1, 3, 4 and
5, p107 and p130 in the absence of Rb in vivo and in vitro by performing: 1) qRT-PCR using
cDNA extracted from Rb mutant and control SVZ tissues as well as neurospheres derived
from NSCs in culture and, 2) in situ hybridization with anti-sense RNA labeled probes
targeted against these genes. Results: Our in situ hybridization results showed upregulated
expressions of Fgf2, E2F1 and E2F3 transcripts in the SVZ in Rb mutant mice compared with
Rb heterozygous controls. This data was confirmed with qRT-PCR analyses performed on
cDNA extracted from aNSCs-derived neurospheres in culture, which also revealed significant
increases in the transcripts’ levels of E2F4, E2F5, p107 and p130. Conclusion: Our data
demonstrate that the Rb/E2F pathway controls adult neurogenesis through conserved
molecular mechanisms compared to embryonic development at least partially, and that other
pocket proteins may compensate for the loss of Rb in this context.
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The melanocortin receptors are G protein-coupled receptors that have substantial structural
similarities and bind the melanocortin peptides. Previous studies have shown that the
endogenous antagonist Agouti-related protein (AGRP) binds three of the five known subtypes
of the melanocortin receptors. In our study, we constructed a series of chimeric MC3R in
order to identify the domains of MC3R that contribute to bind and interact with AGRP.
Substitution of the extracytoplasmic loops (exoloops) of MC3R with homologous domains of
MC1R were made. Results revealed that the first and third exoloops of the MC3R are
required for the correct addressing of the receptor to the cell membrane since their
substitution resulted in an intracellular retention of the chimeric receptor and thus abolished
the activation of the receptor. In contrast, the substitution of the second exoloop of the MC3R
with the homologous loop of the MC1R did not inactivate the chimeric receptor (MC3EL2MC1R) that correctly responded to NDP-MSH stimulation. Moreover, AGRP decreased
125I-NDP-MSH binding and intracellular cAMP production in this chimeric receptor as in
the wild-type MC3R. These results confirm that the second exoloop of the human MC3R is
not involved in NDP-MSH binding and suggest that it does not participate to AGRP binding.
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Background: Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a chronic disorder characterized by repeated
episodes of partial or total closure of the upper airway during sleep. Left untreated, OSA is
associated with serious health consequences, including stroke, heart failure, metabolic
diseases and brain impairments. Obesity, male gender and age are primary risk factors, but
young non-obese adults, particularly females, are underdiagnosed. Craniofacial factors are
suspected to be the primary cause of their OSA. Aims: To explore the anatomical differences
between young adults with and without OSA.Methods: Cephalometric and photographic
records of patients with OSA referred by the pulmonary specialist were evaluated. Inclusion
criteria were age ranging from 18 to 45 years, AHI (apnea-hypopnea index) ≥ 5 events/hr,
normal BMI (<25 kg/m2) and non-smoking habits. Patients were matched to healthy controls.
Cephalometric measurements included craniofacial characteristics such as mandibular
anteroposterior position, and upper and lower airway sagittal dimensions. Results: Within
one year, 8 (2 females, 6 males; ages 19-45 years) out of 18 patients met the inclusion criteria
and were diagnosed with mild (5≤AHI<15) to moderate (15≤AHI<30) OSA. All patients
commonly featured a retrognathic mandible. The upper airway dimensions were smaller
when compared with healthy individuals, some of the patients having one or more of the
following features: tonsillar hypertrophy, enlarged tongue or soft palate, inferiorly positioned
hyoid bone. Following mandibular advancement with an OSA oral appliance, the patients
reported improved quality of sleep. AHI was reduced in 2 patients who had
polysomnography. Conclusion: A less explored risk factor, mandibular retrognathism may
be equally important to commonly implicated OSA risk factors particularly in young
individuals. Forward mandibular positioning positions the tongue anteriorly, clearing the
airway for improved breathing. Additional research including age variation should clarify the
contribution of mandibular retrognathism even among patients with other risk factors.
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CYP3A4, CYP3A5 AND POR*28 genotyping in kidney transplantation
patients taking Tacrolimus: an insight on the Lebanese population
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Introduction: Tacrolimus is an immunosuppressive drug belonging to the calcineurin
inhibitor group as an important therapeutic alternative to cyclosporine following organ
transplantation. Its use is highly efficient at preventing rejection in heart, pancreas, bone
marrow, lung, liver, and kidney transplantation. Once absorbed, it is metabolized by different
enzymes of the cytochrome P450 family, and mainly CYP3A4 and CYP3A5 in the liver and
the intestinal cells. POR gene is also involved in Tacrolimus metabolism since it affects the
activity level of CYPs including CYP3A. Experimental procedure: The purpose of this study
is to find the frequency of genotypes associated with these nine polymorphisms among
Lebanese kidney transplant patients, and to compare them with that of the Caucasian
population. We also aim to study any possible correlation between these SNPs and
Tacrolimus metabolism based on its concentration in blood. Results: The results showed
100% frequencies for CYP3A4*2 and 4*18 A/A genotype, for CYP3A4*4 and 5*4 T/T
genotype and for CYP3A4*12 G/G genotype. Additionally, the frequency of CYP3A5*2 G/G
genotype, the one of CYP3A5*6 C/C genotype and the frequency of CYP3A5*7 -/- genotype
were 100% (n=81). While the frequency of POR*28 C/C genotype was 52% (n=42), and that
of C/T genotype was 48% (n=39). Analysis of Tacrolimus concentrations and daily doses
didn't show any significant difference between patients of different genotype groups.
Statistical analysis showed that the confounders had no effect on blood Tacrolimus
concentrations. Conclusion: The frequency of the mutant alleles in the Lebanese population
is similar as in Caucasian population. The nine SNPs of CYP3A4, CYP3A5 and POR genes
didn’t have any influence on Tacrolimus metabolism or its concentration in blood.
Keywords: transplantation, immunosuppression, Tacrolimus, CYP3A5, CYP3A4, POR,
single nucleotide polymorphism.
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Human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) is a ubiquitous pathogen also denoted as Human herpesvirus 5
(HHV5). Being a member of Betaherpesvirinae, a subfamily of the Herpesviridae family,
HCMV virion is a linear double stranded DNA virus with approximately a 230-Kb genome
(1). HCMV infection is common as it was shown to affect up to 90% of the population in the
developed world (2). On the other hand, breast cancer, a multi-stage disease, is the most
common cancer type among women worldwide and the second leading cause of death (3).
Risk factors include age, personal and family history of breast cancer, genetic predisposition
and mutations, high hormonal level, obesity and others (4). In general, viruses are linked and
involved with different types of cancer as 20% of total human cancer cases are caused by
viruses (5). Some molecular and epidemiological evidence are suggesting an association
between HCMV and breast cancer (6, 7). Previously, our work showed that the infection of
human mammary epithelial cells (HMECs) with an HCMV strain obtained from a cervical
swab specimen from a 30-year-old pregnant woman, established a pro-oncogenic
environment and resulted in the emergence of clusters of spheroid cells that were named CTH
cells (CMV Transformed HMECs). NOD/SCID Gamma (NSG) mice injected with CTH cells
developed tumor after 20 days. Interestingly, an RNA4.9 sequence, a long non-coding RNA
was detected by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in the tumors isolated from the previously
injected mice and in biopsies of breast cancer patients (9). We wanted to screen for the
presence of other RNA4.9 sequences in the CTH cells. DNA was extracted from
clonospheres of two different passages (CTHp35 and CTHp41) and used in screening for
HCMV-RNA4.9 through PCR by using 35 different primer sets. Various PCR conditions were
adopted according to each primer set. Positive bands were further confirmed by sequencing.
Several hotspots were detected along the sequence of the long-non-coding RNA. We are
interested in elucidating the role of the long non-coding RNA in promoting or initiating the
transformation of human mammary epithelial cells after their infection with HCMV in order to
establish the causal relationship between HCMV and the development of breast cancer.
Keywords: Human Cytomegalovirus (HCMV), Human Mammary Epithelial Cells (HMECs),
long non-coding RNA (lcRNA4.9), Breast Cancer.
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Yerba Mate (Ilex paraguariensis) is a plant that grows naturally, is consumed as tea mainly in
South American countries, and is popular in Lebanon and Syria. It has been attributed
different nutritional and healing properties. In the context of cancer, Yerba Mate tea has not
been vastly examined in contrast to other herbal teas. Previous studies highlighted the antiproliferative effect of methanolic mate extracts on various human cancer cell lines.
In this study, we aimed to explore the cytotoxic and cytostatic effect of aqueous Yerba Mate
extract on four distinct human adenocarcinoma cell lines. Trypan blue exclusion method
showed a dose-dependent cytotoxic effect of Yerba Mate extract against Caco-2, HT-29,
HCT-116 and NCM460 cells at 24h and 48h. Decrease in viability was mostly significant at
the highest Yerba Mate concentration studied (4.5 mg/mL). WST-1 assays revealed that Yerba
Mate has an anti-proliferative effect on the four colon cancer cell lines studied with Caco-2
and HCT-116 showing the strongest effects. Yerba Mate extracts had an IC50 of 0.220, 0.138,
and 0.24 mg/mL for Caco-2 cell lines and 0.295, 0.183, 0.181 mg/mL for HCT-116 cell lines
at 24, 48, and 72 hours respectively. Annexin V/PI staining combined with flow cytometry
analysis suggested that the observed cytotoxic/cytostatic activities of Yerba Mate extract
might be due to the induction of apoptosis in Caco-2 cells.
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Introduction: Gut microbiota has been proposed to change according to the disturbance of
carbohydrate metabolism in patients with diabetes mellitus (DM). However, the majority of
the work done on diabetic dysbiosis did not reveal the underlying mechanisms by which
microbiota alteration complicates DM and contributes to its pathophysiology.
Aim: In this study, we aim at studying dysbiosis associated with type 2 DM (T2DM) in MKR
non-obese diabetic mice. Furthermore, this study will delineate the underlying epigenetic,
genetic, inflammatory and molecular mechanisms by which diabetic dysbiosis affects the
pathophysiology of DM.
Materials and Methods: Male MKR mice were used together with FVB-NJ mice to serve as
controls. Fecal samples were collected at various time points to detect microbial gut residents
and their butyrate content. After 24 weeks of diabetes onset, mice were sacrificed and colons
were harvested for protein extraction and analysis alongside, histone deacetylase 3 (HDAC3)
and histone acetylase (HAT) activities were determined. Glucose levels and inflammatory
cytokines were assessed on the blood.
Results: Our results show that dysbiosis associated with T2DM was characterized with
reduced Bacteroid fragilis population and reduction of butyrate-forming bacteria when
compared to their control littermates. This was correlated with reduced butyrate content in
both cecal and fecal contents of MKR mice and increased HDAC activity. Additionally,
NOX1 and NOX4 protein expression were higher in diabetic mice paralleled by an increase
in circulating inflammatory cytokines (IL-1 and IL-1) and a reduction of IL-10 and IL17.
Conclusion: Our results suggest that T2DM-induced dysbiosis is characterized by reduction
of butyrate-forming bacteria. This reduction in the beneficial butyrate lead to increased
activity of HDAC3 and secretion of circulatory IL-1 and IL-1 and increased expression of
NOX1 and NOX4 which can be responsible for mediating diabetic complications. This can
be rectified by probiotic or sodium butyrate supplement.
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Introduction Diabetic peripheral neuropathy (DPN), one of the complications of diabetes
affects 50% of the patients. Its symptoms demyelination, and impaired nerve conduction
velocity. Depression is another complication of diabetes that occurs in some of the patients.
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) have been shown to cause myelin damage in the central and
peripheral nervous systems In depression and DPN. However, the mechanisms through which
myelin injury is caused by these two disorders need to be elucidated. Aims: To assess the role
of NADPH-induced ROS production in depression and diabetes induced depressive-like
behaviors in animal models. To examine whether depression can cause peripheral myelin
alterations. And to investigate whether the effect of comorbid diabetes and depression may
further contribute to peripheral myelin alterations exacerbating peripheral injury Methods: A
chronic 28-day stress protocol is employed to induce depressive-like behaviors in both
control and non-obese type 2 diabetic mice. Tail suspension, forced swim and sucrose
preference tests are performed to assess depression in mice. The raised beam walking test
allows the assessment of sensorimotor malfunction in diabetic and depressed animals. mRNA
levels of Nox1, Nox4, PLP, MBP and PMP22 are assessed using RT-qPCR. NADPH oxidase
activity determines the activation of Nox enzymes measuring superoxide anion production.
Results: Upon depression, altered molecular expressions of the central and peripheral myelin
proteins are observed, paralleled by an increase in motor behavior injury. The mRNA
expressions of Nox1, and Nox4 are upregulated in the prefrontal lobes and hippocampi of
both control/depressed and diabetic/depressed mice. Upon GKT treatment, NADPH-induced
ROS production in the prefrontal lobes, hippocampi and sciatic nerves of diabetic, depressed,
and diabetic depressed mice decreases. Escitalopram shows to play a role in reversing the
depressive like symptoms in depressed and diabetic/depressed mice and the myelin
alterations observed centrally and peripherally.
Conclusion: This study may hold promising results for the treatment of depression and DPN
in diabetic patients.
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Distinctive Roles of StarD13 in serous ovarian carcinoma Cell Motility,
Invasion, and Invadopodia assembly
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Ovarian carcinoma is the second most leading cause of deaths among female reproductive
system malignant tumors. Serous epithelial carcinomas have a poor treatment rates for it is
most likely to be advanced when diagnosed due to its poor indications and symptoms.
Ovarian serous carcinomas are mainly divided into different stages according to the
invasiveness and metastatic ability of the tumor. Many mutations are acquired which leads to
the development of this malignancy. This occur in entities that greatly affect the cell cycle,
cell signaling pathways and cell motility, which all involve the action of Rho GTPases. The
protein of interest in the present study was DLC2, also known as StarD13 or START-GAP2, a
GTPase-activating protein (GAP) for Rhoa and Cdc42. Literature data indicate that this
protein is considered a tumor-suppressor in hepatocellular carcinoma. Previous research in
our laboratory confirmed StarD13 as a tumor suppressor in astrocytoma, in breast cancer, and
in colon cancer. In this study, we aim to investigate the role of StarD13 in cell migration,
invasion, and proliferation. The results show that StarD13 is a tumor suppressor in ovarian
serous carcinoma, it inhibits the function of cdc42 leading to the decrease in invadopodia
assembly hence hindering invasion. StarD13 is needed for cell motility via its important role
in Rhoa activation cycle. Moreover, StarD13 knockdown increased cell adhesiveness through
the constitutive activation of Rhoa therefore the cells were not being able to detach and move.
Establishing the conclusion that StarD13 is in fact a tumor suppressor but it is needed for cell
motility in ovarian cancer.
Keywords: StarD14, RhoA, cdc42, invadopodia, focal adhesions, ovarian serous carcinoma,
motility.
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Introduction: Gadolinium-based contrast agents (GBCAs) are used worldwide to enhance
the quality of MRI scans. Recent postmortem studies have shown that GBCAs exposure
result in Gadolinium (Gd) metal deposition in the brain. While the clinical significance of
such metal deposition remains unsettled, it raises important questions concerning its longterm effects on learning and memory in developing brains undergoing multiple MRI images.
The purpose of this study is to investigate whether repeated exposure to GBCAs at young age
have an impact on the stem cell niche in the hippocampus. It also aims at investigating if
GBCAs exposure lead to Gd deposits in the spinal cord and peripheral nerves.
Methods:Young male Sprague Dawley rats were given serial daily injections of two types of
GBCAs: Gadoterate-meglumine (Macrocyclic GBCA) and Gadodiamide (Linear GBCA) for
a period of 20 days. A control group received Saline injections. Along with GBCAs, animals
received Bromo-deoxyUridine injections every two days (total dose= 300mg/kg; ip) to label
newly formed cells in the brain. In order to assess the number of proliferating cells in the
dentate-gyrus (DG) of the hippocampus, one set of animals was sacrificed one day after
GBCA exposure.
Furthermore, to determine the number of maturing neurons, another set of animals was
sacrificed one month after the last GBCA injection. Hippocampal tissues were stained for
BrdU+ and NeuN+ cells for confocal microscopy analysis. The T-maze test was performed to
assess the working-memory function. ICPMS analysis was used to quantify Gd metal in the
brains, spinal cords, and peripheral nerves (Sciatic and Trigeminal nerves).
Results and Conclusions: Our findings indicate that Gadolinium retention in the brain does
not affect hippocampal neurogenesis or alter working memory and cognitive functions in
young rats. Nevertheless, this study provides the first evidence for Gd-deposition in the spinal
cord and peripheral nerves after exposure to linear and macrocyclic GBCAs. Therefore, more
research is still needed to assess the impact of such deposition on sensory and motor neuronal
activities.
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Background: Spermatogenesis is a well-organized process controlled by many hormones
including testosterone, FSH, and LH. Studies have showed that sperm parameters have
decreased much in the past decades mainly because of lifestyles, pollution and stress. There is
no current efficient treatment for spermatogenesis defects so people are reverting to natural
remedies. This study comes to prove the action of Ceratonia siliqua and Cucurbita pepo
seeds on spermatogenesis.
Aim: This study aims to evaluate the effects of carob and pumpkin seeds aqueous extract on
spermatogenesis in Balb/c mice.
Methods:

2% carob seed and 8% pumpkin seed aqueous extracts were prepared then

administered (100

l) to mice by gavage over a period of 21 and 35 days. Sperm parameters

were determined, histological studies of the testis seminiferous tubules were performed, the
levels of LH, FSH and testosterone were determined by ELISA, and the expression level of
PLCz1, Rhox 5 and Ras was assessed by RT-PCR. Results were statistically analyzed using
GraphPad Prism.
Results: The results show that both seed extracts have no effect on the onset of puberty. In
mature mice, they caused an increased in LH, FSH and testosterone levels leading to
enhanced spermatogenesis. They also caused an increase in the expression levels of PLCz1,
Rhox 5 and Ras genes.
Conclusion: The results proved the effectiveness of both seeds extracts as male fertility
promoters improving spermatogenesis.
Keywords: Ceratonia siliqua, Pumpkin. LH, FSH, testosterone, spermatogenesis, fertility,
sperm count.
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Introduction: Growing body of data is highlighting the potential benefit of using connexin
(Cx) inhibitors as a mean to block the cellular gap junctions (GJ) and thereby mitigate the
spread of spinal cord injury (SCI). A previous work by the senior author studied the role of
GJ in mice and we are currently studying their role in a higher vertebrate (porcine) SCI
model.
Methods: The mice-model study included four groups with different cx mutant mice. All
mice underwent post injury weekly locomotion evaluation. After six weeks, the mice were
euthanized, their spinal cords were harvested and studied histomorphometrically. The
locomotor outcome along with the spread of injury were compared between the different
groups.
In the porcine-model; Standardized SCI will be surgically induced in 9 miniature pigs divided
into three groups; (1) SCI only, (2) SCI group treated with nonspecific GJ blocker, and (3)
SCI treated with Cx43 inhibitor. Locomotor behavior will be assessed weekly post injury for
a total period of 12 week, after which the pigs will be humanly euthanized, the injured
segment of their spinal cord will be harvested and maintained for molecular analysis.
Results: Following iatrogenic SCI, Cx mutant mice showed significant difference in regard to
locomotion and histological findings. Most notably the Cx36 mutant had worse outcome
whereas the Cx43 mutant had better outcome. We hypothesize that the use of nonspecific and
Cx43 specific inhibitors will have an impact on the neurological outcomes in pigs following
SCI when compared to the control group.
Conclusion: Gap junction seems to play an essential role in secondary spinal cord injury.
Using connexin inhibitors show promising results in decreasing the extent of secondary
spinal cord injury in animals. The result can help in a later stage to develop human trials in
spinal cord injury.
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Background: The main feature of heart failure’ patients is exercise intolerance, which is
always associated with fatigue and dyspnea during the daily living activities. Thus, these
symptoms might contribute to physical impairment and reduce the autonomy of individuals.
The non-pharmacologic strategy guidelines recommended exercise training to relieve
symptoms, improve exercise tolerance, quality of life and reduce the rate of hospitalization.
vPurpose: The aim of this study was to determine the effects of inspiratory muscle training
on left ventricular remodeling, skeletal and respiratory muscle function, exercise capacity,
dyspnea and quality of life in chronic heart failure (CHF). Methods: 20 patients with stable
chronic heart failure and inspiratory muscle weakness were randomly assigned to 12 weeks
of training (3 times / Week). These patients were divided, thereafter, to two different groups:
controls (n=10), inspiratory muscle training IMT (n=10). IMT was performed at 60% of
maximal inspiratory muscle pressure using Power Breathe Device; the controls were
instructed to maintain their habitual daily living activities. At baseline and after the training
period, patients underwent spirometry, respiratory muscle function assessment, cardiac
structure measurement by echocardiography, symptom limited incremental exercise, skeletal
muscle function, 6-min walking tests, dyspnea and quality of life scoring.

Results:

Significant improvements have been shown in strength (25%, p <0.001) and endurance (51%,
p <0.002) of respiratory muscles, quality of life scoring (56%, p <0.05), 6 min walk test
(18%, p <0.05), time of stress test (12%, p <0.05) and dyspnea (- 30%, p<0.01) in the IMT
group compared to control. No significant differences were reported between groups on
spirometric, cardiac structure variables and skeletal muscle function.
Conclusion: IMT was effective in improving exercise capacity, pulmonary function and QoL
in CHF patients. Keywords: 1. Heart failure 3. Inspiratory muscle training 4. Inspiratory
muscle weakness. Funding acknowledgements: This research was supported by National
Council for Scientific Research, Beirut, Lebanon.
Ethics Approval: Approved by the ethics committee of Beirut cardiac institute, Beirut, Lebanon
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Elucidating the Efficacy of Combination Therapy and Colistin Resistance
Mechanisms in MDR/XDR Gram-negative Bacilli
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Antimicrobial resistance has been emerging into alerting levels in the last few decades
resulting in multi-drug resistance (MDR) and lately, extensively-drug resistance (XDR) in
Gram negative bacteria such as: Acinetobacter baumannii and Klebsiella pneumoniae.
Resistance to β-lactams, cephalosporins, and carbapenems has led to the re-emergence of
polymyxin E (colistin) as a sole and last line solution to treat MDR and XDR cases.
However, K. pneumoniae and A. baumannii have acquired multiple resistance mechanisms to
colistin, which in turn directed clinicians towards prescribing combination therapies as
alternative options to improve the antibacterial activity of colistin.In the present study, we
aim to evaluate in vitro and in vivo the efficacy of combination therapies in correlation with
different mechanisms of resistance to colistin in both MDR and XDR K. pneumoniae and
A.baumannii isolates.A total of 22 A. baumannii and 31 K. pneumoniae clinical isolates
collected from AUBMC Clinical Microbiology Laboratory are currently being screened for
their susceptibility to colistin using the Broth Micro-dilution assay. Checkerboard and TimeKill assays will be performed on 4 colistin-resistant A. baumannii and K. pneumoniae isolates
to evaluate the effect of combining each of Fosfomycin, Tigecycline, Teicoplanin, as well as
Nalidixic acid with colistin and determine the possible synergistic effects between antibiotics.
Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) will be performed on colistin-resistant isolates to
investigate the genome-wide modifications. Moreover, induction of resistance will be
conducted on the ATCC strains (DSM30008 and ATCC13883) to elucidate the resistance
mechanisms present and establish a reference strain for WGS analysis. Reverse transcriptionquantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) will be performed on the resistant isolates as well as the ATCC
strain to determine the expression levels of specific genes involved in mediating colistin
resistance such as (lpx and pmr genes). In order to better assess the mode of resistance to
colistin in the resistant isolates, colistin will be coupled with fluorescein dye and will be
examined under fluorescence microscope to visualize the resistance mechanism. The
synergistic combinations will be tested in vivo in a neutropenic mouse model infected with
the resistant isolates. Checkerboard assay showed Indifferent effect in the three tested
Acinetobacter baumannii isolates (T11, T17, and T19) when Colistin was combined with
Fosfomycin, and only in T11 isolate when it was combined with Tigecycline. However, it
showed antagonistic effect in both T 17 and T19 when colistin-tigecycline combination was
used. This study will highlight for the exact doses and antibiotics to be used for combination
therapies based on resistance mechanisms. In addition, it will elucidate the genome-wide
modifications in colistin-resistant isolates. This will pave the way for establishing novel
antibiotics counteracting colistin-resistance mechanisms by better understanding the mode of
resistance.
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Induces
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Expression
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cAMP/Epac/JNK/AP-1 Pathway in Human Arteriolar Smooth Muscle Cells
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Cold-induced vasoconstriction is a physiological reaction mediated by alpha 2Cadrenoceptors (α2c-ARs) on VSMCs. This vasoconstriction, when augmented, precipitates
Raynaud’s phenomenon, which has high prevalence in premenopausal females. Studies
showed that estrogen increases α2c-AR expression via the cAMP/Epac/Rap signaling
pathway. Moreover, elevated cAMP levels increase the expression of α2c-AR by activating
JNK. Activated JNK is known to initiate the transcription of many activator protein-1dependent genes. Interestingly, the promoter of α2c-AR harbors an AP-1 binding site.
Whether estrogen employs JNK and AP-1 to regulate α2c-AR expression is still unknown.
Thus, we investigated the role of JNK as well as AP-1 in estrogen-induced α2c-AR
expression. Our results showed that strogen (10-10 M) activated JNK in human cutaneous
VSMCs. This activation abolished with EPAC inhibitor ESI09 (10µM). Pre-treatment with
JNK specific inhibitor SP600125 (2µM) abolished estrogen-induced expression of α2c-AR.
Importantly, estrogen increased the activity of α2c-AR promoter in a concentration-dependent
manner. This increase in transcriptional activity was attenuated with SP600125. Transient
transfection of VSMCs with an EPAC dominant-negative mutant abolished estrogen-induced
activation of the α2c-AR promoter. However, co-transfection of these cells with EPAC-DN
and constitutively active JNK mutant restored the ability of the hormone to activate the α2cAR promoter. In cells transfected with AP1-driven reporter construct, estrogen caused a
concentration-dependent increase in the AP-1-driven activity. Mutation of this site in fulllength α2c-AR promoter abolished its activation by estrogen. Moreover, inhibition of JNK
reduced estrogen-augmentation of cold-induced vasoconstriction of isolated mouse tail artery.
In this study, we showed that estrogen acts through EPAC/JNK/AP-1 signaling pathway to
induce α2c -AR expression. Additionally, JNK mediates estrogen-induced functional rescue
of α2c-AR. These results provide an insight into the mechanism by which exaggerated coldinduced vasoconstriction occurs in estrogen-replete females.
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Evaluation of androgen receptor expression by immunohistochemistry in
Breast cancer tissues from Lebanese patients
Petra EL Hajj1, Razan Jarjour1, Fadi Nasr2, Khaled Habib3, Evelyne EL Helou4, Rania Azar5, Mona
Diab-Assaf1
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The most aggressive type of breast cancer is the triple negative breast cancer due to its lack of
hormone receptors, HER2 amplification and targeted therapy. Recent studies have
demonstrated the implication of androgen receptor (AR) in prognosis and therapy of TNBC
although this has not yet been completely elucidated.
The current work aimed at determining by retrospective study in Lebanese TNBC patients,
the expression of AR in 78 TNBC tissues by immunohistochemical examination and
correlating its expression with clinico-pathological parameters.
Bivariate analyses showed an interesting inverse correlation between AR expression and
tumor size (p=0.004), mitotic score (0.02) and a positive association of AR with patients’ age
at diagnosis (p=0.03), suggesting anti-proliferative role in TNBC.
Moreover, tumor size showed a positive correlation with mitotic score but showed no
association with tumor grade, lympho-vascular invasion or histologic type. A positive
correlation was seen between tumor grade and mitotic score.
In vitro studies are ongoing to assess growth and to determine signaling pathways in the
androgen-AR-proliferation axis at RNA and protein levels.
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Evaluation of Medical Activities of Red Marine Algae Harvested From the
Lebanese Coast
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The potential uses of algal biomass for the benefit of mankind have been intensively
reviewed in the last few years’. The research of anticancer and antibacterial drugs capable of
overcoming the problems of toxicity, side effects and drug resistance represents a great
challenge in our days. Red algae are very diverse organisms regarded as source of various
bioactive molecules with different biological activities. Jania rubens are a red marine algal
species that may be a source of several molecules with anti- proliferative, antibacterial and
antioxidant activities. Various biochemical analyses have been applied in order to give a clear
idea about the chemical composition of marine red algae Jania rubens harvested on the
Batroun Lebanese coast in May 2017 and in September 2016. Then various crude extracts of
this algal specie have been prepared for the purpose of testing: first their antioxidant effect,
second their cytotoxic effects towards human melanoma cells “A 375” and third their antibacterial effect towards four pathogenic bacterial strains Listeria monocytogenes, Echerichia
coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Salmonella typhi. The results of chemical analyses
showed the presence of several types of organic molecules, as well as a great number of
minerals. The trypan blue exclusion assay shows a dose and time -dependent cytotoxic effect
of Jania rubens witch is more potent than the activity of Corallina elongata extracts on
melanoma cells. In parallel the DPPH (2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl) antioxidant assay
showed a significant free radical scavenging activity of the extract prepared with methanol
(70%). Finally the disk diffusion assay showed a potent antibacterial activity for the extracts
tested on Listeria monocytogenes while there are a partial activity on Pseudomonas but the
activity on E. coli and Salmonella doesn’t exist. In conclusion, the red seaweeds, Jania
rubens and Corallina elongata, contains multiple types of phytochemicals compounds. Many
of these compounds show pharmacological effects including anticancer, antioxidant, and
antibacterial activities. Future identifications and purifications of these compounds are
needed to make them an alternative to current treatments, than we can benefit from macro
algae as a potential source of high value chemicals in therapeutic purpose.
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FTY20P upregulates NA+/K+ ATPASE in LLC-PK1 cells: RHO kinase, PI3K
and NO are along the pathway
Christine Khalil, Sawsan Kreydiyyeh
Department of Biology, American University of Beirut

The kidneys play a pivotal role in the regulation of blood composition and osmolarity. This
regulatory role is dependent heavily on the activity of the Na +/K+ ATPase, a pump that
provides the driving force for the movement of various electrolytes and solutes. Renal
ischemia reperfusion injury (IRI) was shown to be associated with a change in the expression
of the ATPase and was reduced by S1P. Since the sphingolipid and the Na+/K+ ATPase are
both implicated in renal IRI, a cause effect relationship may exist between the two. This work
aims at investigating the effect of FTY720P, a S1P analogue, on Na +/K+ ATPase activity, and
at unraveling the signaling pathway involved, using the proximal tubule cells LLC-PK1 as a
model. The activity of the Na+/K+ ATPase was assayed by measuring the amount of inorganic
phosphate liberated in presence and absence of ouabain, a specific inhibitor of the enzyme.
FTY720P increased the activity of the ATPase dose and time dependently, with a highest
effect observed at a dose of 80 nM applied for 15 min. The activation of the Na +/K+ ATPase
completely disappeared in presence of JTE-013, a specific blocker of S1P2 receptor, as well
as in presence of Y-27632, a Rho kinase inhibitor, BAPTA-AM, a selective Ca2+ chelator,
wortmannin, a PI3K inhibitor, and PTIO, a scavenger for nitric oxide. The results suggest that
FTY720P exerts its effect on the ATPase via S1PR2 and that Rho kinase, calcium, PI3K and
NO are all along the signaling pathway.
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Functional and Molecular Characterization of Serine Protease Homologe
CLIPA28 in Anopheles gambiae Mosquito Immunity
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Anopheles gambiae mosquitoes are the main vectors of human malaria Plasmodium parasite
in sub-Saharan Africa. Current disease intervention methods have proven to be insufficient in
the fight against Malaria. The innate immune system of mosquitoes is a major determinant of
their vectorial capacity, thus knowledge of underlying immune mechanisms is vital for the
design of novel vector control strategies. Catalytic clip domain serine proteases (cSP) and
their non-catalytic homologes (cSPH) are key components of extracellular enzymatic
cascades that control diverse immune defenses in insects including melanization,
antimicrobial peptide synthesis and complement-mediated responses. However, how cSPs
and cSPHs interact with each other and with other immunity proteins upstream and
downstream of these cascades to regulate immune responses remain largely unknown. In this
project, we describe the functional and molecular characterization of a novel cSPH (termed
CLIPA28). We show that CLIPA28 is required for the mosquito melanization response. Its
knockdown (kd) abolished Plasmodium berghei ookinete melanization in refractory mosquito
genotypes and significantly reduced hemolymph phenoloxidase activity, the melanogenesis
rate-limiting enzyme, after systemic bacterial infections. CLIPA28 kd didn’t affect mosquito
tolerance or resistance to bacterial infections, but significantly compromised both in response
to fungal challenge. Biochemical analysis revealed that CLIPA28 is rapidly cleaved in the
hemolymph following systemic infections. Gene knockdown studies identified the mosquito
complement like protein TEP1 and two other cSPHs, SPCLIP1 and CLIPA8, as required
factors for CLIPA28 cleavage, and showed that these three cSPHs are activated in a
hierarchically ordered manner. Furthermore, this cSPH module appears to be subjected to
negative feedback regulation by other cSPHs (CLIPA2 and CLIPA14) possibly to fine tune
the intensity of the immune response. Results from this study unprecedentedly characterize a
regulatory protease network central to mosquitoimmunity, and thus provide fundamental
molecular insight into host-pathogeninteractions that would facilitate their manipulation to
block disease transmission.
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Gadolinium exposure in Multiple Sclerosis: Evaluation of Unenhanced-T1
images Signal Intensity Alterations
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Background: Follow-up of multiple sclerosis (MS) disease activity by MRI provides
valuable information on disease-modifying therapy efficacy. Hence, patients are subjected to
yearly contrast-enhanced MRI, raising concerns about gadolinium deposition with secondary
neurotoxicity. Our aim is to assess the effect of gadoterate meglumine use on T1 signal
intensity and gadolinium deposition in the dentate nucleus (DN) and globus pallidus (GP) of
MS patients. Methods: Enhanced and unenhanced T1 images were reviewed for 232 MS
patients after multiple intravenous gadolinium administration (0.1 mmol/kg). After bias-field
correction and whole-brain extraction, images were non-linearly registered to the MNI152
space and histogram matched. DN, central pons (CP), GP, and centrum semiovale (CSO)
were manually delineated and applied on all unenhanced-T1 images to extract the intensity
values within each ROI and calculate the DN/CP and GP/CSO ratios. Signal intensity
changes were explored between first and last MRI using a paired samples t-test. Multivariable
linear regression analyses controlling for age, disease duration, and time interval between the
MRIs were performed to explore SI association to the number of gadolinium injections
between the two MRIs. Results: DN/CP signal intensity ratio showed no significant changes
while GP/CSO ratio was significantly decreased (p<0.0001) between first and last MRI.
Multivariable analyses of both DN/CP and GP/CSO ratios, controlling for age, disease
duration, and time interval between the studied MRIs, showed no significant correlation
between the gadolinium injections number and the differences in DN/CP (standardized beta=
-0.018, p= 0.811) or GP/CSO SI ratios (standardized beta= -0.049, p= 0.499).
Conclusion: No evidence of increased T1 signal intensity indicative of gadoterate meglumine
deposition in the DN and GP of MS patients was found. Our findings are consistent with
previous studies evaluating the accumulation of macrocyclic gadolinium-based contrast
agents in the brain.
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Genetic influence on frequencies of myeloid derived cells in mouse
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Inborn differences among individuals in frequencies of blood cell subpopulations might
influence outcome of many acute and chronic conditions such as susceptibility to infections,
atopic and cardiovascular diseases and cancer.
We have analyzed percentage of cells subpopulations in the spleens of mouse strains O20,
C57BL/10 and B10.O20 using flow cytometry. Mice were kept in SPF conditions. We
observed tendency to higher frequency of T cell lineage cells and lower numbers of myeloid
derived cells in O20 in comparison with C57BL/10. The strain B10.O20, carrying 3.6% of
genes of the O20 strain on C57BL/10 background, had dramatically lower frequency of T cell
subpopulations and higher frequency of myeloid derived cells than both parents.
To determine the location of O20 gene(s) responsible for differences in blood cells
frequencies in B10.O20, we analyzed cell frequencies in spleens of F2 hybrids between
C57BL/10 and B10.O20. B10.O20 carries O20-derived segments on four chromosomes.
They were genotyped in the F2 hybrid mice and we tested their linkage with cell
subpopulations frequencies by analysis of variance (ANOVA). We have sequenced genomes
of C57BL/10 and O20 and performed bioinformatics analysis of the chromosomal segments
exhibiting linkage with frequencies in blood cell subpopulations.
Linkage analysis revealed three novel loci. Loci on chromosome 1 and 17 control numbers of
CD11b+Gr1+ cell subpopulation and relative spleen weight. Interaction of loci on
chromosomes 15 and 17 regulates frequency of CD11b+Ly6G+ and CD11b+Gr1+ cell
subpopulations in spleen. Analysis of these loci for polymorphisms between O20 and
C57BL/10 that change RNA stability and genes’ functions led to detection of 36 potential
candidate genes, 2 of them carrying a non-sense mutation in the O20 strain. These genes will
be focus of future studies not only in mice, but also in humans.
Support: GACR 16-22346S, COST Action BM1404 Mye-EUNITER
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Genetics of Excessive Gingival Display
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Background: Smile esthetics depends on the relations among three anatomic components:
gingiva, teeth and lips. When the lip line is more than 2 or 3 mm above the maxillary anterior
teeth, the smile is referred to as “gummy” smile because of excessive gingival display (EGD)
and often considered as unattractive. The etiology of this condition is not properly
established. Because it often accompanies the second most inherited facial condition, the
“long face syndrome”, we hypothesized that the EGD smile may be an inherited
characteristic, independent from the existence of this syndrome.
Aim: To assess the hereditary component of the EGD smile.
Methods: 20 families were recruited from the orthodontic clinics at AUBMC. The inclusion
criteria were EGD during smile, no prior orthodontic treatment, and no craniofacial
anomalies. The familial pedigree including 3 generations was established from a credible
member of the family.
Results: Among the 20 families, 62 members (42 females and 20 males) were reported with
EGD. In 5 families, 4 or more relatives had EGD, 3 in 4 families, 2 in 8 families and 1 in 2
families. The long face syndrome (related to sustained mouth breathing since childhood) was
found in a minority of the members.
Conclusion: Excessive gingival smile may be inherited. Epidemiologic and genetic studies
are needed to identify the probability and mode of transmission.
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Genome Profiling of Clinical Vancomycin Resistant Enterococci (VRE )
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Vancomycin resistant enterococci (VRE) are a huge burden on patient’s treatment, infection
control, and surveillance of transmission routes. Studying the compositional intricacies of the
whole genomes is more informative than routine phenotypic analyses. In this study, we
analyzed the antimicrobial resistance and phylogenetic relatedness of clinical enterococcal
isolates by whole genome sequencing (WGS).
Twenty one isolates of Enterococcus spp. consisting of E. faecium (n=15) and E. faecalis
(n=6) were first identified by MALDI-TOF, and phenotypic antimicrobial susceptibility
profiles were determined by disk diffusion and E-test. WGS was performed on Illumina
Miseq (2 x 250bp). Resistance genes, ST-types, wgSNPs, and wgANI were analyzed. Pan
genome analysis based on protein coding regions was performed using the Roary pipeline.
The 14 vancomycin resistant E. faecium isolates clustered under two main ST types (ST80,
ST203) with some isolates having very similar average nucleotide identities (wgANI). Pan
genome analysis identified unique protein coding sequences between some isolates, showing
pronounced heterogeneity as a population. The Van genetic cassette flanked by the Tn1546
transposon showed uniquely evolved genetic features. The seven vancomycin susceptible (1
E. faecium, 6 E. faecalis) isolates showed unique genomic features and belonged to different
ST types compared to the VRE isolates. It is noteworthy that EF6, the only vancomycin
susceptible isolate within the E. faecium group, was very closely related to EF15 (VRE E.
faecium) having the same ST-type (ST-80) and 99% wgANI.
With such diversity of circulating VRE clones, the discriminatory power of WGS is key to
characterize VRE with high resolution. Compared to classical typing methods such as PFGE,
MLVA & MLST, WGS overcomes obstacles entailed in latter methods and can provide a
wealth of information and play a cardinal role in characterizing pathogens, notably those
entailing high morbidity and mortality rates in the region.
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Glucose/ Lactose Manganese Oxide Nanoparticles as Non-Enzymatic
Biosensors
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Background: Classical glucose and lactose enzymatic biosensors lack stability due to the
intrinsic nature of the enzymes. The need for non-enzymatic biosensors that is reliable on
direct oxidation of glucose and lactose has been investigated.
Aim: 1. Synthesize and characterize Mn2O3 nanoparticles (nps) using co-precipitation
method 2. Study the interactions of Mn2O3 nps with glucose and lactose
Experimental techniques: The structure and morphology of Mn2O3 nps were characterized
by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM). The purity,
composition and functional groups of the presented elements in Mn2O3 nps were confirmed
by Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) and Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR).
The magnetic properties of the prepared sample were investigated by Vibration Sample
Magnetometer (VSM). The optical properties and the interactions of Mn2O3 nps with
glucose and lactose were studied by Ultraviolet-Visible Absorption (UV-vis), Raman and
Photoluminescence (PL) Spectroscopy.
Results: The XRD pattern revealed the face-centered-cubic structure of the sample with a
crystalline size of 65.91 nm. The TEM images showed the cubic nature of the Mn2O3 nps.
UV-vis spectrum was investigated to calculate the band-gap energy. The Raman spectrum
presented different phonon bands that were attributed to Mn2O3 nps fingerprint- 𝜈�1 (Mn-O)
and 𝜈�2 (Mn-O) symmetric vibrations at 640 cm-1. Mn2O3 nps exhibited an antiferromagnetic behavior at room temperature. The UV-vis and PL data of Mn2O3 nps with
glucose and lactose were further investigated to determine the binding constant by BenesiHildebrand and Double Reciprocal Methods. The results of the two used methods in finding
the binding constants are 1383 and 820 for glucose-Mn2O3, 937.9 and 1030 for lactoseMn2O3 complexes.
Conclusion: These findings authorize the use of Mn2O3 nps in non-enzymatic
glucose/lactose biosensors.
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Health Effects of Lebanese Schools Indoor Pollution (HELSIE) Pilot Study
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Background / Aim: Personal exposure to pollutants is highly affected by the time spent
indoors and outdoors, etc. As per the United States Environmental Protection Agency, people
spend over 90 percent of their time in indoor environments. In particular, children spend a
third of their day at school. Based on SINPHONIE (Schools Indoor Pollution and Health:
Observatory Network In Europe), indoor pollution may lead to the disturbance of children’s
health, growth, opportunities and learning performance, as well as their cultural and social
development. The HELSIE project aims to study the association between Indoor Air Quality
in Lebanese schools and the potential health impact on school children.
Methods: The pilot study was conducted in a grade 6 classroom of a “green area” school.
Physical and chemical pollutants were measured indoor and outdoor, for a period of four
school days. Pollutants were measured through active and passive techniques of
measurement. Questionnaires were used to evaluate the lifestyles and the respiratory health of
the students, and the school’s physical infrastructure.
Results: During the pilot study period, the average temperature level inside the classroom
was

C. The differences between indoor and outdoor temperature levels have reached

36.4%. The Relative Humidity was 52.41% in the classroom. The results also showed a
similar trend among pollutants related to the students’ activity and classroom schedule.
Indoor concentrations of PM10 and PM2.5 were correlated with ambient outdoor PM levels
and students’ activity. The average indoor concentration of CO2 exceeded the outdoor levels
by 54.56%. The concentration of Volatile Organic Compounds inside had reached an
unacceptable average of 3.2mg/m3. The total response rate to questionnaires was 77.41%.
Conclusion: The pilot study provides insight into the assessment of indoor and outdoor air
pollution in Lebanese schools. The findings will help in shaping the general study and
estimating the health effects.
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High-heeled shoes and hallux valgus among Lebanese women
Fadi Mendelek, Gergi Antoun, Nathalie Chahine, Ramez Chahine
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Hallux valgus is a progressive foot deformity in which the first metatarsophalangeal joint is
affected and is often accompanied by significant functional disability and foot pain. There is a
high prevalence of hallux valgus in the overall population however the exact etiology is not
well established. Certain factors have been considered to play a role in the development of
hallux valgus; gender (10x more frequent in women); footwear (tight pointed shoes);
congenital deformity or predisposition. There are a number of studies concerning risk factors
of hallux valgus in American, Chinese, African women ... However there is still
discrepancies; wearing high heels, could lead to a hallux valgus according to some, while
others advocate that the hereditary factor is responsible. Thus, the purpose of this study is to
find the relationship between wearing high heels and the occurrence of hallux valgus in
Lebanese women aged between 24 and 64 years. 180 participants completed a 15-item
questionnaire on social data, family history, wearing habits of high heels and foot
morphotype. Radiographs were used to determine the presence of hallux valgus by looking at
the angle formed between the longitudinal bisections of the first metatarsal and the proximal
phalanx. If the angle is greater than 15°, hallux valgus is diagnosed. An angle of 45-50° is
considered serious. Logistic regression examined associations between hallux valgus
occurrence and high heel height, toe-box shape, wearing time, hereditary factor and age. This
study provides evidence that the wearing height high heels between 6 and 10 cm for 2 to 5
days / weeks for more than 10 years have an increased risk of ending up to a hallux valgus.
These findings add to the body of literature pertaining to the potentially harmful effects of
footwear and suggest that advising younger women to minimize their use of height high heels
and constrictive shoes may have long-term benefits on foot health.
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distribution patterns in normal tissues and comparison with benign and
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Introduction: Heat Shock Protein 60 (Hsp60) is a member of the chaperoning system that assists
protein folding inside mitochondria and plays other roles beyond these organelles. It is implicated in
the carcinogenic processes in various types of cancer. In human salivary glands, Hsp60 has not yet
been measured or mapped in detail and its role in gland development and functioning is virtually
unknown. Consequently, its potential as biomarker for gland diseases, including malignancies cannot
be assessed. The S-100

protein, a known marker for schwannomas, has been found also in

myoepithelial-cell carcinomas of the salivary glands. Here, we present our initial findings on the
anatomic-histological distribution of Hsp60 in human salivary glands at various stages of
development and its changes during tumorigenesis, in parallel with changes of S-100 in salivary gland
tumors. Methods: Adult human submandibular gland (normal and tumoral) and embryonic head
tissue samples were processed by standard methods for routine histological analysis. Additionally,
these same sections underwent immunohistochemical staining using antibodies against Hsp60 and S100. We performed a semiquantitative evaluation of the immunopositivity percentage of Hsp60 cells.
Results: Hsp60 was present in the acini and ducts of embryonic salivary glands but had a different
distribution pattern in adult glands: it occurred only in the ducts and in a few acini. In contrast, Hsp60
was not detected in Pleomorphic Adenoma (PA) or Warthin’s tumor (WT) , whereas its levels were
high in Adenoid Cystic Adenoma (ACC) . S-100 was present in the nuclei and/or in the cytoplasm in
PA and ACC and its levels in the nuclei in ACC were higher than in the PA nuclei . Conclusion: Since
the chaperonin is abundant in acini and ducts of embryonic salivary glands, it can be hypothesized
that it actively participates in the developmental process leading to the formation of a wholly
functional adult, mature organ. Hsp60 and S-100 immunopositivity was high in the malignant tumor
implying their involvement in neoplasm formation and progression. These results foreshadow the
diagnostic and prognostic potential of Hsp60 and S-100 when measured side by side as biomarkers
useful for distinguishing between benign and malignant tumors.
Keywords: Heat shock protein; Hsp60; salivary glands; molecular chaperone; embryo vs. adult
patterns; Pleomorphic Adenoma; Warthin’s tumor; Adenoid Cystic Adenoma; S-100 protein
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Human recombinant arginase I (Co)-PEG5000 induced arginine depletion
selectively inhibits colon cancer cell migration and invasion
Houssam Al-Koussa, Ralph Abi-Habib, and Mirvat El-Sibai
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Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most common type of cancer worldwide, and it is
responsible for over half of all gastrointestinal cancer deaths. Cancer cells are known for their
increased proliferation rate and require high amounts of amino acids, including arginine. Larginine is a non-essential amino acid synthesized from L-citrulline by an enzyme called
Arginosuccinate synthetase (ASS1). Arginine deprivation therapy has therefore emerged as a
new approach to target cancer cells. A type of arginine deprivation therapy involves using the
genetically engineered human arginase I cobolt pegulated-5000 (HuArgI(Co)-PEG5000). In
this study, we investigated the cytotoxic effect of the arginine depriving agent HuArgI(Co)PEG5000 on CRC cell lines (HT-29, Caco-2, Sw837, Sw1116, SKco-1) and its mechanism of
action. Results of 2D and 3D motility assays, western immunoblotting, immunostaining, and
Förster Resonance energy transfer showed that HuArgI(Co)-PEG5000 inhibits cell migration,
adhesion, and invasion of CRC cell lines by downregulating the expression level of ASS1 and
inactivating RhoA. RhoA is a member of the family of Rho GTPases, and it plays an
important role in the production of focal adhesions for cellular adhesion and the release of
metalloproteinases (MMPs) that degrade the extracellular matrix. Our data also demonstrated
a decrease in the expression levels of MMPs following arginine depletion. Consistently,
restoring arginine levels by treatment with L-citrulline significantly countered the effects of
HuArgI(Co)-PEG5000 on CRC cells. Altogether, our data suggest that colorectal cancer is
partially auxotrophic to arginine depletion and that arginine depletion plays an important role
in regulating cancer cells motility and invasion.
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Identification of Common Vaccine Targets Against Selected Gram-positive
Infections
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Enterococcus faecalis are among the most important human pathogens. They are all Grampositive cocci with various clinical manifestations, ranging from mild infections to life
threatening diseases. With the increasing prevalence of antibiotic resistance among these
bacterial species, alternative treatment and prevention methods need to be established. In this
study, we identified a common transmembrane protein, the glycine-betaine ABC transport
system, present in all four bacterial species based on in silico analysis. This ABC transporter
is both an osmosensor and osmoregulator that responds to water stress by the accumulation of
glycine betaine. It consists of an ATP-hydrolyzing subunit and a subunit that comprises both
the translocator and the substrate-binding domain.
The proteome of these bacteria was first screened through predictive tools such as CELLO
and Phobius for subcellular localization and for the detection of transmembrane regions in
order to verify their location within the cell membrane. This was followed by the comparison
of orthologous proteins to determine the level of similarity between them. Protein topology
was then performed using HMMTOP and Protter to determine the structural orientation of the
most similar proteins.
Based on the results obtained, we chose to focus on the glycine-betaine ABC transport system
because of its prominent extracellular domain, which is approximately 90% conserved within
each species, antigenicity, and high level of similarity among the four genera. We are
hypothesizing that the glycine-betaine ABC transport system would make a suitable
candidate for vaccine development. Accordingly, we will determine the structural
configuration of this protein through NMR spectroscopy and using Escherichia coli as an
expression system. To our knowledge this is the first study presenting potential target that can
be used for the development of a common vaccine against several important human
pathogens.
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Identification of the drug physiochemical parameters modulating the
encapsulation of essential oils in drug-in-cyclodextrin-in-liposome
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Liposomes are lipid vesicles comprising a central aqueous phase surrounded by a phospholipid
membrane. Cyclodextrins (CDs) are cyclic oligosaccharides able to improve drug water solubility and
stability by forming CD/drug inclusion complex. The latter can be loaded in the aqueous compartment
of liposomes, creating drug-in-cyclodextrin-in-liposome (DCL) system [1]. Significant limitations are
associated with essential oils such as the volatility, poor water solubility, and chemical instability in
the presence of light, heat, and oxygen [2]. The encapsulation in DCLs has emerged as a promising
tool for circumventing these drawbacks and extending the diverse applications of essential oils in the
food and pharmaceutical industries [3,4]. In this work, we evaluated the effect of chemical structure,
aqueous solubility, octanol/water partition coefficient (log P), and henry’s law constant (Hc) on the
encapsulation and the release of a series of essential oils from DCLs. Hydroxypropyl-βcyclodextrin/drug (HP-β-CD/drug) inclusion complexes were prepared in aqueous solution, and the
DCL formulations were prepared by the ethanol injection method. The size of vesicles, their
morphology, the phospholipid and cholesterol incorporation rates (IR), the drug encapsulation
efficiency (EE), the drug loading rate, the release kinetics, and the storage stability of DCL
suspensions were assessed. HP-β-CD reduced the IR of phospholipids into DCL lipid membranes
while did not influence that of cholesterol. The factors related to essential oil properties that favor
their encapsulation in DCLs are: the presence of a propenyl tail or a hydroxyl group in the structure as
well as exhibiting a high log P value or a low aqueous solubility. Moreover, DCLs manifesting high
drug EE values presented delayed drug release compared to the corresponding inclusion complexes.
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1] R. Gharib, H. Greige-Gerges, S. Fourmentin, C. Charcosset, L. Auezova, Liposomes incorporating cyclodextrin–drug inclusion complexes: Current state of
knowledge, Carbohydr. Polym. 129 (2015) 175–186. doi:10.1016/j.carbpol.2015.04.048. [2] M. Sherry, C. Charcosset, H. Fessi, H. Greige -Gerges, Essential
oils encapsulated in liposomes: a review, J. Liposome Res. 23 (2013) 268–275. doi:10.3109/08982104.2013.819888. [3] R. Gharib, L. Auezova, C. Charcosset,
H. Greige-Gerges, Drug-in-cyclodextrin-in-liposomes as a carrier system for volatile essential oil components: Application to anethole, Food Chem. 218 (2017)
365–371. doi:10.1016/j.foodchem.2016.09.110. [4] C. Sebaaly, C. Charcosset, S. Stainmesse, H. Fessi, H. Greige -Gerges, Clove essential oil-in-cyclodextrinin-liposomes in the aqueous and lyophilized states: From laboratory to large scale using a membrane contactor, Carbohydr. Polym. 138 (2016) 75–85.
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In vitro cytotoxic effect of encapsulated natural Berberine with different
copolymers on colon cancer cells.
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Cancer is a major public health problem that affects the entire world. The most recent
statistical studies show that the number of new cancer cases is increasing annually. The
therapeutic history of cancer has to go through several evolutions in order to find the best
treatment. All treatments discovered share in common side effects that are undesirable. This
is why the discovery of new and less toxic treatments is essential today. This discovery links
on using natural products such as bioactive molecules present in plants. Besides vectoring
systems have been discovered as main solutions to provide stability and solubility problems
of drugs and improve their hydrophilic properties. Our study was based on the evaluation of
the cytotoxic effect of natural Berberine encapsulated with micelles in copolymers SA12a,
SA3a, SAJF1, SA4a, SA7 on HT-29 and HCT116 colon cancer cells. The cytotoxic effects of
the encapsulated Berberine were assessed with MTT and Trypan blue methods. Results
showed that only SA4a polymer complexed with Berberine has a highly cytotoxic effect
against colon cancer cells. After analyzing the cytotoxic effect of this encapsulated bioactive
molecule Berberine we hope to add it in near future to the list of anti-cancer natural
treatments.
Keywords: Berberine –Vectoring systems- Copolymers – SA4a -Anti-tumor effect –
Cytotoxicity.
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Influence of Salinity on Growth, Hemolymph Osmolality, Gill Na +/K+ ATPase
Activity and Na+-K+-2Cl– cotransporter expression in the Crayfish Cherax
quadricarinatus.
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Redclaw crayfish Cherax quadricarinatus is a freshwater crayfish farmed worldwide. Farms
often increase culture salinities in order to improve crayfish flavor, to relieve stress during
transport, and to prevent parasitic infestations. However, it is not known whether salinity
affects survival, growth and osmoregulation of the crayfish. Our aim was to study the effect
of salinity on survival, growth, blood osmolality, gill Na +/K+ ATPase activity and Na+-K+2Cl– cotransporter expression in order to better understand the osmoregulatory process. Adult
crayfish were maintained at four salinities (0, 2, 4 and 6 ppt) for four weeks. After four
weeks, hemolymph osmolality, gill Na+/K+ ATPase activity and Na+-K+-2Cl– cotransporter
expression were assessed. In a second experiment, juvenile crayfish were maintained at the
same four salinities for eight weeks, group weighed every two weeks and individually
weighed at the end of the 8 weeks. Survival was greater than 87% in all treatments and
hemolymph osmolality maintained constant as salinity increased from 0 to 6 ppt. An increase
in Na+/K+ ATPase activity and Na+-K+-Cl– cotransporter expression, and a decrease in
crayfish growth were observed at 6 ppt. In conclusion, although salinity mitigates parasite
infection and improves crayfish taste, it decreases growth because of an increase in
metabolism necessary for osmoregulatory processes.
Keywords: Redclaw crayfish, osmoregulation, Na+/K+ ATPase, Na+-K+-2Cl– cotransporter.
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Introduction: Secondary bacterial infections strongly contribute to the excess morbidity and
mortality of influenza A virus (IAV) infection. Disruption of lung tissue integrity and impaired
antibacterial immunity during IAV infection participate in bacterial pulmonary colonization and
dissemination out of the lungs. Acute infections trigger the mobilization of myeloid cells from the
bone marrow (BM) to the infected tissues, a process referred to as emergency myelopoiesis. One key
feature of IAV infection is a profound alteration in myeloid cells in the lung compartment,
characterized by the loss or dysfunction of beneficial sentinel cells, such as the alveolar macrophages
and the conventional dendritic cells (cDC) and the recruitment of deleterious inflammatory
monocytes. At this time, the consequences of influenza infection on myelopoiesis within the bone
marrow (BM) remain unknown. Objective: The aim of this work was initially to investigate the
impact of IAV infection on the BM and more particularly on the generation of cDC (DCpoieisis).
Findings in this part led us to focus on the identification of key molecules involved in IAV-dependent
DCpoiesis alteration, and study their therapeutic potential, in vivo. Methodology and results: Using a
murine model, we showed a reduction in the number of progenitors/precursors involved in cDC
generation during influenza infection (with a peak at day 7 of infection). This reduction is associated
with an enhanced monopoiesis process (production of inflammatory and anti-inflammatory
monocytes). This emergency response is independent of IFNγ, TNF-α as well as of IFN types I or IL6. The decreased number of progenitors/cDC precursors is not related to their apoptosis or their BM
egress. Furthermore, BM progenitors have no intrinsic problem. Interestingly, our results show a
decreased production of FLt3-L, a crucial factor for cDC differentiation, in the BM, blood and lungs.
The supplementation of FLt3-L enhances cDC differentiation during influenza infection and partially
protects mice against Streptococcus pneumonia superinfection. Conclusions: Overall, we showed for
the first time that influenza alters the homeostasis of cDC by impacting their progenitors; a
phenomenon associated with an impaired production of FLt3-L. Our results also highlighted the
potential therapeutic value of FLt3-L in secondary bacterial infection during IAV infection.
Keywords: influenza infection, cDC progenitors, monopoiesis, FLt3-L, secondary bacterial infection.
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Introduction: Peripheral nerve injury (PNI) results in a broad range of sensory and motor
symptoms that depend on the severity and types of nerves involved. Many attempts to repair
PNI have yielded limited outcome leading to sensory and motor deficits. Recent evidence has
shown that physical training promotes the synthesis of nerve growth factors, needed to
facilitate axonal regeneration. In this study, we examined whether intensive motor training
improves the sensory and motor functions in rats with sciatic nerve compression. Methods:
Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats had their right sciatic nerve crushed using fine forceps and
were randomly divided into four groups and subjected for a month to different types of motor
exercises (5 days/week). Groups 1 and 2 were trained for 1 hour (two 30 min interval
separated by 10 min resting period). Rats in Group 1 were placed on a horizontal treadmill
daily (8m/min), while those in group 2 were placed on the Rotarod (35 rpm; 8m/min). Group
3 were subjected to both the treadmill (30 min) and Rotarod (30 min) separated by 10 min
resting period. Group 4 acted as control and were housed in standard cages for an equivalent
period. To assess for nerve regeneration; behavioural, histological and electrophysiological
tests were performed. All rats were evaluated for sensory recovery, and hypersensitivity to
thermal and mechanical stimuli at 1, 5, 12, 19 and 26 days post injury. Locomotor
performance will also be assessed using the staircase test. Counting the number of grips and
time taken to climb up and down the stairs were done before and at different time points postsurgery. The compound motor action potentials (CMAP) were also recorded twenty-six days
after physical training to assess functional connections in the compressed sciatic nerve.
Results:

Our behavioral data have shown that a combination of treadmill and rotarod

exercises enhances sensory and motor recovery following sciatic nerve compression. Electrophysiologically, the sciatic nerves of rats subjected simultaneously to both exercises showed
shorter latency, higher amplitude and lower duration as compared to those of rats subjected to
one type of exercise indicating a better functional neurological recovery. Conclusions: In
summary, our results provide evidence that peripheral nerve regeneration could be enhanced
substantially by combining exercises that activate additional mechano-sensory and motor
neurons and induce neuroplastic changes in different regions of the brain.
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Klebsiella pneumoniae is a highly resilient bacterium, which may harbor a wide range of
antimicrobial genes that renders it resistant to many antibiotics. Among these are the carbapenems,
which represent the most potent group of β-lactams. Carbapenem resistance is emerging worldwide,
causing the death of thousands every year. Moreover, ceftazidime-avibactam (CAZ-AVI), a
combination of a third generation cephalosporin and a non-β-lactam/β-lactamase inhibitor, is one of
the limited options available for treating carbapenem-resistant bacteria, yet emergence of resistance to
CAZ-AVI has also been reported to occur through multiple mechanisms. We present a case of a 22year-old Lebanese soldier who developed pneumonia and central line-associated bloodstream
infection with a carbapenem-resistant Klebsiella pneumoniae (CRKP) after sustaining a motorcycle
vehicle accident. The patient was admitted to the American University of Beirut medical center, where
he was diagnosed with subcutaneous emphysema. Furthermore, pan cultures were taken and later
grew CRKP. Despite receiving treatment with different classes of antibiotics, including
piperacillin/tazobactam and vancomycin, the patient’s clinical condition continued to deteriorate until
treatment with CAZ-AVI was initiated. Although this treatment significantly improved the patient’s
clinical picture, pan cultures continued to grow CRKP indicating antimicrobial resistance to the
administered agent. The study at hand aims to uncover the mechanism of CAZ-AVI resistance and to
investigate the effect of vancomycin on antibacterial resistance in CRKP via whole-genome
sequencing (WGS). For these purposes, antimicrobial susceptibility of tissue and blood isolates
recovered from the patient to CAZ-AVI was assessed by disk diffusion. Moreover, to examine
whether these isolates harbor the antimicrobial genes bla CTX-M-15, blaOXA-48 and blaNDM-1, polymerase
chain reaction was performed. To determine the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of
piperacillin/tazobactam and vancomycin, broth microdilution (BMD) was performed on both isolates
recovered from the patient in addition to ATCC 13883 Klebsiella pneumoniae as a control. Resistance
to piperacillin/tazobactam and in combination with vancomycin was induced through the gradient
plate method, and then confirmed by BMD. Finally, DNA from the patient’s isolates was extracted to
be sequenced by whole genome sequencing. The disk diffusion showed that both isolates were
resistant to CAZ-AVI with an inhibition zone diameter of 10mm. Moreover, tissue isolate was found
to harbor all the aforementioned resistance genes, whereas the blood isolate was devoid of the
examined resistance genes. The MIC of piperacillin/tazobactam assessed on both isolates was
512 µg/mL, whereas that assessed on the control was 4 µg/mL. On the other hand, the MIC of
vancomycin assessed on both isolates was 1024 µg/mL, whereas that assessed on the control was
512 µg/mL.
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Involvement of SASP in the activation of CXCR2 receptorin radiationinduced genomic instability in GBM.
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Radiation therapy is a basic treatment used to treat glioblastoma (GBM), the most common
brain cancer. Unfortunately, these invasive and aggressive tumors tend to grow rapidly,
spread to other tissue causing rapid death of patients. It has been shown that endothelial cells,
included in the tumor microenvironment, modulate the radio sensitivity of glioblastoma.
Furthermore, radiotherapy induces senescence of endothelial cells secreting chemokines IL-8
and CXCL5, which in turn will increase the genetic instability of tumor cells as a result of
micronucleus formation and increased levels of polynuclear cells. These chemokines IL- 8
and CXCL5 are ligands to the CXCR2 receptor. The aim was to better define the role of this
receptor CXCR2 in the genetic instability of glioblastoma after irradiation by inhibiting its
activity by antibodies and pharmacological drugs. U251 cells, glioblastoma cell line, was
treated with 250 ng/ml blocking antibody (MAB331) or with a concentration range of
pharmacological inhibitor (SB332235) (1 nM, 10 nM, 100 nM and 500 nM) and then
irradiated at 5Gy. This treatment decreases the number of micronuclei as well as the
percentage of polynuclear cells. In addition, the inhibition of molecular actors potentially
connected to CXCR2 such as ERK1 / 2 (20 μM of FR180204), or NPM (1 μM of
NSC348884) also causes a sharp decrease in the number of micronuclei and polynuclear
cells. In conclusion, the IL8-CXCL5 / CXCR2 pathway is directly involved in the modulation
of the genetic instability of glioblastoma multiform after radiotherapy. Its modulation makes
it possible to limit the appearance of chromosomal rearrangements.
Keywords: Radiotherapy, senescence, glioblastoma multiform, IL-8, CXCL5, genomic
instability.
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Heavy metals have been classified as one of the most toxic environmental pollutants that pose
detrimental problems for the ecosystem and human health. Among the heavy metals, lead (II)
is one of the most toxic hazardous metal ions found in aquatic environments where its
removal has become a topic of high importance. Biosorption is an ecofriendly, rapid and cost
effective technique for heavy metals removal which has gained a great attention. The present
investigation deals with the isolation and characterization of three haloalkaliphilic bacterial
species, A1S2, A1S5 and Ext pH from effluents of tannery industry located in South
Lebanon. These bacterial species were able to grow in high pH environment as they were
able to tolerate up to 500, 250 and 1000 mg.L-1 of lead (II) respectively. FT-IR
measurements and electron micrographs confirmed the ability of the investigated bacterial
isolates to sequester lead (II) from water. Environmental conditions affecting the biosorption
of the metal ion were optimized. Kinetics of the process was determined. The bacterial
isolates A1S2, A1S5 and Ext pH were able to remove 28, 19.5 and 27.3 mg.g-1 of lead (II)
respectively.
Keywords: Lead; Biosorption; Haloalkaliphilic bacteria
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Melissa officinalis Labiatae, commonly known as Lemon balm, is an edible herbnative to the
Mediterranean and Eastern Europe. Lemon balm is a herbal tea known for its therapeutic
practise in soothing stomach cramps, indigestion and nausea. One of its chemical components
is the polyphenol Rosmarinic acid, known for its anti-inflammatory and antiviral activities in
treating Herpes simplex (Sanchez et al. J. Pharm Sci 2007). Rosmarinic acid isan ester
compound originating from caffeic acid and 3,4-diydroxyphenylactic acid (Sanbongi et al.
Free Radic Biol Med 2003). It is abundant in several other species including rosemary
(Rosmarinus officinalis), sage (Salvia officinalis), basil (Ocimum tenuiflorum), oregano
(Origanum vulgare), and majoram (Origanum majorana).
Despite the efforts, recovery and purification of rosmarinic acid from lemon balm in high
yields has not been successful. Here, we report the aqueous extraction of rosmarinic acid
from dried leaves of lemon balm using Soxhlet distillation after optimizing the conditions
with various organic solvents. The extraction of rosmarinic acid involves a 4-step process: (a)
a standard n-hexane extraction, (b) isolation of the acid, (c) H2O-butanol extraction to
discard other organic compounds and (d) H2O-MTBE pHcontrolled extraction. We have
isolated high yields (98%) of rosmarinic acid under optimum process conditions and
elucidated its structure by NMR spectroscopy using a wide range of NMR pulse sequences
for structural elucidation (2 dimensional COSY, TOCSY, 1H-1H NOESY, 13C-HSQC and
13C-HMBC).
The therapeutic application of Rosmarinic acid originates from it antioxidant and
neuroprotective effects in different models of neuroinflamation, neurodegeneration (Akoury
et al. Journal of Am Chem Society 2013) and chemicalinduced neurotoxicity. Our research
highlights the importance of natural product isolation in the field of drug discovery wih the
focus on the biotechnological production of rosmarinic acid and its possible molecular
mechanisms of neuroprotection.
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Background: Cockroaches are one of the most significant and objectionable pests found in
apartments, homes, food handling establishments, hospitals, and health care facilities
worldwide. Environment, animals, and insects are regarded as major reservoirs of resistance.
The aim of this study is to increase the knowledge about Multi-Drug Resistant Gram-negative
bacilli carried by cockroaches collected from Lebanese sewage systems (in community) and
Lebanese hospitals sewage plants.
Material/methods: Between August-November 2017, 30 cockroaches were collected from
the environment in the southern and the northern regions of Lebanon. 18 other cockroaches
were collected from 2 different hospitals in Lebanon, one located in the south and the other in
the north. Each cockroach was tested for inner and outer carriage of MDR-GNB. Selective
media were used for the screening. API system was used for bacterial identification.
Antibiograms were performed. Phenotypic and genotypic detection of resistance including all
ESBL and AmpC genes were conducted. The MICs of Colistin against colistin-resistant
isolates were determined and mcr-genes were detected using PCR
Results: 72 cefotaxime-resistant strains were isolated. Among these, the most common
species were Escherichia coli, followed by Serratia marcescens, Klebsiella pneumoniae.
Overall, 41 strains harbored the blaCTX-M gene, 27 the harbored blaTEM gene, 25 harbored
blaSHV gene, and 6 harbored the blaOXA gene. Six Acinetobacter baumannii, and 1
Acinetobacter lwoffii were isolated as carbapenem resistant. Four Klebsiella oxytoca, 1 E.
coli, 1 Citrobacter freundii, and 1 A. junii strains isolated as colistin resistant strains.
Conclusion: This study showed the significance of cockroaches as reservoirs of multi-drug
resistance in Lebanon.
Keywords: Cockroaches, Cefotaxime, Ertapenem, and Colistin.
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Knowledge and perception on organic food of university students
Christina Chehade, Aline Rizkallah
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Introduction: Production of organic products began as a small niche market for small
businesses and local farmers. But with the increasing demand of consumers for healthy, better
quality food, the organic food market quickly took off. The demand on organic food in
Lebanon is growing especially in the “younger” population. There is limited research that
investigates the knowledge and perceptions of university students on organic food.
Purpose: The aim of this study is to examine the knowledge and perceptions of University of
Balamand FHS Achrafieh campus students regarding organic food, and to also investigate the
organic food sector in Lebanon.
Methods: 100 surveys about knowledge and perception towards organic food were collected
from UOB FHS Achrafieh students.
Results: Lebanon still lacks legislation for organic foods. The ministry of agriculture cannot
perform its tasks in inspecting producers due to lack of resources. Results showed that eighty
students defined the term “organic” correctly. Fifty-six students answered correctly that
“organic” and “natural” cannot be used interchangeably on food labels. Seventy-nine students
knew that organic foods do have a risk of foodborne illnesses. Only 15 students knew that
there is certification for organic production in Lebanon. Students perceived organic food as
being safer for children, more expensive and healthier than regular conventional foods.
Conclusion: This study exposed how organic agriculture began and how it evolved
throughout the years. It also showed that university students have some knowledge
concerning organic food characteristics but were not able to identify the local authority
responsible of legislating organic foods.
Key Words: organic food sector, university students, knowledge, perception.
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Lactobacillus Casei and Bifidobacterium Lactis supplementation reduces
tissue damage of intestinal mucosa and liver after 2,4,6trinitrobenzenesulfonic acid treatment in mice.
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Dysbiosis in the composition of commensal bacteria is associated with colonic inflammation
in inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), including Crohn’s Disease and Ulcerative Colitis. The
primary objective of this study is to investigate the therapeutic effect of specific strains of
probiotics (PB), in particular Lactobacillus casei and Bifidobacterium Lactis supplementation
in an experimental model of colitis. A total of fifty CD-1 male mice were randomly divided
into eight groups, four of which colitis was chemically induced intracolonically by 2,4,6trinibenzene sulfonic acid (TNBS) according to previously established procedures, while the
remaining four groups were kept as control. Three groups of each of the TNBS treated and
saline treated mice were administered with 0.3mL of PB suspension for 7, 14 and 21 days
respectively on a daily basis. Mice were euthanized three days after both TNBS and
TNBS/PB treatments to collect samples of colon, rectum and liver. Semiquantitaive
histological assessment of H&E and PAS staining showed a remarkable amelioration of the
colonic mucosa with the appearance of colonic crypts and goblet cells close to normal after
PB treatment with an almost complete restoration of the colonic architecture after three
weeks of PB treatment. However, in mice with TNBS induced colitis and non-treated with
PB, high inflammatory scores were observed resulting in colonic mucosa and submucosa
damage, significant depletion of goblet cells, massive inflammatory cells infiltration, and
crypt abscesses and necrosis. Three weeks of PB treatment resulted in a significant decrease
of TUNEL- stained epithelial cells returning to normal levels when compared to control mice.
In conclusion, the current study demonstrated the beneficial therapeutic effects of the
probiotics Lactobacillus casei and Bifidobacterium Lactis strains in improving intestinal
colonic inflammation seen in a TNBS model of IBD in mice, thus prolonging remission.
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Leishmania Pathogenomics and Genome Evolution in the Era of WholeGenome Sequencing
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Leishmania is a vector-borne parasitic kinetoplastid protozoan that causes leishmaniasis, one
of the major neglected tropical diseases. After the cutaneous leishmaniasis outbreak in 2012
linked to the refugees’ camps in Lebanon, leishmaniasis became a public health concern. In
this study, we unveil the pathogenomics of L. tropica through whole-genome sequencing that
was performed on a group of diverse clinical L. tropica isolates representing the outbreak in
Lebanon. Single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), chromosome copy number and gene
copy number variations were examined in comparison with ATCC strains and reference
genomes. We also examined the dynamics of lateral gene transfer (LGT) using two different
datasets, one designed by Vikeved et al (2016) and the other by Bicep et al (unpublished data)
and coupled that with the de novo prediction of putative LGTs. The analysis of acquired
LGTs revealed their role in shaping the sugar metabolism in L. tropica. On the other hand, a
full transcriptome sequencing (RNA-seq) was used to profile the changes across the L.
tropica intracellular amastigotes and motile promastigotes associated with the sandfly vector.
The obtained data are being mapped to L. tropica generated WGS to investigate the impact of
structural gene variations on transcriptional patterns. Finally, a collection of divers L. tropica
strains obtained from the “Biological Resources Centre for Leishmania” at Montpellier,
France, was used to study the immune response in macrophages towards infection by
studying the expression of nod-like receptors (NLRs). Target genes were selected for knockout experiments. The obtained preliminary data provided an insight into the factors shaping
the genome of L. tropica and contributing to its pathogenesis.
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LXR/mTOR/Nox4 Signaling Axes: Novel Therapeutic Targets in Diabetic
Nephropathy
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Podocyte injury has emerged as a key mediator in the initiation of Diabetic Nephropathy
(DN). The molecular mechanism by which hyperglycemia induces podocyte injury is multifactorial and not well defined. Recent studies have described the potentiality of defective
autophagy mechanisms on the onset and development of diabetes. Our lab has described the
importance of renal NADPH Oxidases (Noxs) in the progression of podocyte injury. Yet, a
mechanistic pathway between Nox-induced ROS production and the alteration in autophagy
has yet to be clarified. Liver-X-receptor (LXR) and the mTOR pathway have recently been
linked to autophagy and oxidative stress. In this study we aim to assess the role of
Nox/LXR/mTOR axes on autophagy and their possible links to podocyte depletion and
injury. Pharmacological means were utilized to alter the expression of Noxs, LXR and the
mTOR signaling pathways, while podocyte depletion/loss, autophagy alteration and
glomerular injury were assessed as the corresponding biological output both in vitro and in
vivo.

Our results reveal that high glucose (HG) induces defective autophagy in both

podocytes and isolated glomeruli of type 2 diabetic mice. HG reduces LXR mRNA levels and
protein expression and activates the mTORC1/p70S6kinase pathway. HG also increases the
levels of Nox4 and Nox activity and induces ROS production. Activation of the LXR
pathway using an LXR activator T0, decreases HG-induced Nox4 expression, Nox activity,
inactivates the mTORC1 pathway, and restores autophagy protein levels. In parallel,
inactivation of the mTORC1 pathway using low dose rapamycin, mimicked the effect of T0
on ROS production and podocytes injury but did not alter the LXR pathway, suggesting that
mTORC1 is downstream of LXR and Noxs are the final common pathway altered in our
experimental model. More importantly, our results display the role of Nox4 in autophagy,
where inactivation of Nox4, using GKT, a potent Nox1 and Nox4 inhibitor, restores
homeostatic autophagy levels, and reduces podocytes and glomerular injury.

Thus, LXR

activation, mTOR and/or NADPH oxidase inhibition may represent a therapeutic modality
for diabetic kidney disease.
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Mechanisms of Schwann Cell Injury in Diabetes: Role of the Cytochromes
P450 Pathway
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Introduction: Diabetic Neuropathy is one of most prevalent complications of diabetes.
Clinically, neuropathy in the peripheral nerves (DPN) is characterized by reduced
electrophysiological recordings and sensorimotor deficits which have been correlated with
myelin defects in nerve fibers and limited regenerative potential. Oxidative stress emerged as
the final key mediator of diabetic complications. Cytochrome P450 (CYPs) enzymes are
major contributors which have been shown to mediate other diabetic complications. Yet, no
studies have investigated their role in DPN. The following study aimed to investigate CYP4A
expression in Schwann cells and sciatic nerves, in addition to the mechanistic alterations in
AKT signaling, a key pathway involved in myelination.
Methods: Mouse Schwann Cells cultured in a hyperglycemic milieu and type 2 diabetic
murine model were used. Microsome isolation and western blot analyses were performed to
assess alterations in CYP4A, AKT and myelin protein levels. The Cellular DNA
Fragmentation Assay was used to assess apoptotic death. DHE staining and NADPH oxidase
activity assays were used to assess oxidative status. Sensorimotor function was assessed via
behavioral tests.
Results: Hyperglycemia resulted in CYP4A upregulation at the level of SCs and sciatic
nerves which correlated with alterations in myelin protein levels, SC apoptosis and
sensorimotor deficits. Elevated CYP4A levels were concurrent with increased ROS
production at the molecular and behavioral levels. These were shown to be mediated through
AKT hyperphosphorylation. CYP4A inhibition via HET0016 was shown to normalize myelin
protein and AKT levels, and to restore sensorimotor function in diabetic mice.
Conclusion: The results of this study suggest that hyperglycemia leads to oxidative injury via
CYP4A alteration and AKT hyperphosphorylation. This further leads to abnormal SC
physiology and expression of myelin proteins; both of which are pivotal for maintaining SC
integrity and peripheral nerve functionality.
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Medical Applications of a Brown Algae harvested on the Lebanese Coast
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It's all about searching and improving treatments or prevention of any pathology, counting
melanoma the most aggressive skin cancer type in terms of metastasis and death rate. Marine
flora proved to be a good medical approach possessing many biological activities. However,
brown seaweed Padina pavonica, harvested from Lebanese coast, proved to inhibit certain
molecular factors (such as HYAL) that are elevated in advanced melanoma. Thus, we tend to
study natural active molecules, with less secondary effects faced within traditional treatments.
Hence, we adjusted the extraction of Padina pavonica with different solvents (water,
methanol, tetrahydrofuran and dichloromethane) and estimated their chemical profile in each
extract, through Energy Dispersive X-Ray (EDX) and InfraRed (IR). Moreover, we applied
biological testing by antioxidant activity by DPPH assay, antibacterial tests, and
antiproliferation test by MTT assay on metastatic melanoma cell line A375.
Generally, results implied polar active molecules abundance in our material Padina pavonica
extracted by polar solvents (water, methanol and tetrahdrofuran), and sulfated
polysaccharides in Padina pavonica water extract. Such findings revealed that the biological
activities of Padina pavonica were accomplished by polar molecules. Best results were
attained by 46% antioxidant activity achieved by water extracts, and antiproliferation effect
of 411.8 μg/ml IC50 obtained by methanolic extract. In contrast, antibacterial test were
unsatisfying.
Keywords: Melanoma; A375 cell line; Padina pavonica; algae; antioxidant; antibacterial;
antiproliferation.
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Introduction: Diabetic kidney disease (DKD) is one of the major complications of diabetes.
It is characterized by morphological and functional renal alterations such as tubulointerstitial
fibrosis, glomerulosclerosis, and proteinuria. Diabetes alters the redox balance resulting in
oxidative stress. The major intracellular sources of reactive oxygen species, including
NADPH oxidases, specifically NOX 4, cytochrome P450s of the 4A family and its metabolite
20-HETE, have been shown to be implicated in the pathogenesis of DKD. An emerging body
of evidence has revealed that stem cells treatment improves acute tubular injury and induces
glomerular repair. The present study aims to determine the effect of mesenchymal stem cells
(MSCs) treatment on oxidative stress and to investigate the mechanistic pathway by which
MSCs attenuate renal injury. Methods: Sprague-Dawley rats were divided into two groups: a
control group and a streptozotocin-induced type 1 diabetic group treated with either saline,
medium, or 1x106 MSCs. After eight weeks of treatment from diabetes onset, functional,
histological and biochemical parameters of the kidneys were assessed.

Results: MSCs

treatment restored normal urinary albumin excretion levels. Protection against DKD imparted
by MSCs was indicated by decreased glomerulosclerosis and tubulointerstitial fibrosis.
Moreover, MSCs treatment attenuated tubulointerstitial changes observed in the diabetic
milieu. The expression of fibronectin and collagen IV was significantly decreased in MSCstreated diabetic rats compared to vehicle-treated diabetic rats. A reduction in oxidative stress
was also observed paralleled by a decrease in the NADPH oxidases activity, NOX4 mRNA
and protein expression. Also, CYP4A protein expression and the renal accumulation of its
metabolite 20-HETE were decreased. Importantly, 20-HETE circulating levels were
attenuated when the animals were treated with MSCs. Conclusion: Our results suggest that
MSCs have a potential therapeutic effect in the treatment of DKD by attenuating 20 -HETE
levels and NADPH oxidases-induced ROS production.
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Metabolomic Profiling in Aortic Valve Stenosis
Cynthia Al Hageh 1.2, Dominique Gauguier1, Rony Khnayzer, Pierre Zalloua 2
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Background: Aortic Valve Stenosis (AVS) results from the calcification and degeneration of
aortic leaflets. AVS is idiopathic, affects the elderlies and to date there are no effective
pharmacological treatments. However, aortic valve replacement is the only way to remove
the obstruction. Human biofluids are highly rich in metabolites which constitute the end-point
of gene expression. Metabolomics offers an unparalleled opportunity to identify
biomarker(s). The latter aids in understanding the molecular origin of AVS and subsequently
facilitates the development of new therapeutic approaches. To this end, untargeted
metabolomic profiling was deployed.
Methods: Untargeted metabolomics is based on a comparative strategy between controls and
cases. GC/MS and MALDI-TOF/MS were used for a global profiling in order to identify and
quantify the metabolites present in each sample. Thus, 90 urine, plasma and serum
sampleswere acquired and segregated between cases and controls. All samples were extracted
using optimized published methods and an internal standard was added to the samples for
metabolites’ relative quantification.
Results: (a) GC/MS data acquisition was done on plasma and urine samples. 120 metabolites
(100 metabolites with >70% quality) were identified using NIST library and a manual
interpretation via Molbase, PubChem, HMDB tools... High-throughput data analysis is being
used for data pre-processing and processing of raw GC/MS data, in order to identify the
metabolites linked to AVS (biomarkers). (b) A preliminary result of the possible lipids present
in plasma was obtained after processing the MALDI MS and MS/MS raw data with
Bionumerics, LipidMaps, mMass, HMDB and NIST MS. Preliminary results revealed
general metabolomic profiling from the GCMS chromatograms and more specific lipidomic
profiling using MALDI-TOF/MS spectra.
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Introduction: The co-occurrence of the three disease entities, inflammatory bowel disease
(IBD), colorectal cancer (CRC) and diabetes mellitus (DM) along with inflammation and
dismicrobism has been frequently reported. Several epidemiologic and experimental studies
shed light on the anti-oncogenic potential of metformin, a hypoglycemic drug, on colorectal
carcinogenesis. Since a link was established between CRC, IBD and diabetes, it will be
interesting to investigate the mechanism of action of Metformin in association with probiotics
on these three diseases. Aim: The ultimate goal is to demonstrate that Metformin and
probiotics act in a synergic effect in breaking the crosstalk, thus inhibiting CRC progression,
improving diabetes and abolishing inflammation. Material and methods: Pilot studies were
conducted in order to characterize an optimal AOM/DSS protocol that recapitulates in a
highly reliable way the phases of initiation and progression of human colorectal cancer. In
addition, a large scale study was done, using BALB/c mice 6-8 weeks old, divided into
control and experimental groups aiming to assess the effect of the different treatments and
combinations. Proteins, RNA, and cDNA were extracted as well as tissues for
immunohistochemistry and ROS evaluation. Results: The AOM/DSS protocol was well
characterized, whereby 1.5% DSS was shown to be the optimal dose to induce colitis in our
BALB/c mice. Furthermore, the number of DSS cycles was determined, 1 DSS cycle prior to
the AOM injection, and three following cycles were able to induce colorectal cancer in a
period of 14 weeks. Probiotics and metformin exerced their effects by inhbiting inflammation
at the clinical, histological and molecular level twherby a downregulation of IL-6 and TNF-
as well as Reactive Oxygen Species were observed. Conclusion: The characterization of the
effects of probiotics and metformin on CRC a will help in deciphering the downstream
signaling pathways elicited by these compounds in order to develop new effective treatment
modalities.
Keywords: Colorectal cancer, IBD, T2DM, Metformin, Probiotics
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Introduction: Chronic wounds and persistent cutaneous burns complications represent a worldwide
challenge and a critical health problem particularly for diabetic persons since diabetics have a higher
propensity for infection. Nowadays, new advances and advanced new technologies are being
developed to optimize and improve the burn healing process. However in case of diabetic wounds in
general or skin burns in particular, this process is complicated since diabetic persons have the capacity
to tolerate chronic inflammations. Aims: In order to enhance the process of burn wound healing in
time and quality, this study linked the science of nutrition, endocrinology and the skin medical and
surgical pathologies to the therapeutical effect of a combination based on Vitamin B17 and/or
metformin in the presence or absence of a potential source of autologous mesenchymal stem cells
found in the subcutaneous adipose tissue. Methodology: A total of 190 Sprague-Dawley male rats
were divided into 2 main groups: 70 animals were non-diabetic and 120 rats developed diabetes after
streptozotocin injection. All animals were subjected to burns, and then they were grouped into 10
conditions or subgroups based on the presence or absence of relocated autologous adipose tissue
under the burnt skin and the treatment administered: single or combined injection of vitamin B17
and/or metformin. Vitamin B17 was injected in the subcutaneous area whereas metformin was
injected intraperitonialy. Assessment was performed by clinical observation, histological analysis,
TEWL record, mast cells and ROS activities determination, as well as, by molecular analysis of
cytokines (IL-1 alpha, IL-6 and IL12) and heat shock protein HSP70 at 6 different time points (D1,
D3, D7, D14, D21, and D28). Results: Results showed that the injection of vitamin B17 alone, or in
combination with relocated fat tissue formed two optimal conditions in diabetic burnt rats and
promoted the better healing processes compared to other conditions. There were remarkable
anatomical results represented by a faster skin detachment (at day 14) and by the smaller scar area left
on day 28. Besides, Vitamin B17 improved the burn wound healing for diabetics since it promoted
remarkable immuno-modulatory effect of interleukins (IL-1α, IL-6, and IL-12) represented by a
delayed and limited inflammation which is correlated with several similar studies which used Vitamin
B17 for cancer treatment. Moreover ROS modulation and HSP70 expression were positively
regulated during the different steps of wound healing. Conclusion: This work has great implications
in dealing with wound healing complications such as chronic skin inflammation and diabetic skin
closure which can save the life of thousands of injured persons.
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Background: Oligodontia is the congenital absence of more than 6 teeth, excluding the third
molars. It can occur in association with various genetic syndromes (syndromic) or as an
isolated sporadic or familial trait (non-syndromic).
Aims: Evaluate: 1- the association among oligodontia, tooth form, bone development and the
position of the jaws in non-syndromic patients; 2- the possibility of inheritance of oligodontia
(> 6 teeth) and hypodontia (<6 teeth) in families.
Methods: Pretreatment records of 13 patients seeking orthodontic treatment at AUBMC were
included with the following criteria: agenesis of ≥ 6 teeth, no genetic syndromes or systemic
conditions, no history of facial trauma, extractions or orthodontic treatment. Tooth agenesis
was evaluated on dental casts and panoramic radiographs; craniofacial measurements were
performed on lateral cephalograms.
Results: 1. On average, missing teeth were equal in the maxilla (n=6.3) and mandible
(n=6.5). Class III malocclusion with crossbite of the incisors was prevalent, with: decreased
ANB angle (0.2o+3.9; norm: 2o+2), retrognathic maxilla (79.8o+2.4; norm: 82o+2), decreased
lower face height and corresponding hypodivergence between palatal and mandibular planes
(19.75o+4.9; norm: 25o+5). With fewer teeth present, the alveolar process, dependent on tooth
formation, was reduced in volume, possibly associated with the hypodivergence. Anomalies
observed in the remaining teeth included: atypical tooth size, shape, and rate of development;
retention of primary teeth. Crowns tended to be conical rather than rectangular. 2. In 2
families, oligodontia was observed in siblings but hypodontia tracked in prior generations.
Conclusion: Non-syndromic oligodontia apparently represents a complex multifactorial trait,
influenced by a combination of gene function, environmental interaction and timing of
developmental events. Advanced research implications include inheritance studies of
oligodontia and comparatively hypodontia, as well as the association between crown shape
and the absence of confining spaces during development. Early diagnosis facilitates
personalized treatment.
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Introduction: Overwhelming epidemiological evidence correlates cardiovascular diseases
(CVDs) with acute kidney disease (AKI). Myocardial Infarction (MI) is a major public health
concern and a leading cause of type I cardio-renal syndrome through the cardio-renal
interrelationship in both genders. The aim of this study is to investigate the impact of MI on
the kidneys in both male and female mice at structural and molecular levels.
Methods: The impact of MI on the kidneys in both genders was investigated in a mouse
model of MI using 2 groups: control, and MI. Echocardiography was recorded for both
groups at baseline and day 7 post-MI. Histological and molecular analysis were performed
following sacrifice.
Results: Histological analysis of MI groups showed renal morphological alterations including
a two-fold increase in glomerular retraction in both genders, and interstitial fibrosis which
markedly increased in male mice (four-fold) when compared to the relative female group
(two-fold). Molecularly, ROS significantly increased following MI in both genders. The proinflammatory cytokine IL-1β and the pro-apoptotic biomarker pro-caspase3 markedly
increased in MI-male mice when compared the relative female group. The anti-inflammatory
cytokine IL-13, however, significantly increased in MI-female mice when compared to the
relative male group. Metabolically, NAMPT and NMRK1, enzymes implicated in NAD
production, were markedly increased in MI-female mice when compared to MI-male mice. In
contrast, PARP-1, an NAD consuming enzyme implicated in necrosis, significantly increased
in MI-males when compared to the relative female group. SIRT-1 and SIRT-3, NAD
consuming enzymes involved in mitochondria biogenesis, markedly decreased in MI-males
compared to MI-female group.
Conclusion: Our findings indicate gender based differences in kidney damage following MI,
highlighting a renal protection in female mice when compared to the relative male group.
Ovarectomized female group therefore, will reveal whether estrogen is involved in these
observed effects in the kidneys post MI.
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Cyclooxygenase -2 (COX2) enzyme is now widely recognized as a key player in
oncogenesis. Indeed, COX2 expression was found to be very high in several cancer models
e.g., colorectal, pulmonary and prostate cancer. On the other hand, effects of COX2 products
or prostanoids contribute to the universal hallmarks of cancer as sustained proliferation,
resistance to apoptosis, angiogenesis and invasion. Recently, a series of six cyclocoumarol
derivatives were synthesized and were shown to inhibit selectively cyclooxygenase -2
(COX2) enzyme. Thus, we wanted to assess their anticancer potential. The first results
showed that several derivatives inhibit the proliferation of cancer cell lines derived from
mammary cancer (MDAMB231), gliobalstoma (SF268), non small cell lung cancer (A549),
colorectal cancer (HCT116) and leukemia cells (Jurkat) with different potencies. Inhibitory
concentrations 50 (IC50) after a treatment of 48 hours of cancer cells with the different
derivatives were calculated and ranged between 70 and 150

M. The 4-Me-cyclocoumarol

and the 4O-Me-cyclocoumarol were shown to have consistent antiproliferative activity for all
tested cell lines. Therefore, the mechanism of the antiproliferative effect of 4Mecyclocoumarol was investigated using MDAMB231 cells. Western blot results show that 48
hours treatment of these cells with 4Me-cyclocoumarol at 100

M induced PARP cleavage, a

decrease in the expression level of procaspase 3 and the anti-apoptotic protein Bcl2, as well
as an increase in the expression level of the pro-apoptotic protein Bax. In conclusion, our
results show that cyclocoumarol derivatives may be a promising new therapeutic anticancer
family, however, more studies are required to understand their mechanism of action and new
molecules with higher potency and better solubility should be designed.
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Only 10% of clinically tested drugs succeed to make it to the market and impact patients’
lives. This ramps up the cost of 1 successful drug to $2.6B and 12 years. Traditional drug
discovery platforms grow cells on 2D flat plates, in a way that does not resemble the real
tissue microstructure inside the human body, hence the predictions of drug failure/success are
inaccurate. Inside the body cells grow to form 3D structures. One recurring structure is
circular duct morphology which is the microstructure of many organs such as the breast,
pancreas, liver, kidney and vasculature. Designed in this work is a novel microfluidic organon-chip that is the first to mimic the full 3D ductal system of the human tissues, with biomimetic structures, tissue types, and matrix properties. Moreover, the designed LOC is made
to allow for high throughput drug testing by creating an array of wells along parallel ducts.
Our system is composed of a thin porous circular cross-sectional duct, capable of
recapitulating the full tumor microenvironment in ductal cancers. As it can incorporate the
extra cellular matrix and basement membrane in addition to the fibrous tissue and both the
normal & cancerous ductal epithelial tissues on both sides of the duct. Starting from a
conceptual design, statement of needs, and specifications, the LOC had to go through several
prototyping revisions based on the results of mechanical, fabrication, assembly, and
biological evaluations. In each prototyping stage, computer aided design simulations as well
as stress and fluid analysis were performed. The final prototype was tested mechanistically
for leakage & precision, it was also assessed biologically for cellular viability & attachment.
A duct was formed by deforming two porous membranes, each into a hemi-channel, and
assembling them on top of each other. The resultant duct was interfaced with two wells from
above and below that will be used to study the interaction of chemicals and ECM components
on cells grown inside the ducts. Finally, multiple parallel ducts are interfaced with an array of
wells to form a high throughput well-plate format LOC. The LOC represents a biomimetic
model that is scalable and can allow mimetic and high throughput testing, thus can be used by
pharmaceutical companies for testing on drugs’ efficacy, delivery, and targeting in ductal
systems.
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Overweight and mammary cancerogenesis: impact of vitamin D
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Several epidemiological studies have shown that low serum vitamin D (25 OHD) is often associated
with the occurrence of breast cancer (1). However, the results of these studies are controversial and
insufficient to demonstrate a significant relationship between vitamin D and breast cancer
development. It is possible that the link between vitamin D and breast cancer is limited to certain
categories of the population (age, weight status, level of physical activity, diet) or to certain specific
subtypes of cancer. The latest French epidemiological data point in this direction by showing that
higher levels of vitamin D are associated with a reduction in breast cancer risk in women with a BMI
<22.4 whereas these same rates are associated with an increased risk in women with BMI> 22.4 (2).
Obesity is also a recognized risk factor for breast cancer in postmenopausal women (3).Vitamin D
plays a key role in bone mineralization and has several other physiological functions such as
regulation of the immune system (4). It is brought by diet and synthesized in the skin following
exposure to sunlight. Vitamin D deficiency is associated with the onset and development of several
pathologies such as osteoporosis, chronic inflammatory diseases, autoimmune diseases and some
cancers including breast cancer. The goal of this project is to study the impact of vitamin D on breast
carcinogenesis in obesity with a dual approach: In vitro: in two cancer cell lines murine E0771 and
human MCF-7, as well as in macrophages, murine IC-21 and human THP-1, supplemented or
depleted with vitamin D in its active form 1, 25 (OH)2 D or in its circulating form 25-OH D, will be
characterized the metabolic and molecular pathways involved in: cell proliferation (MTT test,
spectrophotometric assay); cell cycle (propidium iodide assay, flow cytometry); apoptosis (Annexin 5
affinity assay, flow cytometry); cell migration (scarring test, Boyden's chamber); Vitamin D
metabolism (expression of activation enzymes and VDR); the expression of genes regulated by
vitamin D (RT-qPCR); non-genomic signaling pathways (PDIA3 expression, PI3K, AKT, MAPK);
production, by the macrophages, of cathelicidin, an anti-bacterial and anti-viral peptide (RT-qPCR,
WB, ELISA); synthesis of intracellular 1,25 dihydroxyvitamin D by macrophages (ELISA and mass
spectrometry).In order to study the effect of vitamin D on the macrophags- cancer cell cross- talk, cocultures will be performed, in the presence or absence of vitamin D, by implementing 3D cell culture
techniques. the first results of RT-qPCR and western blot showed the expression of the actors of the
metabolism of vitamin D (VDR, cyp27b1, cyp24a1) for the various cell lines tested. In vivo: in a
model of breast carcinogenesis in ovariectomized C57 / BL6 mice (33 weeks), fed with a high fat diet,
supplemented or not with vitamin D, will be characterized: body composition (DEXA) and tumor
growth; the immune, blood, tumor and tissue profile (flow cytometry); VITD pool in the blood, tumor
and tissues (mass spectrometry); cytokinic and myokinic secretions, antimicrobial peptide production
and oxidative stress (enzymatic activities, glutathione assay, TBARS, MDA). Expected results: This
thesis project should demonstrate that vitamin D is able to modulate mammary carcinogenesis by its
immunomodulatory effects limiting inflammation and oxidative stress and that obesity is a limiting
factor to the protective effects of vitamin D trapping partially this fat-soluble vitamin in adipose
tissue. A better understanding of the regulatory mechanisms induced by vitamin D in breast
carcinogenesis will provide new insights useful in the perspectives of nutritional recommendations in
cancer.
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Background: Oxidative damage by reactive oxygen species (ROS) is believed to be one of
the main contributors to cell injury and tissue damage in patients with thalassemia. Recent
studies suggest that ROS generation in NTDT patients occurs as a consequence of iron
overload (IOL). This increased ROS production in organs has been linked to multiple
pathological outcomes. Despite advances in the field, it has been proposed that the sources of
ROS production in pathophysiology are disease-specific. Among the different sources of
ROS, the NADPH oxidases and CYPs 450 have been proposed to be the driving force behind
certain diseases. The effect of inhibiting a specific source of ROS and its underlying
mechanism of action on improving the effects of IOL in affected organs is still unknown.
Aims: We aim to identify the exact source of ROS in aged thalassemic mice in order to be
able in future work to use a specific inhibitor as a therapeutic modality that will ameliorate
the effects of IOL.
Methods: Hbbth3/+ mice were used as a model of NTDT. Ten mice (over 1 year old) were
divided into two groups (one control group, one thalassemia group receiving no treatment).
Assessment

of

superoxide

production

was

done

using

high-performance

liquid

chromatography (HPLC) for H2O2 production. Enzymatic activity of the NADPH oxidases
was assessed using the NADPH oxidase assay. Detection & quantification of NADPH
oxidase and cytochrome protein levels were performed by western blotting.
Results: There was an increased state of oxidative stress and elevated NADPH oxidase
enzymatic activity in the thalassemic group. Both NOX1 and NOX4 expression were reduced
in thalassemic mice. There was an over expression of CYP4A in thalassemic mice.
Conclusions: CYP450 is the NADPH oxidase dependent ROS producer responsible for
superoxide and H2O2 production in thalassemia. Targeting CYP450 could prove to be the
next novel therapeutic approach in the thalassemia realm.
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Participation of dysbiosis in Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS) via the
modulation of the intestinal epithelial barrier:regulation of ROS
production, zonulin and NOX enzymes expression
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Microbial

imbalance,

known

as

dysbiosis,

is

considered

one

of

the

leading

pathophysiological mechanisms during the onset of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS).
Escherichia coli O157:H7, Campylobacter jejuni and Clostridium difficile, as well as
Bacteroides fragilis and Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG (commensal bacterial strains) are
among the main bacteria dysregulated during IBS (Salonen A. et al., 2010). Intestinal flora
modulates the function of intestinal epithelial cells. During inflammation, excessive
production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) produced by intestinal epithelial and immune
cells leads to oxidative stress that disrupts the mucosal barrier through mechanisms such as
dissociation of occluding-ZO-1

and

E-cadherin-beta-catenin complexes

from the

cytoskeleteon (Rao RK. Et al., 2002). Therefore, regulation of ROS-producing enzymes
represent a potential target to maintain intestinal epithelial barrier integrity (El Benna J. et al.,
2012). NOX1 and DUOX2 are ROS-producing enzymes belonging to the family of NADPH
oxidases (NOXs) mainly expressed in intestinal epithelial cells. In this context studying the
effect of Escherichia coli O157:H7, Campylobacter jejuni and Clostridium difficile, as well
as Bacteroides fragilis and Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG on intestinal epithelial cells
function, may open new perspectives in the treatment of IBS. Our aim is to elucidate the
effect of these bacterial strains on the function of human intestinal epithelial cells HCT116.
First, ROS production by HCT116 cells will be assessed using nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT)
reduction assay in coculture systems. In parallel, mRNA will be extracted and the gene
expression of ZO-1 (modulator of tight junctions permeability) as well as ROS-producing
enzymes NOX1 and DUOX2 and NOX1 regulatory component NOXO1 (NADPH oxidase
organizer 1) will be quantified by qRT-PCR. All together, these results will help to better
understand the molecular mechanisms behind epithelial barrier disruption during dysbiosis in
IBS.
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Introduction: Osteoarthritis is a degenerative joint disease that involves swelling and
damage of the affected joints causing pain and hypersensitivity to mechanical and thermal
stimulation. Exposure to pain may eventually lead to adaptation, involving processes of
neuroplasticity such as neurogenesis. Accordingly, we hypothesize that the observed central
neuronal sensitization associated with peripheral inflammation might be attributed to adult
neurogenesis that leads to reorganization of nociceptive neuronal circuits in the dorsal horn of
the spinal cord and in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus. Methods: To induce
inflammation, adult male Sprague-Dawley rats are injected with kaolin and carrageenan in
the synovial cavity of the knee joint. Rats receiving intra-articular injection of saline serve as
the control. Prior to injection, 4 hours, and 8 hours’ post-injection, nociceptive tests like
mechanical allodynia and heat hyperalgesia are performed. In addition, motor deficits were
verified using the rotarod test. To assess the severity of the inflammation, knee joint
circumference of each rat is also measured. All rats receive intraperitoneal injections of 5’Bromo-2’-deoxyuridine (BrdU) (200 mg/kg) before induction of inflammation and are then
perfused transcardially at 8, 24, or 48 hours’ post-injection. Brain and spinal cord tissues are
collected for immunofluorescence staining. Newly born neurons that are immuno-positive for
BrdU and neuronal nuclear antigen (NeuN), a mature neuronal marker, were identified using
confocal microscopy. Results: Injection of K/C into the knee joint of adult rats produced
swelling of the knee, increased paw sensitivity to innocuous mechanical and noxious heat
stimulation, and decreased motor activity. The brain and spinal cord sections stained with
anti-BrdU revealed an increase in BrdU-positive neurons both in the dorsal horn of the spinal
cord and the dentate gyrus. This increase is correlated with the severity of the inflammation.
Conclusion: The results show that neurogenic inflammation in the K/C animal model of
osteoarthritis leads to nociceptive behaviors, peripheral inflammatory response, and a
significant increase in cellular proliferation in both the Dentate gyrus of the hippocampus and
Spinal cord.
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Phytochemical and Biological Investigation of Rheum ribes
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Rheum ribes (R. ribes) is considered among the pharmaceutically important medicinal plants
grown in Lebanon. The aim of the present study is to study the phytochemical and biological
potentials of R. ribes against serious acute and chronic ailments including inflammation,
diabetes and painful diabetic neuropathy. Several chromatographic (column chromatography,
TLC, and RP-HPLC) and analytical methods (Bio-guided separation and fractionation and
analyses techniques) were applied to identify R. ribes phytochemical major constituents. In
vivo models of inflammation, diabetes mellitus, and painful diabetic neuropathy were applied
to identify R. ribes biological activities. R. ribes has shown significant (p ˂ 0.05) acute and
chronic antinflammatory (using mechanical and paw edema methods), hypoglycemic (using
HbA1c and glucometers) and ameliorative potentials against hyperalgesia (using tail-flick
method and hot-plate technique) and allodynia (using Von Frey mechanical-filaments). It
could be concluded that R. ribes has important biological activities and its content of
polyphenolics might be responsible for its action.

References:
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Poly Cystic Ovarian Syndrome and myoinostitol introduction among young
women in Lebanon.
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Poly Cystic Ovarian Syndrome (PCOS) is one of the most common metabolic and
reproductive disorders spread among women of reproductive age. Diabetes type 2,
cardiovascular disease (CVD), sedentary life style, high caloric diet, cancer, and
psychological disorders are known to increase the PCOS risk. Women suffering from PCOS
present with a collection of symptoms associated with menstrual dysfunction and hormones
imbalance (androgen excess), anovulatory periods, infertility, hirsutism, acne, brown
discoloration of skin, which is affecting their quality of life. The PCOS was considered to
affect adult women, however, recent studies showed the disease may affect young women and
children and so becoming a lifelong syndrome, manifesting since prenatal age.
Recent studies have shown the great relation between PCOS and increase insulin resistance
and deficiency in myoinositol. In this respect, the study will aim to monitor the effect of
change in life style, exercise and introduction of myoinsitol over a period of six months. 100
young women were monitored and screened for PCOS. Women were classified into two main
groups; the first group included women treated by the old classic hormonal therapy only. The
second group included women that had fertility problems and/or diagnostic with PCOS and
treated with change in life style and myoinositol. All groups were also monitored after
treatment for a period of 6 months.
The results, after 6 months of treatment by myoinositol and under healthy life style, showed
increase pregnancy rate by approximately 20%, and improvement of PCOS symptoms
(hairsitum, acne and brown skin pigmentation) by almost 70% and the most important was
that 90% of patients showed regular period in timing and duration, and ovulatory periods
monitored by ultrasound by 50%, and decrease level in LH and Insulin level post prandial.
Versus treatment with OCPS which only showed regular periods during the treatment only.
Keywords: PCOS, myoinostol
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Preliminary results on Lebanese national youth football teams fitness
level:A comparative study on anthropometrics and physical performance.
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Football (soccer) is one of the most popular sports worldwide (Caracaleanu and Potop,2018).
Numbers have shown that around 21.5 million youth players under the age of 18 years are
involved in Football (Rommers et al., 2019). At elite level, playing Football requires a range
of technical and tactical skills as well as different physical performance and aptitudes (Reilly
et al., 2000; Svensson and Drust, 2005).
Many of these physical performance characteristics show the greatest improvement during
the adolescent growth spurt (Philippaerts et al., 2006). In Lebanon, football is considered one
of the most practiced sports; however, studies concerning the physical aptitudes and
physiological characteristics of athletes are almost inexistent. In this context, the aim of this
work will be to study traits and qualities of national football teams. The importance of this
study lies in monitoring different age categories and measuring different anthropometric and
physical parameters. Therefore, 40 young footballers have been recruited for a series of
testing (following a protocol established by EuroFIT (Vaeyens et al., 2006; Tomkinson et al.,
2007; Tomkinson et al., 2018)). Anthropometric, as well as hemodynamic measurements
were assessed at first. A series of testing were afterwards applied to measure strength, power
and flexibility. The results were subsequently compared to other national teams. Our results
have shown, up till now, no significant differences in age of recruitment, height and weight of
footballers when compared to other national teams. In addition, we were able to determine
the peak height velocity (PHV) for our young players. Moreover, all strength, power and
flexibility scores were coherent with data obtained for Belgian national youth teams. In
conclusion, these results could enable us to acquire a better understanding of long-term
adaptation mechanisms which is considered essential for improving physical performance in
youth Lebanese footballers.
Keywords: Youth footballers, Anthropometric measurements, Physical performance,
Lebanon.
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Colorectal cancer (CRC) is a major public health problem, with almost 1.8 million newly
diagnosed cases and about 881,000 deaths annually. Chamomile (Matricaria chamomilla) is a
well-documented medicinal herb that possesses anti-inflammatory and anti-carcinogenic
properties; however, studies on evaluating its chemopreventive properties against CRC are
scarce. Hence, we aimed in this study to unravel the effect of aqueous chamomile extract
against 1,2-dimethylhydrazine(DMH)-induced hepatotoxicity and CRC in mice. Male Balb/c
mice received a weekly intraperitoneal injection of DMH (20 mg/kg body weight) for 12
weeks. Chamomile extract (150 mg/kg body weight/5 days/week p.o.) was administered at
the initiation and post-initiation stages of carcinogenesis. Polyps count, histopathological
analysis, real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) analysis of Wnt signaling genes,
ELISA of cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), and enzyme assay for inducible nitric oxide synthase
(iNOS) were performed. Chamomile extract modulated the Wnt pathway in colonic and
hepatic tissues, where it significantly downregulated the expression levels of Wnt5a, βcatenin, T cell factor (Tcf4), lymphoid enhancer factor 1 (Lef1), c-Myc and Cyclin D1 genes,
while it upregulated the expression levels of adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) and glycogen
synthase kinase (GSK3β) genes. This extract significantly reduced COX-2 levels and iNOS
activities in both tissues. Polyps count and histopathological analysis provided further
supportive evidence of the extract potency against CRC. Chamomile can act a potent dietary
hepatoprotective and chemopreventive agent against CRC.
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Rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS) is an aggressive childhood soft tissue tumor, with two main
distinct subtypes, alveolar (ARMS) and embryonal (ERMS). Exosomes are small secreted
membrane-bound particles that have been shown to mediate paracrine signaling by delivering
functional proteins, mRNA and miRNA to recipient cells altering their cellular environment.
We evaluated the protein cargo of exosomes derived from 5 RMS (2 ARMS and 3 ERMS)
and the molecular pathways they are implicated in, to decipher their role in the progression of
this aggressive disease. Mass spectrometry analysis revealed the expression of 81 proteins
common to both subtypes. These proteins include exosomal markers, but also proteins
involved in cell signaling and cancer such as EMMPRIN/CD147/Basigin. The expression of
CD147 was found to be increased in tumor cells and is tightly correlated with a bad prognosis
in different types of cancer. Thus, the characterization of the released pools of CD147 in
RMS exosomes and their effect on tumor progression seems to be of a particular importance.
In this respect, we first investigated the expression of CD147 in human RMS tumor tissues by
immunohistochemistry assay and revealed an increase in CD147 expression in metastatic
tumors. Then we inhibited CD147 in ERMS cells by shRNA and investigated the effect of the
exosomes derived from these cells on proliferation, migration and invasion of recipient cells.
Fibroblasts treated with ERMS-shCD147-derived exosomes showed less cancer related
processes compared to those treated with control exosomes. Taken together, our results reveal
that RMS-derived exosomes carry cell/tissue specific proteins, that are likely involved in
cancer-related biological processes and pathways that may provide a new biomarker for
diagnosis and follow-up in patients with RMS. Our findings will help devise targeted
therapeutic interventions in RMS, which are urgently needed.
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The formation of biofilms on implanted medical devices is a major cause of morbidity and
mortality among patients. Hence the need for new strategies to target and remove these
biofilms is critical. Here, we have evaluated the antibacterial activity of the supernatant of
two strains of Pseudomonas aeruginosa (ATCC 25923 and PAO1) against two clinical strains
of Staphylococcus epidermidis (CIP 444 and RP62A) and one strain of Escherichia coli
(ATCC 35218). Next, the antibiofilm activity has been assessed against the biofilm produced
by both Staphylococcus epidermidis (444 and RP62A) and Escherichia coli (ATCC 35218).
Broth micro dilution methods were used to check the minimal inhibitory concentration, and
then the minimal bactericidal concentration was established. In order to assess the antibiofilm
activity of P. aeruginosa on both bacterial biofilms, we measured the optical density of the
total biofilm biomass stained with crystal violet, using a microplate spectrophotometer. The
results have indicated that P. aeruginosa extracellular products of both strains have shown
good antibacterial activities against the 3 bacterial strains used in this study. A promising
biofilm prevention activity was shown, where it has reached up to 100% against both S.
epidermidis and E. coli varying in a dose dependent manner. Although the biofilm eradication
activity has reached a high value of 80% against S. epidermidis, it was negligible against E.
coli (14%). These findings reveal that P. aeruginosa supernatant is a potential antibacterial
and antibiofilm agent against both Gram positive (S. epidermidis) and Gram negative (E.
coli) bacteria and could be useful in the development of new efficient approaches against
these bacterial types and their pathogenic mechanisms.
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Saffron is a very expansive spice mostly used as a food additive. The spice is obtained from
the dried stigmas of the plant Crocus sativus L. It is a potential source of bioactive
compounds such as crocetin, picrocrocin, and safranal. The presence of these compounds in
the spice makes saffron a candidate to be used as a functional food. A functional food is a
natural or processed food containing biologically active metabolites in known qualitative and
quantitative amounts providing a clinically proven health benefits. Saffron is not only a
valuable food matrix but saffron and its constituents are also suggested as

promising

anticancer drug candidates. Saffron is cultivated in few countries: Iran, India, Spain, Greece,
Italy, … and recently in Lebanon. The geographical origin, the cultural technique, the drying
procedure and the post-harvest technique, lead to different metabolite patterns and
concentrations of the saffron constituents. The presence of these compounds is important to
achieve the sensorial properties of the spice (color, taste and aroma). Saffron samples from
Lebanon, Italy, Spain, India, Iran, Greece, Hungary and Turkey were purchased from local
producers and markets, and kept at 4 °C in the dark until the analysis. An automatic
microwave-assisted extraction was carried out, its advantages are: the requirement of only a
minimal amount of expensive dried stigmas, reduced solvent volume and extraction time,
pressurized and sealed vials to reduce loss of volatile components, strict control of multiple
parameters, such as temperature, pressure and irradiation power. We applied Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to study the quantitative composition of Lebanese
saffron and evaluate its quality in relation to that of different geographic origin. In fact NMR
is one of the most suitable techniques to obtain “high-throughput” spectroscopic information
on a wide range of compounds with a high analytical precision. Of the esterified carotenoid
C20 family, there are 6 types of crocin, the major compound being crocin 4 or alpha crocin.
The 1H NMR spectrum revealed values, not only in the average of the concentrations found
in different rudders, but our extracts can be classified, according to the international standards
ISO, among the high-end rudders of the world.
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Introduction: The aging mammalian brain witnesses a decline in its neurogenic capacity at the adult
subventricular zone (SVZ) and the hippocampal subgranular zone (SGZ). Recently, we have
implicated the loss of Rb in the SVZ in an increase in proliferation of neural progenitor cells (NPCs)
as well as a compromised neuronal survival at later stages (post-differentiation) in the olfactory bulb
(OB), but with no effect on neuronal migration or terminal differentiation (Naser et al. 2016). Here,
we examined whether these roles of Rb are conserved in the aging SVZ and OB. Our aims are to 1)
assess the Cre-loxP recombination efficiency using Nestin-CreERT2-YFP mouse model in mid-aged
(12-month-old) and old (20-month-old) mice and 2) examine proliferation, migration and survival of
NSPCs following acute/inducible Rb knockout (KO) in the aging SVZ-OB neurogenic niche.
Methods: We crossed Nestin-CreERT2-YFP mice (Nestin is a NSPCs’ specific marker) with Rb +/flox
(control) and Rb flox/flox (mutant) mice to generate Rb-conditional KO mice that were mid-aged (12
months old) and old-aged (20 months old). Mice were sacrificed four weeks following tamoxifen
(TAM) treatment / Cre activation and subsequent deletion of Rb. We analyzed the resulting
phenotypes using in situ hybridization and double immunohistochemistry. Results: Our results show a
high expression of Cre mRNA in the SVZ of 12- and 20-month-old control mice, which overlaps with
the expression of the GFP reporter gene in consecutive brain sections. Thus, the Nestin-CreERT2-YFP
model is adequate for inducing acute gene deletion in the aged SVZ (Omais et al. 2019). Next, we
report a significant decline in the numbers of GFP-positive and GFP-Ki67 double-positive cells inside
the SVZ in 12m Rb mutant mice compared to littermate controls, but not in the percentage/ratio of
[GFP-Ki67]/total GFP. This finding extends to the rostral migratory stream (RMS) and OB wher e
little or no GFP-expressing cells are detected. These results indicate an essential and early
requirement of Rb in maintaining survival of proliferating progenitors and migratory neuroblasts.
Moreover, it relates to a similar role played by Rb but at a later stage in young adult mice (2-4-monthold), which is the long-term survival of adult-born neurons. Interestingly, we also find that the
survival defects are not mediated by p53 as shown by double inducible Rb-p53 KO mice compared to
Rb mutant and Rb control mice.

Conclusion: We identify a novel requirement for Rb at a critically

early stage in the regulation of SVZ neurogenesis in mid-aged mice compared to young adults,
whereby Rb is uniquely involved in maintaining survival of NPCs and subsequent migration and
differentiation of neuroblasts.
Keywords: adult neurogenesis, subventricular zone, aging, Rb, stem and progenitor cells, conditional
knock-out.
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Diabetes is a non-communicable disease affecting more than 370 million people worldwide.
Its micro- and macro- vascular complications affect the majority of diabetic patients. Previous
data has shown that the knock-out of Inducible Co-Stimulator (ICOS) and its ligand (ICOSL)
in non-obese diabetic (NOD) mice results in the deviation of autoimmunity from the pancreas
towards the peripheral nervous system (PNS). The aim of our study is to thoroughly asses the
autoimmune neuromyopathy as well as the role of ICOS and ICOSL in the PNS.
We assessed the fine motor coordination, strength, as well as the Schwann cells and axonal
integrity in NOD.WT/NOD.ICOS KO/NOD.ICOSL KO animals at 12, 20, and 35 weeks. A
panel of behavioral tests and an objective analysis via electron microscopy was performed on
these groups The same experiments were done C57Bl6/J.ICOS KO and NOD.SCID ICOSL
KO mice.
The NOD.ICOS KO and the NOD.ICOSL KO started showing symptoms of neuropathy after
35 weeks such as poor fine motor coordination as well as reduced strength. The g-ratio was
higher in KO animals compared to the control. We also assessed the structures of the remak
bundles. Starting 20 weeks, the remak bundles contained axons heterogeneous in size, large
vacuoles, and hypertrophied mitochondria, which are signs of neuronal suffering. As for the
C57Bl6/J and the NOD.SCID animals, the knock-out of ICOS and ICOSL did not result in
the development of an autoimmune neuropathy.
Upon knocking out ICOS and ICOSL in NOD mice, the autoimmune response that targets the
pancreas was deviated towards the PNS resulting in a severe autoimmune neuromyopathy.
These behavioral and histological deficits seen in the NOD background but not in the
NOD.SCID and C57Bl6/J backgrounds provided more insight on the necessity of having a
reactive autoimmune background along with the knock-out of ICOS/ICOSL for the
development of autoimmune neuropathy.
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Background: Myoblasts are undifferentiated cells that are able to renew and differentiate into
myocytes. They can be used in cell therapy for myopathy in order to compensate muscle
mass loss. However many limitations are associated with this therapy such as high oxidative
stress that might cause myoblasts rapid death during transplantation. In addition the oxidative
stress is associated with certain chronic diseases and aging. Therefore, the control of this
stress represents an important challenge in human health and muscle treatment. To restore the
oxidative balance and enhance cell-based strategies, scientists have focused on using
complementary or alternative medicine, based on the herbal extracts and isolated compounds
from natural products. Amongst all those molecules, saffron has been suggested to exhibit
significant antioxidant and anti-inflammatory activities. Objectives: We aimed to study the
effect of saffron and its main components, crocin and safranal on the regulation of the redox
status by using an in vitro model of human myoblast cell line (LHCN-M2). Materials and
methods: Myoblasts were pretreated with saffron, safranal and crocin for 24h before
inducing the stress by H2O2. Their antioxidant properties was examined by trypan blue and
immunostaining (DHE) assay. The genes expression of SOD1/2, GPX1, and catalase were
determined by RT-PCR. The interaction between antioxidant effect and differentiation
capacity was also analyzed by following myotube length and myogenic determination gene
expression. Results: In particular, crocin showed the highest antioxidant protective effect by
enhancing the cell proliferation, increasing of myoD and myf5 mRNA expression, and
decreasing ROS production in stress situation. Conclusion: Our results suggest that the
myoblasts pretreated with saffron and especially crocin maintained their differentiation
potential. Thus, crocin showed a promising antioxidant potential which could be useful for
the evolution of mechanisms involved in muscle homeostasis. Many further investigations are
needed to identify the specific effect of saffron, safranal and crocin on antioxidant enzyme at
protein level and in in vivo studies in order to confirm our data.
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Screening of some natural components as potential inhibitors of the ATP
Synthase of Escherichia coli using spectrophotometry
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Most bacteria are harmless and valuable germs whereas some constitute major threats on
public health. In fact, Escherichia coli has been recently classified by the World Health
Organization (WHO) as being one among other bacteria causing serious antimicrobial
resistance. Therefore, new antibiotics and biological targets are needed to overcome this
antibacterial resistance. ATP synthase is a highly conserved enzyme embedded in the plasma
membrane of bacteria. ATP synthase, the chief generator of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), is
involved in almost all biological cellular processes and thus plays a vital role in the survival
of bacteria. This enzyme is therefore viewed as a potent pharmaceutical target in the
treatment of bacterial infections. Hence, in this study, 20 natural components (essential oil
constituents) were screened for their potential inhibitory effect on E. coli ATP synthase. The
reaction studied is the hydrolysis of ATP into ADP and inorganic phosphate (Pi) catalyzed by
this enzyme.
First, E. coli membrane ATP synthase was isolated via cell lysis. A simple spectrophotometric
method was optimized to quantify the released phosphate from ATP hydrolysis in order to
follow the enzymatic activity. The method was validated by determining the kinetic
parameters of this reaction (Km = 144.66 μM and Vmax = 270.27 μM/min), and through the
inhibition assays of ATP synthase using three reference inhibitors, thymoquinone (half
maximal inhibitory concentration [IC50] = 50.93 μM), resveratrol (maximum inhibition of
40%), and quercetin (IC50 = 29.01 μM). Among the studied essential oil components, αterpinene was the most potent inhibitor (IC50 = 19.74 μM) followed by β-pinene, isoeugenol,
eugenol, and estragole.
This developed method can be expanded to assess the activity and selectivity of different
other natural or synthetic inhibitors against ATP synthase or other membrane-bound enzymes
involved in several diseases.
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Sleep is part of the body’s vital functions and brings much more than rest, it regenerates the
mind and the body, allowing us to function optimally the next day. Considered often as a
waste of time, and with the presence of the internet and the frequent outings among friends, it
is no wonder that young people neglect their sleep hygiene and find themselves exhausted in
the morning. Thus the detection of sleep disorders in teenagers is essential.There are several
studies and surveys on sleep habits and sleep disorders in adolescents in different countries;
but to our knowledge there are no such studies on adolescents in the Middle East and
especially in Lebanon. Thus, in order to fill in the gaps in this area, our research team decided
to launch the first nationwide survey with the following objectives: to examine and evaluate
sleep patterns and the lifestyles of Lebanese teenagers and to assess the most prevalent sleep
disorders and their associated factors. Our research team conducted a national, noninterventional, cross-sectional, observational survey, first of its kind, with a representative
sample of the general population of the Lebanese adolescents aged between 14 and 19 years
and amongst all Lebanese districts.
41.2% of teenagers had a total sleep time (TST) of less than 7 hours per night during the
week, and 34.4% of the participants once in bed and before going to sleep, always surfed the
internet. 12.7% were prone to eveningness, 10% and 5.3% respectively suffered from anxiety
and depression. Insomnia and delayed sleep phased disorder (DSPD) were the most common
sleep disorders among Lebanese adolescents; they had a prevalence of 13.1% and 26.3%
respectively. Depression was the most important common factor associated with these two
disorders. The presence of nightmares and surfing the internet before bedtime also affected
insomnia. Anxiety affected the DSPD and a TST of less than 7 hours per night during the
week and memory loss were associated factors of insomnia and DSPD. In conclusion,
conducting longitudinal studies, such as cohorts, to identify the most common risk factors of
insomnia and DSPD in Lebanese adolescents is currently a must. Furthermore, solutions
should be suggested in order to prevent the occurrence of these disorders and their risk
factors in Lebanese adolescents.
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Introduction: Adult neurogenesis (AN) is a restricted process that produces neurons from pools of
adult neural stem cells (aNSCs) in the subventricular zone (SVZ). The Retinoblastoma (Rb) family of
pocket proteins that includes Rb, p107 and p130, have been shown to be critically involved in
neurogenesis during development. We have recently shown that Rb controls neural progenitor cell
(NPC) proliferation and is needed for long-term neuronal survival inside the OB. In contrast, p107
was previously shown to negatively regulate aNSCs self-renewal and promote the progenitor
commitment to a neuronal fate. Moreover, p130 is required for survival of cortical neurons in culture;
however, its role in the adult brain is still unknown. Taken together, pocket proteins play distinct
functions during neurogenesis; however, due to their structural similarities, they may also carry
redundant functions. Studies have highlighted the role of the Rb/E2F pathway in regulating
embryonic neurogenesis. In addition, E2F1 loss leads to impaired AN, whereas the loss of E2F3 leads
to an imbalance between neurogenesis and precursor proliferation. This project aims to: 1) investigate
the requirement of all pocket proteins on one hand, and E2F1 and E2F3 on the other hand during AN
in the SVZ, 2) assess the unique versus synergistic functions of these cell cycle proteins following
their combined and targeted deletion in aNSCs and NPCs. Methods: p107-null mice were crossed
with mice carrying Rb and p130 floxed alleles as well as Nestin-CreERT2-YFP transgenic cassette to
generate triple knock-out (TKO) animals. Similarly, E2F1-null mice were crossed with mice carrying
E2F3 floxed alleles. Deletion of Rb, p130, and E2F3 was then induced by tamoxifen (TAM)
injections. TAM is an estrogen analog that activates the Cre-mediated excision of Rb, p130, and E2F3
and YFP expression. TKO and triple heterozygous control (HC) brains at 30- and 60-days post-TAM
treatment were used for histological analyses. Brains of E2F1/3 DKO were compared with double
HC. Immunostaining using stage-specific markers was carried out on sagittal sections. Results: Our
data showed that, in TKO mice compared to THC, there is an increase in proliferation in the SVZ
(hyperplasia) coupled to an enlargement of the ventricles especially at 60d post-treatment. Also, TKO
brains exhibit a decrease in GFP+ cells in the OB due to severe apoptosis. On the other hand, E2F1/3
DKO brains showed reduced proliferation in the SVZ and RMS. Conclusion: Our study indicates that
the pocket proteins and E2F1 and E2F3 are critically required for proper AN by controlling the
number of newborn neurons and their survival, two functions that seem to be synergistically regulated
by the members of both families.
Keywords: adult neurogenesis, subventricular zone, olfactory bulb, Rb, p107, p130, E2F1/3
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Hepatic fibrosis is characterized by a progressive accumulation of extracellular matrix
resulting from chronic liver injury of any etiology, including viral infection, alcoholic liver
disease and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). Cirrhosis is an advanced stage of hepatic
fibrosis showing a strong association with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) with almost 8090% of HCC occurring in cirrhotic livers. Microfibrillar associated protein 4 (M
FAP4) is a 36 KDa extracellular matrix integrin binding protein reported to be highly
expressed in cirrhotic livers and suggested as a candidate serum biomarker for hepatic
fibrosis and cirrhosis in hepatitis C patients. The biological function of the protein is still
largely unknown and its effect on the development of liver fibrosis, cirrhosis and HCC has
yet to be explored. Therefore, the goal of this study is to investigate the effect of MFAP4 on
human hepatocellular carcinoma cells (HepG2 cells) biological behavior. For this aim,
adhesion and proliferation of HepG2 cells were assessed on plates coated with MFAP4, as
well as fibronectin and poly-L-lysine as positive controls or bovine serum albumin as
negative control.
Data showed that HepG2 cells can adhere to MFAP 4 protein but not to the same extent as
fibronectin and poly-L-Lysine. The HepG2 cells-MFAP4 adhesion was inhibited in the
presence of anti-MFAP4 antibody, suggesting that HepG2 cells express adhesion molecules
for MFAP4. In addition, the proliferation of HepG2 cells occurred in the presence of MFAP4
stimulation but not to the same level as fibronectin, thus MFAP4 seems to have a moderate
role in promoting the cells proliferation. HepG2 cells migration will be further investigated in
the presence and absence of MFAP4. Future work aims to assess the effect of MFAP4 on
activated hepatic stellate cells known as a central driver of fibrosis in experimental and
human liver injury
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Introduction: Deficit in the number of functional nephrons results in chronic kidney disease (CKD),
a major health problem affecting 10% of the population worldwide. Hence, generation of an accurate
number of nephrons is a critical developmental process for proper renal function in the adult and
necessitates a refined balance between nephron progenitor cells (NPCs) self-renewal/proliferation and
differentiation/maturation. The complex molecular signals that regulate the distinct stages of this
process are not completely understood. The Retinoblastoma -Rb- and p53 pathways play key roles in
controlling proliferation, senescence and apoptosis in many organs. Studies uncovered a requirement
for p53 in the regulation of nephrogenesis. In the present study, we identified for the first time a
specific requirement for Rb during renal development, and the existence of crosstalk between the Rb
and p53 pathways that are indispensable for kidney development and function in mice. Methods:
Using tamoxifen-inducible Nestin-CreERT2-YFP/YFP mice, and, single and double Rb;p53 floxed/floxed
(fl/fl) mice, we induced deletion(s) of Rb and/or p53 targeted to Nestin+ cells. Recombined renal cells

include cap mesenchyme progenitors, endothelial cells and podocytes of mature glomeruli. Tamoxifen
was administered by oral gavage to pregnant females. Kidneys were collected from single and double
mutant embryos as well as wild type (WT) and heterozygote controls. Histological and gene
expression analyses were conducted.

Results: We assessed progenitor cell proliferation,

differentiation and survival in embryonic kidneys carrying single and double deletion(s) in Rb and/or
p53 at distinct stages of nephrogenesis. Following treatment at E13.5, we identified renal defects such
as renal hypoplasia, underdeveloped nephronic structures as well as expansion of Bowman’s space in
p53fl/fl and p53fl/fl;Rbfl/fl, but not in Rbfl/fl treated animals in comparison to WT animals. Treatment at
E10.5 exacerbated the observed defects in p53fl/fl and p53fl/fl;Rbfl/fl leading to complete loss of mature
glomeruli and massive cell death around birth. Moreover, our results revealed a novel requirement for
RB in regulating the balance between NPC expansion and differentiation, and their survival. Hence, in
the absence of Rb, we detected a reduction in progenitor differentiation followed by massive cell
death at birth. Conclusion: This is the first study to uncover a role for Rb in the control of NPC
development and highlights a critical requirement for both Rb and p53 pathways in normal renal
development and function. This is likely mediated through their regulation of key developmental
processes involved in NPC growth, differentiation and survival. Ongoing work is aimed at identifying
the underlying changes in gene expression by conducting RNA-seq studies on GFP+ cells sorted from
mutant kidneys. Characterizing the molecular pathways regulated by the Rb-p53 pathways will give
valuable insights about potentially conserved mechanisms associated with CKD in humans.
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Breast cancer is one of the most common types of cancers diagnosed in women and the fifth
deadliest cancer worldwide. Current treatment regimens targeting breast cancer have
significantly improved patient recovery and survival rate but cancer metastasis remains the
primary cause of death for breast cancer patients. The mitogen-activated (MAPK) signaling
pathway plays a central role in breast cancer cell motility and invasion. To this aim we
investigated the effects of recombinant lethal toxin (LeTx); a known mitogen-activated
protein kinase inhibitor; on breast cancer cell motility and invasion. Time lapse movies
showed that treatment of MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7 breast cancer cell lines with LeTx (10-8
M LF and 10-13 M Pa) for 48 hours significantly decreases 2D cell motility in serum.
Specifically, both the speed of migration and the total net paths were decreased as compared
to the untreated control. In line with this finding, cell adhesion to a collagen matrix; a major
component of the extracellular matrix (ECM); was increased upon treatment for 48 hours
with LeTx. Altogether, our data suggests that LeTx inhibits breast cancer cell motility and
adhesion making it a potentially selective breast cancer migration inhibitor. Further studies
are still warranted to assess the effects of LeTx on 3D cell motility and invasion through a
matrigel.
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Yerba Mate (Ilex paraguariensis) is an infusion herb associated with different biological
activity. It was first extracted with acetone: water (1:1) and then further sub-fractionated with
hexane, chloroform and ethyl acetate. The Microdilution Method was used to determine the
minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of the obtained fractions. MIC values against
Staphylococcus aureus ranged from 0.78 to 2.5 mg/ml for the chloroform fraction, from 1.56
to 3.75 mg/ml for the ethyl acetate fraction, and 0.78 to 1.87 mg/ml for the water fraction.
The water fraction also exhibited antibacterial activity against Salmonella species (MIC
ranged from 1.56 mg/ml to 3.12 mg/ml). The water fraction exhibited the highest
antibacterial activity among all the fractions obtained. Furthermore, a possible synergistic
activity between the aqueous extracts of Yerba Mate and different antibiotics was evaluated
using the checkerboard technique against S. aureus. An additive effect was observed with
Clarithromycin, a neutral or additive effect with Cefotaxime and Ciprofloxacin, and a neutral
or antagonistic effect with Gentamicin against all tested strains. It was concluded that Yerba
Mate shows a promising antibacterial activity. Its combination with antibiotics yielded mostly
additive effects, depending on the antibiotic used and the tested strain.
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Tracheal suctioning (TS) is periodically warranted in mechanically ventilated patients to
maintain airway patency, and clear secretions. Hypoxemia is considered as the most common
and serious complication of TS. This study was conducted to determine the effect of Manual
Resuscitation Bag (MRB) versus mechanical hyperoxygenation on the incidence of
suctioning associated hypoxemia, in critically mechanically ventilated patients.
This study was conducted at the Critical Care Units (CCUs) of Rafic Hariri University
Hospital (RHUH), Beirut, Lebanon. It included 60 mechanically ventilated patients. One tool
was developed and used to collect necessary data; "Suctioning related physiological response
assessment sheet". It included two parts: part (1) hemodynamic response parameters
including, heart rate, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, mean arterial blood pressure, and
presence of cardiac dysrhythmias. Part (2) respiratory response parameters, included arterial
blood gases parameters, in addition to hypoxemic index, alveolar gradient (A-a gradient),
respiratory rate, peak airway pressure and cough reflex.
When comparing between both suctioning methods, it was found that heart rate (HR)
elevated 5 minutes after TS using mechanical ventilator (MV) method. The pH decreased
significantly five minutes after TS using MRB method; however this drop was not clinically
significant to cause fatal complications. Oxygen index became better after TS using MRB
method, but it worsened using MV method. A-a gradient worsened immediately after TS
using MRB method, yet by using MV, it became better after TS by five minutes. Thus, MRB
method is little bit better than MV for hyper-oxygenation in patients with normal lung, which
would be fatal in patients with poor lung compliance i.e. Acute Respiratory Distress
Syndrome (ARDS), requiring high positive end expiratory pressure (PEEP), and are already
on Fraction of Inspired Oxygen (FiO2) 100% before TS.
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Acute myocardial infarction (AMI) is the leading cause of mortality worldwide. Interleukin33 (IL-33) is constitutively present in the nucleus of most cardiac cells. Upon tissue damage,
IL-33 is secreted extracellularly and acts as a functional ligand for the ST2 receptor, which
exists in two main isoforms: the transmembrane ST2 (ST2L) isoform and the soluble ST2
(sST2) decoy receptor isoform. Although IL-33/ST2 axis is shown to be protective against
various forms of cardiovascular diseases, multiple studies imply that IL-33 might be
detrimental. The mechanisms behind these contradictory properties of IL-33 are not yet fully
elucidated. The aim of the present study is to examine the effect IL-33 administration on
cardiac function post-MI in mice. MI was induced by ligating the left anterior descending
coronary artery and mice were treated with IL-33 /vehicle for 4 and 7 days. Functional,
structural, and molecular changes of the left ventricle were assessed by echocardiography,
PCR, and western blots. Hemodynamic parameters at 7 days indicated a significant decrease
in ejection fraction (9.96±2.21% MI+IL33 vs 20.43±1.48% MI+V, P˂0.01) and fractional
shortening (8.06±1.82% MI+IL33 vs 15.41±2.15% MI+V, P˂0.05) in IL-33 treated animals
in comparison with their vehicle treated counterparts. Enlarged left ventricular diameter
(0.35±0.02mm MI+IL33 vs 0.27±0.01mm MI+V, P˂0.0001) and volume (9.23±0.21µl/mm
MI+IL33 vs 5.83±0.32µl/mm MI+V, P˂0.01) at day 7 was associated with increased
pulmonary oedema (80.16±1.17% MI+IL33 vs 76.87±0.29% MI+V, P˂0.01) in IL-33 treated
when compared to relative controls. Moreover, splenomegaly (12.71±0.71mg/mm MI+IL33
vs 4.04±0.13mg/mm MI+V, P˂0.0001), increased cardiac rupture based mortality along with
a significant decrease in fibrotic biomarkers (αSMA 0.68±0.11 MI+IL33 vs 1.63±0.31 MI+V
P˂0.05 and TGF-β 0.84±0.20 MI+IL33 vs 2.29± 0.5 MI+V, P˂0.05) were linked to IL-33
treatment. This study suggest that IL-33 administration is associated with deleterious
outcomes following AMI by increasing ventricular dilation, worsening cardiac function, and
promoting heart failure development.
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The Effect of Procyanidin B2 on the Na+/K+ Pump of the Colon
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Procyanidins are polyphenolic compounds that are highly available in grape seeds, apples and
cocoa beans. They exist in different degrees of polymerization and are known to have many
health benefits including protection from colon-associated diseases such as inflammatory
bowel disease and epithelial inflammation. Inflammatory bowel disease is characterized by
phases of diarrhea and constipation that are due to dysregulation of water absorption and
secretion. Water movement in the colon follows the movement of solutes and especially
electrolytes such as Na+ and K+ whose gradient is established and maintained by the sodium
potassium (Na+/K+) pump or Na+/K+ ATPase. The activity of the pump was found to be
impaired in inflammatory bowel disease suggesting the presence of a correlation between the
protective effect of procyanidin and The Na+/K+ pump. This work aims to study the effect of
Procyanidin B2 (dimer) on the activity and expression of colonic Na +/K+ ATPase using Caco2
cells as a model. An attempt was made also to uncover the signaling pathway involved. The
activity of the ATPase was assayed by measuring the amount of inorganic phosphate liberated
in presence and absence of ouabain, a specific inhibitor of the enzyme. Procyanidin B2 (17
μM, 2hrs) increased significantly the activity of the pump. This stimulatory effect
disappeared completely in presence of indomethacin (cyclooxygenase inhibitor), calphostin
(PKC inhibitor), and wortmannin (PI3K inhibitor). Treatment with 100nM PGE2 showed an
activation similar to that displayed by Procyanidin B2. The effect of procyanidin B2 was also
abolished in presence of the EP1 antagonist, SC-19220, but was still observed in presence of
PF-04418948 or L-798106, respective EP2 and EP3 antagonists. It was concluded that PKC,
PI3K and PGE2 acting via EP1 receptors are all mediators of procyanidin B2 action on the
Na+/K+ ATPase.
Keywords: Procyanidin B2, Caco2 cells, Na+/K+ ATPase, PKC, PI3K, PGE2.
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Introduction: Chronic cigarette smoking (CS) remains a national and international epidemic
and a major risk factor for CVD development. CS is on the rise in the Lebanese society in
both genders. CS-induced cardiac damage is divided into two major mechanisms: (1) direct
adverse effects on the myocardium causing smoking cardiomyopathy (2) indirect effects
leading to either ventricular hypertrophy and/or dilatation functionally translated into
diastolic and/or systolic dysfunction. CS increase the risk of coronary artery disease by two to
four fold, this increased risk has never been evaluated in premenopausal females on oral
contraceptive regimen. This study investigates CS effect on cardiac remodeling in female
mice in the presence or absence of Ethinyl Estradiol (EE).
Aim of the study: Our main purpose is to investigate the impact of EE + CS on myocardial
homeostasis. Results: 8 weeks EE-CS treated mice showed no effect on BP but significant
adverse structural and functional cardiac effects, represented by increased left ventricular end
diastolic and systolic diameters, areas and volumes accompanied with a decreased ejection
fraction. Moreover EE-CS treatment results in an increased oxidation status; over-expression
of NOX-4(2.297 ± 0.643 N=5 (p<0.033)) along with and increased inflammatory profile (IL1β 0.750 ±0.171N=5 (p<0.033); IL-6 3.045±0.910 N=5 (p<0.002); IL-4 4.110 ± 0.623 N= 5
(p<0.002) and Il-13 2.686 ± 0.648 N=5 (p<0.033)). And cardiac tissue injury represented by
an increased interstitial collagen deposition (1.186± 0.020 N=5, 3.2285 ± 0.683 N=5,
(p<0.033)).Conclusion: This study provides

clear

evidence that

EE+CS treated

premenopausal female mice exhibited significant adverse cardiac effects on the structural,
functional, and molecular levels. Both molecular and cellular changes observed in this study
led to ventricular dilatation rendering the EE+CS treated females more prone to systolic
dysfunction with compromised fractional shortening but preserved ejection fraction.
Keywords: Female Mice, Chronic Tobacco Exposure, Oral Contraceptive, Cardiac
Remodeling.
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The aquatic organisms are one of the best sources of natural compounds with medical
potential. In particular, during the last few decades, marine algae and Cyanobacteria have
been in focus as producers of bioactive metabolites that represent many interests for the
medical, therapeutic and nutritional fields. The aim of this study was to evaluate the potential
inhibition of A375 cell proliferation, the antibacterial activity, the antifungal activity and the
antioxidant activities of four extracts from two Cyanobacteria strains collected from the fresh
water of Lake Qaraoun Stigeoclonium lubricum and Tychonema bourrellyi and one brown
algae Cystoseira compressa collected from the sea water of the northern Lebanese coast. The
antioxidant activity was determined by DPPH assay while cell proliferation was assessed by
MTT assay. The mineral compounds were determined by Scanning Electronic Microscope.
The antibacterial activity and the antifungal activity were examined by well diffusion method
and Dual culture bioassay respectively. The C. compressa algae extracts were prepared using
ultrasound method of extraction by two types of solvents: water/methanol 50/50 and
water/dichloromethane 50/50. While the hydrophilic extracts of the cyanobacteria were
prepared according to the isolation and purification method. The cell line A375 was treated
by various concentrations of extracts (50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000μg/mL). The cell
proliferation was significantly reduced by relation to the increasing time treatment and extract
dose by getting the best reduction cell survival percentage 56.3% at concentration 1000
μg/mL by water/methanol extract of C. compressa. The antifungal activity is strong against
Alternaria tomatophilia with the greatest inhibition of Stigeoclonium lubricum extract. The
algae extracts especially the DCM extract of C. compressa show a strong inhibition against
the bacterial growth of the harmful E. coli (EHEC) and Salmonella typhi. The results imply
that algae can be included in the anticancer drug research programs and in the anti-bacterial
and antifungal domains. Further investigations are essential to reveal the molecular
mechanisms of the activities of these algae.
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The PAX3-FOXO1 oncogene alters exosome miRNA content and leads to
paracrine effects mediated by miR-486
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Rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS) is the most common soft tissue sarcoma in children. The alveolar
histologic subtype (ARMS) accounts for 20% of tumors, and is characterized by a more
aggressive course and tendency for metastasis, and a poorer clinical outcome. The majority of
ARMS are driven by an oncogenic fusion protein PAX3-FOXO1 (or less commonly PAX7FOXO1) which plays a major role in driving oncogenic cellular properties. Exosomes are
small, secreted vesicles that play an important role in paracrine signaling, in both normal and
cancer cells. Using C2C12 murine myoblasts, we now show that the PAX3-FOXO1 protein
alters exosome content of myoblasts, leading to pro-tumorigenic paracrine effects in recipient
cells, including increased proliferation, migration, invasion, and colony formation. Analysis
of miRNA content of these exosomes revealed alterations in miRNA involved in cell
metabolism, growth signaling, tumor suppression, and cellular invasion. We identified miR486-5p as a downstream effector of PAX3-FOXO1 in this setting, where overexpression and
knockdown studies identified it as a mediator of the paracrine effects of PAX3-FOXO1modulated exosomes, including recipient cell migration, invasion, and colony formation.
Importantly, miR-486-5p was also enriched in exosomes of human RMS cell lines, and to a
higher extent in ARMS cell lines. In addition, miR-486-5p was increased in exosomes derived
from serum of patients with RMS, with the highest level noted in ARMS, and follow-up after
chemotherapy showed decrease in levels to control values. Our findings identify a novel role
of both PAX3-FOXO1 and its downstream effector miR-486-5p in exosome-mediated
oncogenic paracrine effects of RMS, and suggest its possible use as a biomarker in RMS.
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The Role of 20-HETE and EET in Diabetic Cardiomyopathy
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Cardiovascular complications associated with diabetes mellitus extend to cardiomyopathy
and place diabetic patients at a higher mortality rate than healthy subjects. Oxidative stress is
currently recognized as a final pathway mediating such pathophysiology. Recent studies have
demonstrated an altered expression of cytochromes P450 (CYP450) mediated eicosanoids
along with the overproduction of reactive oxygen species. These include an increase in 20HETE levels, which is associated with cardiovascular injuries, and EET which is thought to
be cardio protective. Our study aims to reveal the functional and biological effects Sprague
Dawley rats of 200-300g were randomly divided into two groups. One group was treated with
a high dose of Streptozotocin (STZ) of 65mg/Kg to induce type 1 diabetes, while the other
group was treated with STZ vehicle and considered as control. Once diabetes was induced in
STZ treated rats, the groups were furtherly divided into 4: Control rats treated with vehicle,
control rats treated with AUDA, diabetic untreated and diabetic rats treated with AUDA.
Invivo work included 2D echocardiography. The left ventricular tissue was collected to
histological studies such as Masson’s Trichome, biochemical such as protein expression of
markers of injury, ELISA,

HPLC and NADPH oxidase Assay to assess ROS

production.Hyperglycemia resulted in increased CYP4A and 20-HETE, decreased CYP2C
and EET in the heart. These alterations mediated with diabetes induced cardiovascular
dysfunction characterized by LV hypertrophy, cardiac dysfunction, fibrosis and elevated
expression of injury markersAlso hyperglycemia induced ROS overproduction and NOX4
upregulation. Treatment with and 20-HETE AUDA was able to prevent the cardiac
dysfunction.Hyperglycemia decreased the levels of EET, and this alteration was able to
induce ROS overproduction through NADPH oxidase elevated expression and activity. The
treatment of AUDA was able to restore EET levels and hence prevent the overproduction of
ROS production ameliorating the cardiovascular inuries.
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The role of ADAMTS12 in the progression of the hepatocellular carcinoma
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Chronic liver diseases (CLDs) are associated with the development of fibrosis, leading to
cirrhosis and increasing risk of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). During liver injury,
damaged hepatocytes trigger an inflammatory response that activates the hepatic stellate cells
(HSCs). Once activated, these cells become proliferative, contractile and produce
Extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins such as matrix metalloproteases (MMP) and
Adamalysins, thereby contributing to ECM remodeling. The Transforming Growth Factor β
(TGF-β) is a major profibrogenic agent since it induces activation of HSC and regulates the
expression of ECM proteins. For the past years, our team has studied the involvement of
proteins of the adamalysin family in the regulation of the activity of TGF-β. Specifically, our
group has highlighted an association between the expression of ADAM12 and ADAMTS1,
and the aggressiveness of HCC, and shown that these proteins regulate TGF-β activity. Using
in silico screening for adamlysin expression in HCC, we recently show that ADAMTS12
expression is highly correlated with that of ADAMTS2, a critical regulator of liver fibrosis
(Kesteloot et al., 2007).
First, In-situ hybridization experiments showed that ADAMTS12 is expressed by stromal
cells in the close vicinity of inflammatory infiltrates. We further demonstrated that
ADAMTS12 is expressed in cultured primary HSCs and not in hepatocytes, nor in
hepatocarcinoma cell lines.
Consistently, ADAMTS12 is also expressed in the LX-2 cell line, derived from activated
HSCs. We further evaluate the effect of ADAMTS12 silencing in LX2 cells and we observed
that silencing ADAMTS12 did not modify cell responses to TGF-β but differentially affect
expression of genes related to fibrosis. To better understand the implication of ADAMTS12
in CLD, we used a mouse model of carbon tetrachloride (CCL4) induced liver fibrosis. Our
data showed that ADAMTS12 expression is induced in early stages of liver injury.
Importantly,CCL4 – induced fibrosis was exacerbated in ADAMTS12 -/- mice.
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The use of plant-derived compounds to control fungal toxinogenesis
(Aflatoxin B1 model).
Anthony El Khoury, Jean-Denis Bailly, Richard Maroun, Ali Atoui, Andre El Khoury.
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Aflatoxin B1 is a fungal secondary metabolite. It is classified as the most harmful mycotoxin
to human health. for chronic exposure AFB1 is associated with liver cancer. it is produced by
different species of the flavi section of the genus Aspergillus. A. Flavus and A. parasiticus are
the most preoccupying producers of AFB1 in food commodities, especially cereals and
kernels. Traditional methods of prevention are currently limited to the use of chemical
fungicides. However, these practices are suspected to be harmful to the environment and
human health. Therefore, strategies of ecofriendly control measures are sought as a solution
to this problem. In this context, the use of plant derived compound renowned for their
diversity and bioactive potential, presents a great interest. This works primarily consists on
identifying new bioactive compounds that are capable of reducing AFB1 contamination in a
solid culture with A. flavus.

Secondly, this work aims to study the interaction type

(synergism, antagonism, addition) by adding a mix of 2 molecules (eugenol/piperine) that
have different molecular action sites. Eleven molecules belonging mostly to the polyphenol
family showed significant inhibitions of aflatoxin b1 production ranging from 100% to 7%
keeping fungal growth intact. similarly, a synergistic interaction between piperine and
eugenol has been demonstrated. Therefore, the combination of plant derived molecules
represents a promising route for developing biological pesticides to limit the usage of
synthetic ones against Aflatoxin B1.
Keywords: Aflatoxin B1, Aspergillus flavus, piperine, eugenol, polyphenols, synergism.
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The Use of Type 2 Hypoglycemic Agents in Type 1 Diabetic Animals:
Unveiling Novel Signaling Pathways
Batoul A. Dia1, Patricia Bou Assi1, and Assaad A. Eid1*
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Diabetic nephropathy (DN) is the leading cause of end stage renal disease. The AMPk
activator, metformin, or the GLP1-agonist, liraglutide are hypoglycemic agents that are
typically prescribed to type 2 diabetic patients.Oxidative stress is known to be the unifying
mechanisms that mediate the pathogenesis of DN, however, the role of the DUOX subfamily
of enzymes, a poorly studied cellular source of reactive oxygen species (ROS), and their
mechanism of action has not been previously characterized in DN. In this study, we aim to
examine the expression of DUOXs in the diabetic renal system and reveal their crosstalk with
AMPK/GLP-1 signaling in type 1 diabetic animals.
Monotherapy and combination therapy of metformin and liraglutide were used to assess their
effects on glomerular injury in STZ-induced type-1 diabetic animals
Our results showed that metformin or liraglutide monotherapy or their combination did not
affect

glycaemia.

However,

a

decrease

in

albuminuria,

glomerulosclerosis,

and

tubulointerstitial fibrosis was evident, especially when the drugs were used in combination.
Elevated ROS production correlated with NADPH oxidase activity in diabetic animals
compared to non-diabetic animals. The administration of the metformin or liraglutide was
shown to partially reverse DUOX-derived ROS production, the expression of fibronectin,
COL IV, nephrin, DUOX1, DUOX2, AMPK, mTOR and autophagy markers LC3A and
LC3B in the type 1 diabetic animals.
These findings shed light on the crosstalk between the AMPK and GLP1 signaling pathways
with the NADPH-oxidases and their role in restoration of autophagy, a potential renoprotective mechanism in DN.
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Three dimensional (3D) printing Program for Congenital Heart Disease at
AUB: A model for Clinical applications, Education and Research. The first
initiative in the Region.
Atweh LA, Tibni F, Hamade R, Bulbul Z, Arabi M, Saadeh C, Nemer G, Bitar F, El Rassi I.
Children’s Heart Center at AUBMC, Department of Diagnostic Radiology, Department of Pediatrics and Adolescent
Medicine, Department of Surgery, Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics and Department of Mechanical
Engineering. American University of Beirut, Lebanon.

Cardiac applications of 3D printing are becoming an integral part of cardiothoracic surgery
and interventional cardiology. 3D cardiac models help the clinician to decide on the best
surgical or interventional strategy for the individual patient. The Children’s Heart Center in
collaboration with the Department of Mechanical Engineering at AUB has established the
cornerstone for a comprehensive 3D printing program for Congenital Heart Disease.
The initial step in the development of the 3D models, is to import DICOM data sets of CT or
MRI into a commercially available software (Mimics). Following extensive segmentation a
3D model based on the slices that are edited is produced. The 3D model is then imported into
another software (3-matic), in order to be hollowed and refined. The model is then saved as a
Binary or ASCII STL file. The.stl file is changed to G-code file using Cura software, in order
to be identified by the 3D printer. The hard heart models were printed by Ultimaker 2+ and
Ultimaker 3 using PLA material and dissolvable support of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). Flexible
models were printed using Resin, which offers high flexibility with easily removable supports
using Form 2 printer.
We have also been successful in 3D printing of the cardiac valves by utilizing 3D
echocardiography images exported as stl and resulting in high fidelity models that closely
resemble the original echocardiographic pictures.
Multiple 3D heart models with different anomalies were printed including Tetralogy of Fallot,
hypoplastic aortic arch, total and partial anomalous pulmonary venous return, transposition of
the great arteries, and aorto-pulmonary window.
In conclusion, the 3D prints will help to improve communication between the surgeon and the
cardiologist for decision-making. Moreover, the flexible physical models will also allow for
proper parents’ information, and better students and fellow education.
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Towards molecular approaches to determine Staphylococcus spp. biofilm
cell detachment pathways
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Nearly eight percent of human bacterial infections are associated with biofilm. The
importance of biofilm arises from its high resistance to antibiotics and antimicrobials.
Staphylococcus aureus and Staphylococcus epidermidis are among the first five bacterial
species associated with medical devices infections. Despite bacterial biofilm passes in three
stages (formation, maturity and dispersal), most studies have concentrated on biofilm
formation, with little information about the molecular bases of each stage, and especially on
the dispersal stage. Thus, the genetic expression of biofilm dispersal of staphylococcus
species need to be discovered to reveal the signaling network governing this mechanism. In
this study, the self-dispersion ability of some staphylococcal strains was assessed, then the
exact biofilm dispersal time of the clinical strain Staphylococcus epidermidis CIP444 biofilm,
on three different surfaces (glass, plastic and stainless steel) was determined using counting
after sonication, spectrophotometry measurement and, microscopic count. The obtained
results indicated that dispersion of CIP (444) took place after three days of biofilm formation
on all the used surfaces. Furthermore, biofilm reestablishment began at day seven after full
dispersion.
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Triterpenoids from the Mahonii Stem Bark Toona sinensis Roem
(Meliaceae)
Areej H.S. Aldhaher,a,b, Moses K. Langat a, Daniel J. Driscoll a and Dulcie A. Mulholland a
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Toona sinensis Roem (Meliaceae) (syn. Cedrela sinensis A. Juss) is a woody plant that is
widely distributed in eastern and south eastern Asia to Europe [1,2]. Different parts of T.
sinensis are used in traditional medicine, the stem bark is used as an astringent and
depurative, the fruits are used to treat eye infections and the roots are used as a corrective for
amenorrhea [1]. The genus Toona has been reported to yield flavonoids, phenolics, alkaloids,
limonoids, apo- and tirucallane-type triterpenoids [1,3].
The stem bark of T. sinensis collected from the grounds of the University of Surrey,
Guildford, UK was analysed for its chemical constituents. Two tirucallane (1, 2), two
cycloartane-type (3, 4) triterpenoids and one pentacyclic triterpenoids (5) alongside two
common phytosterols were identified from the dichloromethane extract of the stem bark of T.
sinensis. The structures of the compounds were identified by the analysis of their NMR
spectroscopic data, HRMS and by comparison against published data. Previous biological
studies have demonstrated that extracts of T. ciliata and limonoids and triterpenoids from T.
ciliata and T. sinensis have anticancer properties [4,5,6,7], therefore compounds 1-5 were
submitted to the NCI59 anticancer screening programme.
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Underestanding the anti-cancer properties of metformin: Effect on ROS
production by tumor associated macrophages and colon cancer cells
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Metformin is a widely and a well tolerated drug for the treatment of diabetes since decades.
Metformin induced the activation of Adenosine Monophosphate Activated Kinase (AMPK)
and thus increase glucose consumption by cells. Interestingly, several studies reported that
metformin reduces risk- and cancer-related mortality but how metformin exerts this effect is
not well known. The aim of this project is to study the effect of metformin on reactive oxygen
species (ROS) production by two key cells found at the cancer site: tumor associated
macrophages (TAMs) and colon cancer cells. The tumor microenvironment, containing
Tumor-Associated Macrophages (TAMs), is recognized as an important factor for tumor
progression. It is known that two subpopulations of TAMs coexist and display contradicting
roles; M1 having pro-inflammatory effects whereas M2 anti-inflammatory ones.
Our results show that metformin inhibited ROS production by M2 macrophages in a dose and
time dependent manner. NOX2 is the major source of ROS in human macrophages.
Consistently, NOX2 gene expression was significantly decreased in metformin-treated M2
macrophages. Finally, metformin significantly decreased M1 macrophages’ viability and
slightly decreased M2 macrophages. Our preliminary results show that the activation of
Adenosine Monophosphate Activated Kinase (AMPK) decreases ROS production in human
monocytes. Our results also showed that metformin (0.5-10 mM) inhibited ROS production
by HCT116 cell, a colon cancer cell line in a dose and time dependent manner. We showed
that metformin affects HCT116 proliferation at 5mM concentration after 24h incubation.
NOX1 is the major source of ROS in HCT116. The effect of metformin on NOX1 will be
investigated.
Altogether, these results suggest that metformin decreases ROS production and regulates
NOX expression in TAM and colon cancer cells. Elucidating signaling pathways involved in
metformin beneficial effects will help to identify novel potential targets for cancer treatment.
Key words: TAMs, ROS, AMPK, NOX1/2, Human colon cancer cell lines HCT116
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Variations in Facial characteristics of patients with unilateral condylar
hyperplasia
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Background: Unilateral condylar hyperplasia (UCH) is a rare bone disease characterized by
increased active growth of one mandibular condyle leading to asymmetric facial deformity
(AFD) and altered dental occlusion (unilateral crossbite or open bite). Diagnostic methods to
determine the type and activity of CH include clinical presentation, radiographs, and nuclear
imaging (Technetium-99). Aims: To evaluate the differences between the affected and nonaffected sides of the mandible in patients with UCH. Methods: Pretreatment panoramic
radiographs and postero-anterior cephalograms of 18 UCH patients (ages 15-26 years)
seeking orthodontic treatment were analyzed using the Grummons and Delaire analyses.
Specific measurements were compared between the affected and non-affected sides using the
t-test. Both sides were also compared to population averages to determine the extent of
changes from normal values. Results: Statistically significant differences were observed,
particularly in the size of the condyle, ramus, and mandibular body. The non-affected side
deviation from the norms was related to the severity of the deviation on the affected side. The
extent of the malocclusion was associated with the amount and duration of mandibular
growth. The predominance of vertical, distal, or sagittal deviations varied. CHS was more
severe in males, possibly because of the longer period of growth until adulthood. The onset of
UCH was similar to that reported in the literature (mid to late teens). Conclusion: The
severity of facial asymmetry in UCH is related to its time of onset and age of the patient, as
also suggested by the more severe expression in males. However, the extent of deviation may
be expressed differently in the various planes of space, rendering the timing and type of
treatment unpredictable. Research is warranted on a registry of patients to sort out
possibilities of identifying patterns of development of UCH, accounting for the major
contributing factors.
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Introduction: Myocardial infarction (MI) is the major cause of death worldwide.
Nicotinamide-Adenine-Dinucleotide (NAD) is emerging as a metabolic target being a major
coenzyme in mitochondrial oxidation and oxidative phosphorylation and a substrate of
Sirtuins and PARPs, critical enzymes for cardiac remodeling. Altered NAD homeostasis is
reported in several models of heart failure including MI with a striking upregulation of
Nicotinamide-Riboside-Kinase2 (NMRK2) and a decrease of NAD levels.NMRK2 requires
Nicotinamide Riboside (NR) as a substrate to produce NAD. In this study, we hypothesized
that stimulating NMRK2 pathway by NR supplementation will upregulate NAD synthesis
and improve metabolic state and cardiac function post-MI. Methods: MI was induced by the
left anterior descending coronary artery ligation in male mice. Echocardiography was
performed at baseline, day 1, day 4 and day 7 following MI. At sacrifice,cardiac genes
expression was evaluated by RT-QPCR and myocardial NAD levels were determined. On the
histological level, Masson-Trichrome was performed on cardiac sections to assess cardiac
fibrosis. Results: RT-qPCR analysis showed a 60 fold increase of Nmrk2 expression levels
(P<0.01) 4 days following MI. This upregulation was highlighted by the boost of NAD levels
(708.81±79.83 pmoles/g of tissue in the MI-NR group vs 394.12 ±84.04 pmoles/g of tissue in
the control group (p<0.05)). Following MI, mitochondrial SIRT3 expression dropped by 40%
and NR restored those levels which are critical for mitochondrial biogenesis. NR treatment
markedly decreased the expression of PARP1 (1.22±0.34 in MI-NR group vs 2.69±0.45 in MI
group (p<0.05)), a well-known consumer of NAD. Histologically, fibrosis levels significantly
dropped 4 days following NR treatment when compared to non-treated MI group (11% vs
18%, p<0.05).

Conclusion: Our data show that NR treatment could improve myocardial

metabolic impairment following MI. Additional experiments are currently underway to reveal
the impact of NR treatment on cardiac remodeling and function.
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Vitamin D deficiency in the Lebanese Population, correlation between gc
gene polymorphisms and vitamin D levels
Sandy Haydar and Maya Hobeika
Holy Spirit University Of Kaslik Faculty Of Sciences Life And Earth Sciences Department

Vitamin D is a hormone having two origins, one exogeous (food) and the other endogeous
(cutaneous synthesis). It is found in two main forms, with very close chemical structures:
Ergocalciferol or D2 and Cholecalciferol or D3. Vitamin D receptors are found in many
tissues. So, any deficiency in vitamin D causes disorders in the organism. The transport
protein of vitamin D (vitamin D binding protein) plays an essential role in the distribution of
vitamin D in the organism. This protein is coded by the GC gene. With the objective of
verifying the existence of a relationship between vitamin D deficiency and nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNP) of the gene GC, a study was carried out on 81 Lebanese volunteers,
focusing on three polymorphisms rs4588, rs2298850 and rs3755967. Extraction of the blood
DNA followed by PCR and enzymatic digestion (RFLP) by restriction enzymes StyІ, BanII
and MseI, having their specific site at the rs4588, rs2298850, and rs3755967 polymorphisms
respectively, were performed in order to determine the genotype of each individual in our
study. The descriptive study shows that 28.4% of individuals have an insufficiencyin vitamin
D and 39.5% suffer from vitamin D deficiency. Statistical analysis identifies that the total
number of hours of sun exposure (ORa=0.309) was associated with increased odds of normal
vitamin D levels, whereas the rs4588 C/W genotype (OR=5.461) was associated with
increased odds of vitamin D deficiency by more than 5 times compared to those with the C/C
allele.
Keywords: Vitamin D; Deficiency; Polymorphisms; SNP; Gene Gc ; DBP; PCR; Restriction
enzymes; RFLP.
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Enterobacter cloacae complex (ECC) and Enterobacter aerogenes, are Gram-negative
bacteria from the family Enterobacteriaceae. These organisms represent a growing global
threat due to their ability to rapidly amass a large arsenal of antimicrobial resistance (AMR),
especially carbapenem resistant (CR) determinants. This is the first in-depth molecular
characterization of ECC and E. aerogenes clinical isolates recovered from Lebanon.
A total of 59 ECC and E. aerogenes isolates were identified using MALDI-TOF.
Antimicrobial susceptibility testing was carried out by disk diffusion while the MICs were
determined by Vitek2 automated system. Multi-locus sequence typing (MLST) was used to
investigate the clonality of the isolates. Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) was performed
and resistance and plasmidic profiles of the isolates were determined with ResFinder 3.1 and
Plasmid-Finder 2.0.
Identification results revealed that 73% (n=43) of the isolates belonged to the E. hormaechei
species, 17% (n=10) were identified as E. aerogenes and 10 % (n=6) as E. cloacae. Only
25% (n=15) of the isolates were susceptible to carbapenems. Two major STs were identified
in the ECC population namely ST114 in 29% (n=14) and ST182 in 10% (n=5). The
predominant CR gene blaNDM-1 was detected in 53% (n=23) of the CR isolates and was
associated with a 104.4 Kb IncFII plasmid in 68% (n=15) and an InFII/IncFIB multi-replicon
plasmid in the remaining 32% (n=7). blaOXA-181 was detected in 11% (n=5) of CR isolates
being exclusively disseminated through a 51.3 Kb IncX3 plasmid.
Based on these preliminary findings, our study serves as a novel insight into the prevalence,
dissemination and AMR evolution of CR-Enterobacter spp. in Lebanon. The findings of this
study will provide a genomic structure that can be used in comparative studies that aims at
understanding resistance profiles and Enterobacter spp dessimination in Lebanon and the
MENA region.
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Environmental
A pilot community-based intervention of safe pesticide use in Lebanon
Wissam Ghach, Nermine Abi Farraj, Myrna Yehya, Diana Maddah
School of Health Sciences, Modern University for Business and Science (MUBS), Lebanon

Introduction: Pesticides, despite of their known hazards, are intensively used by the farming
community to improve the quality and yield of crops [1]. Evaluating the pattern of the usage
of pesticides and spreading its safety education are essential to induce protective behavior
among the Lebanese farmers [2].
Aim: This pilot community-based intervention aims to enhance the knowledge and safe skills
of pesticides’ use among farmers and build positive mindset towards the responsibility of
farmers to preserve the public health.
Method: The effectiveness of the intervention is evaluated in a quantitative analysis of preand
post-questionnaires carried out before/after four awareness sessions regarding safe
implementation of pesticides and importance of integrated pest management. T-test was used
to evaluate the enhancement of the mean scores of knowledge, skills and attitudes of the
thirty seven farmers who were participated from two Caza of Mount Lebanon district.
Results: The farmers’ knowledge, skills and positive attitude about safe use and management
of pesticides in agriculture have been significantly improved (p < 0.05) after this educational
intervention.
Conclusion: Based on the effectiveness of the study, continuous pesticide education is
recommended to raise farmers’ awareness regarding safe use of pesticides in order to limit its
hazard impact on the public health.
Keywords: Pesticide Exposure; Knowledge; Attitudes; Skills; Community Intervention;
Prevention
References:
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Lithognathus mormyrus is common in the Mediterranean Sea. It is a demersal species that
inhabits rocky and sandy bottoms down to 80 m of depth (in the Mediterranean). In the latter
sea, it is highly appreciated and constitutes a good catch for coastal fisheries, especially along
the Lebanese coast (28.25 tonnes caught in 2016). Basic biological information is required to
aid in the sustainable management of this exploited fish stock. Monthly biological
Lithognathus mormyrus data has been collected since 2015 by the National Center for Marine
Sciences – National Council for Scientific Research in the framework of the FAO-Eastmed
project. Data from 2015, 2016, and 2017 will be used to assess the growth and biology of the
latter species along the Lebanese coast. This data will be essential to understand the growth
rate, population structure and other biological aspects of population dynamics that will be
beneficial for future management of this fish stock.
Key words: Lithognathus mormyrus, stock assessment, Lebanon.
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Centennial olive trees are an important component of the Lebanese agricultural landscape.
Only little information exists on the characteristics of these ancient olive trees. In this study,
we shed light on the oil characteristics of a set of centennial olive trees growing in five
groves located between 300 and 1350 m a.s.l.: Hasbaya, Kaoukaba and Deir Mimas in South
Lebanon, Bcheale in the North, and Kfar Matta in Mount Lebanon. This assessment was
undertaken based on both oil industrial yield obtained by Abencor system and fatty acid
composition of the extracted oil by gas chromatography-flame ionization detector. Results
revealed a large variability among centennials for most of traits studied. Oil industrial yield
was the highest in Kaoukaba centennials with values up to 25–28%. As to the fatty acid
composition, Bcheale centennials were distinguished by their highest content in oleic acid
(C18:1 up to 77.64) and Hasbaya centennials by their highest content in both linoleic (C18:2
up to 15.2) and palmitic (C16:0 up to 17.33) acids. Our findings indicate an important
technological potential of the centennial olive trees of Lebanon that should be further
investigated in order to understand their performance. Authors are grateful to the Lebanese
University, CNRS and LIA O-LiFE program for their support (LIA O-LiFE contribution
number P 18 - 2019).
Keywords: Lebanon, olive centennials, oil industrial yield, fatty acid profile.
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Lebanon is facing a constant increase in waste production nationwide. The political authorities
have chosen Landfill Centre’s like a cheap technique for waste management. Theses landfills
produce an effluent called leachate causes harmful effects on the environment.
The main objective of this study is to investigate seasonal variations in the composition of
leachate collected from the landfill of Tripoli, from September 2017 to September 2018, during
the dry and rainy season. Many parameters, such as Turbidity, conductivity, temperature, and pH
have been determined. Concentrations of organic compounds (COD, BOD5), nutrients (nitrogen,
nitrates, and phosphorus), Chloride, Sulfate, and alkalinity was analyzed using AFNOR method.
Mineral compounds including Calcium, Magnesium, Manganese, Potassium, Iron, Copper and
Zinc and trace metals (lead, nickel, cadmium, chromium) were analyzed using atomic absorption
spectrometer equipped with furnace mode. The results showed a correlation between leachate
compositions and seasonal variation throughout the year. As rainfall increased, organics
concentration (COD) in leachate was increased from 19450 mg/l in fall to 29295 mg/l in winter
also an increasing of DBO5 concentration from 8000 mg/l to 20000 mg/l was observed. The
fluctuation of other indexes (phosphorus, chlorides, sulfate, dissolved solids, heavy metals)
depended rather on a season of the year. The maximum concentration of phosphorus is 201 mg/l
where is monitored in winter, the concentration of chloride varied between 4091.6 mg/l and
11580.1 mg/l. regarding the analysis of metallic elements, the results showed that iron is the most
metal found where the maximum concentration is 32.5 mg/l, an important presence of Zn (2.41
mg/l), Pb (2.04 mg/l), Cr (1.47 mg/l), Ni (0. 47 mg/l), Cu (0.26 mg/l) and Cd (0.095 mg/l) was
observed. This indicates that the landfill was characterized by methanogenic conditions. Which
could be beneficial to find a specific treatment to decrease the environmental impacts in the long
term.
Keywords: Leachate, Seasonal variation, physico-chemical parameters.
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Potato is cultivated in all Lebanese agro-climatic zones and ranks first in terms of production
quantities. Remarkably, a progressive decrease in yield and severe economic losses have been
recorded in recent years due to Verticillim wilt, caused by Verticillium dahliae Kleb., a
soilborne pathogen that can infect more than 400 host plants. Microsclerotia (MS) are
overwintering structures produced by this pathogen and can survive in the soil for up to 14
years. In this study, the effect of three pre-planting treatments on Verticillium wilt incidence,
soil inoculum density, tubers yield, and plant height was studied. The treatments were i)
incorporation of fresh broccoli residues in the soil; ii) application of a synthetic fumigant
(allyl-isothiocyanate); and iii) application of a fungicide mixture (azoxystrobin and
mefenoxam) at sowing. All treatments were able to decrease the soil inoculum density
compared to the non-treated control; the allyl-isothiocyanate, in particular, significantly
reduced the inoculum from 12.6 to 7.4MS.g1. Moreover, allyl-isothiocyanate and the mixture
azoxystrobin+mefenoxam reduced the wilt incidence by 17.5% and 20%, respectively. On the
other hand, the incorporation of fresh broccoli residues promoted plant growth parameters
resulting in a maximum plant height of 50 cm after 88 days from planting and a total tuber
yield of 14.3 t ha-1. This trial needs to be repeated at farm level to assess the consistency of
these findings.
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Coccolithophores are calcifying phytoplankton species that are playing a key role in the
modern oceanic biogeochemistry. The semi-enclosed Mediterranean Sea is very vulnerable to
environmental changes and anthropogenic pressures. Hence, this sea is considered as a
hotspot for climate change where faster warming and acidification rates are occurring. All
these changes that are facing the Mediterranean Sea will affect its unique marine ecosystems
especially the primary producers, such as coccolithophores. The ocean acidification impacts
the production and morphology of coccolithophores. In Lebanon, no studies have been
conducted yet to quantify the coccolithophores populations and assess their relationships with
environmental drives. Therefore, we aim in this PhD project to evaluate these species and the
way they are affected by recent environmental changes. In addition, it is very important to
know how these calcifying phytoplankton populations react to biogeochemical changes
connected to global phenomena such as climate change and to local pressures such as
pollution, especially in the under-studied Eastern-Levantine Mediterranean basin. This work
will help us to better evaluate the historic and recent impacts of environmental phenomena on
the coccolithophores, in the coastal Mediterranean areas.
Key words: Coccolithophores, climate change, Mediterranean Sea, Lebanon, France.
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Duckweed (Lemna spp.) from Araceae family, are a group of aquatic macrophytes worldwide
recognized for its high uptake capacity of heavy metal contamination of polluted water in
both natural and constructed wetlands. The use of duckweed along with several other aquatic
plant species in water phytoremediation has in recent years gained a broad consensus, being a
sustainable cost-effective approach to conventional physical and chemical methods. Like
other hyperaccumulators, the uptake capacity of duckweed, and phytoremediation efficiency
in turn, are believed to vary between ecotypes of plants and to be a result of interaction with
the surrounding environment resulting in high variation in remediation capacity between
different ecosystems. This study investigates the potential of two Lemna species (L. minor
and L. gibba) growing naturally for in-situ phytoremediation of heavy metals from polluted
watercourses in Upper Litani River Basin, Bekaa. In addition, the study examines the
proliferation rates of both species in various nutritive media and assesses heavy metal uptake,
as well as oxidative stress response and tolerance capacity under laboratory controlled
conditions. Findings are expected to contribute to practical applications and management of
Lemna use in phytoremediation initiatives at both national and regional levels.
Key words: Lemna spp; Lebanon; hyperaccumulation; heavy metals; phytoremediation.
Authors are grateful to the Lebanese University and LIA O-LIFE program for their support
(LIA O-LIFE contribution number P 22-2019).
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Flood inundation maps are important to understand flood hazard and the associated risk.
Developing such maps is challenging in data-sparse regions where observational data are
lacking, inconsistent, or uncertain, and are too sparse to meet hydrological and hydraulic
models’ requirements. We present a framework to develop flood inundation maps with the
associated uncertainty using sparse data in the Mediterranean region. The framework is based
on a coupled hydrological-hydraulic model (HEC-HMS/HEC-RAS) constrained by past
storm events and post-event measurements in space. The study is applied on the Awali river
catchment (301km2) in Lebanon. The hydrological model parameter bounds are minimized
by calibrating the model with 12 extracted past storm events of relatively reliable rainfall and
flow measurements. The hydrological model is then applied to simulate the early January
2013 extreme flood event with uncertainty analysis based on Monte Carlo simulation. The
minimized parameter bounds are sampled based on a uniformly distributed probability
density function. The resulting bounds of the flow hydrographs set are then transferred to the
hydraulic model to simulate the possible bounds of the flood water levels. The hydrological
model performance was variable with a Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency value ranging between 0.84
and 0.06, and a coefficient of correlation ranging between 0.93 and 0.58. For the hydraulic
model, over 90% of the observed water levels fall within the simulated uncertainty bounds
with an RMSE error of 0.26 m for the possible mean hydrograph simulation. The proposed
framework minimizes the range of the hydrological model parameters at which the
uncertainty sampling is performed and allows the validation of the hydraulic model results by
post-event measurements in space. The good results show that the use of sparse-data in a
classical modeling approach is encouraging and the framework can be extended to other datasparse regions facing same problems.
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Lebanese water resources are facing many stresses and challenges. The prolonged impacts
of the growing population and climate changes on water resources are inducing significant
stress on water availability and quality in the Upper Litani Basin, Bekaa. This study
assessed the water availability in this basin, which is experiencing a high concentration of
refugees, an increased agricultural water demand, and a high deterioration in water quality.
A Watershed Modeling System (WMS) model is used to delineate the river, to estimate the
present flow in ungauged catchments, and the future flow using future climatic data
predicted from General Circulation Model (GCM) under several emissions scenarios.
Moreover, a Water Evaluation And Planning (WEAP) model is used to assess these impacts
and to assure the current and future water balance and the ameliorated water quality. At this
stage, WMS model is calibrated from published flow measurements of Litani River
Authority (LRA) stations and WEAP model is calibrated using published data from
historical demand and USAID water balance report. These models will be validated later
using updated data obtained from LRA. These findings reveal the gap between the demand
and supply that can be reduced by catching precipitation, reusing the treated waste water
and reducing water pollution. In particular, this may be achieved by establishing artificial
reservoirs to catch the rainfall, by benefiting from the flood water, and by constructing
wastewater treatment plants.
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L’utilisation des microorganismes comme solution dans la gestion des
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Le Liban a été témoin en 2015 d'une grave crise de déchets qui a eu de graves répercussions
sur la santé et l'environnement. La crise des ordures peut être évitée avec un plan de gestion
efficace et des stratégies de gestion des déchets. Le développement d’une technique de
recyclage des produits organique par biodégradation peut aider le développement de telle
stratégie. Le but de cette étude est de décrire les derniers résultats de littérature en termes de
biodégradation et de proposer une maquette de techniques de bio recyclage/biodégradations.
Les articles publiés dans les bases des données scientifiques : PUBMED, GOOGLE
SCHOLAR et SCOPUS, discutant l’utilisation des microorganismes dans la biodégradation
des déchets pendant les cinq dernières années sont pris en analyse.
Les techniques peuvent varier selon les options, telles que l'ajout artificiel de populations
microbiennes connues pour décomposer les composés préoccupants. Seules quelques espèces
peuvent décomposer certains composés organiques. Deux facteurs limitants majeurs de tout
processus de biodégradation sont la toxicité pour la population microbienne et la
biodégradabilité inhérente du composé. De nombreux projets de bioremédiation incluent le
traitement des déchets in situ (traitement sur site) et ex situ (traitement des échantillons /
laboratoire) utilisant des biosystèmes.
L’adaptation des techniques de biodégradations au Liban peut assurer des avantages à long
terme et peut contribuées avec d’autres stratégies pour une solution de problème de gestion
des dèches.
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Living Marine Resources depend on many biotic and abiotic environmental factors. Abiotic
criteria include physical, chemical, hydro-climatic properties of seawater, solar energy, and
geological nature characteristics of the sea floor. Biotic conditions include all groups of living
plants and animals characterizing the given environment. These factors are inter-dependant;
they assure certain ecological stability and biological sustainability among living resources
and fisheries. If one or more of these factors are lacking or inefficient, this ecological stability
may be destroyed. We can assimilate the transfer of food energy as a trophic pyramid of
different levels, as it is in the land wild life, with 10% efficiency from lower to higher level.
The first level is formed with primary producers (algae and other plants) producing of organic
substances and releasing dissolved oxygen by photosynthesis. The 2 nd trophic level comprises
the herbivorous animals, feeding on algae. The 3rd level comprises the 1rst carnivorous
feeding on herbivorous, and so on up to the top of the pyramid comprising the big fishes,
higher animals and mammals. So the trophic energy transfer from the 1rst to the highest level
through the food chain and the food web in the sea, reaching the fishery resources exploited
by human. The food chain became more complicated when we pass from lower to higher
trophic level The abundance of marine resources depend on. the biodiversity and biomass of
group species. The importance of fishery depends on the quality and quantity of living
marine resources. In order to obtain a good fisheries and sustainable fishing production, it is
necessary to keep constant the level of living stock of fish target species .The sustainability of
the fish stock in a given area, depends on the fishing effort and fishing gears, that should be
controlled to avoid overfishing. The amount of fish catch and landing should not exceed the
amount of new fish recruitments. On the other hand the fishing activity should be controlled
and managed by standard regulations and lows, in order to sustain fisheries and marine
resources. Unfortunately, we observe that during the last decades, the fish stock in Lebanese
seawater and other Mediterranean Sea areas, is exploited 30% and the fish landing is
decreasing accompanied with small size of the catsh.
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Microlearning refers to a learning strategy designed using a series of short content and
shortactivities that make a mini course. According to literature, microlearning’s popularity
inhigher education is increasing. In specific, the body of research on microlearning and
thesupport of technology in creating favorable environments is growing. Despite that, there
ismuch left to explore in the case where technology is the subject.
Database management courses and technologies are an essential part of the computing
curriculum in its different pathways. Because of their age, these courses have evolved and are
ordinarily well-designed. The majority of universities include in the course hands-on practical
sessions in order for students to better understand the theoretical concepts and help them meet
the challenges of job market and industry requirements.
This paper aims to present the design of one part of an introductory course on databases
following the microlearning strategy. The design is based on literature supporting the
effectiveness of this strategy in teaching technology. It is one part of a larger project to design
the whole course as microlearning modules. The larger project is running and includes all the
phases from design to testing. The paper starts with a review of the literature on databases
teaching, microlearning and its application in computer science and technology, and the
specifics of teaching query languages. The analysis of this literature results in demonstrating
the effectiveness of microlearning as a strategy to teach this module of the course. The
second part represents samples of the resulting design with a discussion. The closing section
describes the further steps to follow in order to successfully deploy this process on the whole
course.
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The recent increase of Microplastics (MPs) pollution in the marine environment has been
raising a lot of attention worldwide. The Mediterranean, being the largest enclosed sea
characterized by a weak tidal system, shows a high accumulation of marine debris. Three
sites along the Lebanese coast were chosen and samples from the surface water, sublittoral
sediments were collected. The number of ingested items were identified in two marine
species Engraulis encrasicolus and Spondylus spinosus. The results obtained show a high
abundance of microplastics in all studied marine compartments with a mean abundance of
4.50 particles / m³ in the water column and 243.3 particles / 100g in sediments. Both species
ingested MPs and the highest average was found in Beirut (2.9 ± 1.97 MPs/ Anchovy and 8.3
± 4.42 MPs / Spondylus). Fragments and blue plastics dominated in all compartments except
in sediment where transparent color was more abundant. Polyethylene and propylene plastics
were most common in sediments and the water column. Organisms were prone to ingest
plastics smaller than 400 μm in size. The results added a missing information on polymers
that can be found in the Levantine basin. Overall, the Lebanese coast is highly contaminated
in comparison to other Mediterranean regions. Microplastics should be more evaluated in
order to have a deeper understanding of their threat extent on the Lebanese marine
environment and, potentially, on humans themselves.
Keywords: Microplastics, Lebanese coast, micro-Raman, water column, sediments, seafood
species.
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Lebanon is home to an important indigenous germplasm of grapevine vine which are
endangered due to multiple anthropologic pressures and threats. In an attempt to evaluate and
preserve these genetic resources before their loss, a survey was conducted during the summer
of 2017 in Hasbaya, a small district situated on the foot of Mount Hermon, in the southern
area of Lebanon, and which is well known for its seniority in grapevine culture and products.
Seven accessions, no longer circulating, and found in backyards or ancient terraces, were
inventoried in this study. These accessions were then subjected to a morphologically
description using a set of 27 different qualitative and quantitative descriptors (previously
developed by the International Office of Vine and Wine) and related to the leaf, cluster and
berry. Results indicated a large variability of the examined characteristics particularly for
cluster shape and size, and berry shape, size and skin thickness, and leaf shape. Although
limited to only seven accessions, the hierarchical classification based on the discriminant
descriptors, clustered the accessions into three distinct groups reflecting the diversity of the
traditional germplasm of grapevine in Hasbaya area. These preliminary results incite to
conserve and propagate this heritage for sustainable utilization. Authors are grateful to the
Lebanese University, CNRS and LIA O-LiFE program for their support (LIA O-LiFE
contribution number P 19 - 2019).
Keywords: Vitis vinifera L.; Lebanon ; traditional production area ; morphotyping ; diversity
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Phragmites australis is one of the most worldwide used plant species for the treatment of
water pollution in constructed wetlands (CWs), considered today an ideal environmental
sustainable technology for the elimination of water pollutants. The species is presently used
in the pilot CW of Litani River of Lebanon affirmed to efficiently improve the water quality
and habitat of the river. The bioaccumulation capacity of P. australis of contaminants under
Lebanese environmental conditions has, however, not been examined yet. In this study the
seasonal bioaccumulation levels of nutrients and heavy metals in the roots, stems and leaves
of the plant of CW were determined. Water and plant samples of the inlet, outlet and ponds of
CW during the wet and dry seasons of 2018 were analysed using colorimetry and atomic
absorption spectroscopy. Findings revealed high bioaccumulation capacity of nutrients and
heavy metals that significant varied (at p<0.05) between studied parts and seasons. While
nutrients exhibited highest levels in roots during the wet season, these levels were highest in
shoots during the dry season. For the heavy metals, the bioaccumulation occurred mostly in
root tissues recording higher levels during dry season. This study provides the first evidence
about the bioaccumulation and seasonal variations in pollution removal by P. australis of
Litani River CW. Findings can contribute to the management of the plant and optimization of
removal efficiency. More comprehensive research on the various developmental stages of the
plant is recommended.
Keywords: Phytoremediation; Phragmites australis; constructed wetland; Litani River
Authors are grateful to the Lebanese University and LIA O-LIFE program for their support
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Les modifications biogéochimiques récentes dans la mer Méditerranée reflètent
l’augmentation de la quantité du CO2 atmosphérique et l’invasion des eaux méditerranéennes
par le CO2 anthropique. Afin d'estimer la quantité de CO2 émise par les activités anthropiques
dans la mer libanaise et d’étudier ses conséquences sur la biogéochimie marine et les
organismes marins au Liban, les paramètres chimiques du système de carbonate sont étudiés
(AT: alcalinité totale, CT: carbone inorganique total dissous, pH, et pCO2 : pression partielle
de CO2). Des sorties mensuelles sont effectuées pour échantillonner les paramètres cités cidessus, avec d’autres paramètres hydro-biologiques (température, salinité, oxygène dissous,
chlorophylle a, phytoplancton et zooplancton) de 0 à 80 m de profondeur. Nos résultats
préliminaires montrent que l’inventaire du système des carbonates dans les eaux libanaises
est élevé par rapport aux autres zones méditerranéennes. Les concentrations élevées de
l’alcalinité totale (principalement attribuées aux apports fluviaux, intempéries lors
d’événements extrêmes, précipitations), pourrait atténuer le taux d’acidification, ce qui aurait
pu être pire au cas où l’AT dans notre région serait plus faible. La continuité de ce travail
nous aiderons à mieux comprendre l’évolution du système des carbonates dans le contexte du
changement climatique. Dans le contexte du projet ELME, d’autres zones d’études vont être
échantillonné (Beyrouth et Tyr) à des différentes profondeurs. De plus, une bouée équipée par
des électrodes convenables sera installée en face de Beyrouth pour surveiller les flux air-mer
de CO2, ce qui nous permettra à déterminer si les eaux libanaises jouent le rôle de source ou
de puits de CO2 par rapport à l’atmosphère.
Mots-clés: système des carbonates, changement climatique, Liban, Mer Levantin,
Méditerranée.
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Surface water quality assessment is necessary to monitor the quality of a water resource. This
present study aims to evaluate the quality of one of the main Lebanese rivers, the Ibrahim
River, which is exposed considerably to various anthropogenic activities. Between May 2016
and July 2017, a total of 285 water samples were collected at the river outlet, covering one
hydrological year. Twenty-three physicochemical parameters were tested (Flow, pH,
Temperature, Electrical Conductivity, Turbidity, Total Suspended Solids, Total Dissolved
Solids, Dissolved Oxygen, Dissolved Organic Carbon, Biochemical Oxygen Demand,
Chemical Oxygen Demand, Chemical Oxygen Demand/Biochemical Oxygen Demand,
Specific Ultraviolet Absorbance, Dissolved cations (Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+), Total Alkalinity,
Dissolved anions (Cl-, NO3-, NO2-, PO43- and SO42-)). In addition, five bacteriological tests
were conducted (Total Germs, Total Coliforms, Fecal Coliforms, Escherichia coli and
Enterococcus). Data exploration was performed based on Principal Component Analysis
(PCA). The first component PC1 which presented about 35% of the total variance, showed
high anthropogenic characteristics primarily due to organic and microbiological variables,
discriminating subsequently low and high river water levels. The second component PC2 was
principally influenced by mineral parameters, presenting a clear annual discrimination,
explaining almost 17% of the total variance. Besides, this study permitted to reduce the
variables number from twenty-eight to ten, leading to an effective parameters selection. The
final shortlisted parameters are (Q, pH, EC, NO3-, Fecal Germs, Fecal Coliforms, BOD5, K+,
TA and Cl-). A new PCA done with the reduced matrix validated this selection. Based on the
shortlisted parameters characterizing the studied basin, the Ibrahim Water Quality Index
(IWQI) was therefore calculated. As a result, the water quality was estimated as « medium »
to « good » with values fluctuating between 63.125 (August 2016) and 73.125 (November December 2016) with an average of 69.037±1.864. The suggested IWQI should be further
verified for prospective assessments in other basins of the region, having similar
characteristics as the Ibrahim River watershed.
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The Effect of Antibiotics in Soil and Water Culture on Plant Growth

Lara El-Gemayel , Isam Bashour
Department of Agriculture , American University of Beirut

Veterinary antibiotics are used to prevent and treat illnesses in animals, promote growth and
increase feed efficiency. They are excreted via animal manure which are used to fertilize
agricultural lands. They persist in the environment as their parent compound or metabolites.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the uptake and accumulation of antibiotics by plants
grown in soil or nutrient solution and their effect on plant growth, as well as study the
antibiotic persistence in soil. Antibiotic analysis was done by ELISA. Pot experiments were
conducted in the greenhouse of AUB where different crops were grown in two growing
media (soil with 0 and 5% manure), administered with gentamicin, enrofloxacin,
streptomycin, oxytetracycline and tylosin at concentrations varying from 0 to 20 mg/kg. The
results showed that, lettuce, radish and carrot absorbed relatively higher amounts of
gentamicin (small molecule) than streptomycin (large molecule). Manure enhanced the
uptake of antibiotics by lettuce and radish. Lettuce and radish were grown in nutrient solution
with 0, 5 and 10 mg/kg of enrofloxacin, tylosin and oxytetracycline and were mainly
absorbed in radish bulbs and lettuce leaves indicating that the charge of oxytetracycline
prevents it from staying available in soil solution and was absorbed on the soil particles
which limited its uptake by plants. Enrofloxacin and oxytetracycline reduced lettuce and
radish growth by 70%, whereas tylosin had no significant effect on plant growth. The
persistence of enrofloxacin, oxytetracycline and tylosin was investigated in a potted soil at 5
mg/kg and extracted weekly with water from day 1 till 42. Enrofloxacin and oxytetracycline
showed a half-life of ~24 days, whereas tylosin was completely degraded after 22 days.
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The Geographical Distribution of Optical Shops in Lebanon,Through an
Optomap application; A Cross-Sectional Study
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Introduction: According to the World Council of Optometry (WCO), optometry is an
autonomous, regulated and educated eye care profession where optometrists are the primary
practitioners in the field responsible for a virtuous maintenance of the visual system, eye
health and the ocular adnexa for patients [1]. Eyesight plays a major role in our daily
functional activities, and ties into academic, vocational and avocational performance [2]. In
order to have good vision and effective eye health services, a wide-spread of optical shops
and eye care clinics should be present all over the country.Purpose: The purpose of this study
is to pinpoint how many optical shops are available with their geographical distribution, to
detect the number of eye services present in each area compared to its population. However,
it also provides graduating optometrists a prodigious benefit by aiding them to spot the most
suitable location for launching a successful optometric business. Also, the map application
created allows patients and customers to search for the nearest optical shop needed/close to
them so they can receive eye exams conveniently.Materials and Methods: The cross sectionbased study was based on scanning most of the Lebanese districts, searching for optical shops
available and getting their x-y coordinates via Google Maps to be generated into a mobile
applicant map, OptoMap. Data was also collected with the help of the Syndicat des Opticiens
and Optometristes au Leban (SOOLB), Association des Licenciés en Optique Optométrie au
Liban (ALOO), Vision Care Association “VCA”, AMICO and Medicals International,
Facebook, Whatsapp and Web Leb.Results: A grand total of 896 optical shops was found.
The highest number was located in Beirut district with 290 shops available, translating it to a
32.37% percent, followed by Maten with 168 shops forming 18.7% , then Baabda with 104
shops with an 11.61%. While Batroun area had only 1 optical shop with a 0.11 %, and
Hasbaya 2 shops for a percentage of 0.22.Conclusion: Clinics and optical shops serve to
improve the availability of eye health services for the country by providing ocular
examinations, dispensing and fitting of ocular devices so that good eyesight and vision are
accessible[2], [3]. A great geographical variation was found in the number of eye health
services between cities and villages in Lebanon. Thus better rules and regulations need to be
put in place to help with the distribution of eye care services in all regions.Keywords:
Optometry, Optometrists, Optical Shops, Eye Health, Eye Care Services, Geographical
Distribution, Map Application.
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Towards a National Classification System for Ecosystems and Habitats
Mohammad S. Al-Zein
Department of Biology, American University of Beirut;

Lebanon is home for more than 7000 described species of plants and animals distributed
among its ecosystems and habitats. Despite the fact that its fauna and flora are relatively well
studied, the country lacks a revised and updated checklist of its fauna and flora, a national
Red List, and a nationally accepted classification of ecosystems and habitats. This, among
other factors, is hindering the sound conservation of its biodiversity at all levels. In the
context of Bio-LiFE, the axis of O-LiFE (Observatoire Libano-Français de L’Environnement)
involved in studying biodiversity, its values, and conservation, we generated a national
classification system for ecosystems and habitats, inspired by the European Nature
Information System (EUNIS) habitat classification. We then produced a list of coastal,
riparian and forest habitats and ecosystems and compared it with existing, albeit scattered,
classifications (published papers, technical reports, floras, books, etc.). We then juxtaposed
previously identified plant communities and vegetation series with newly defined habitats
and ecosystems, with the ultimate aim of their characterization. This work is the first attempt
at a national classification system of coastal, riparian and forest habitats and ecosystems. It
will constitute the basis for a more comprehensive classification system for all habitats and
ecosystems nationally and regionally.
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Urban Future Flood Extent Modeling in Beqaa valley, Lebanon
Houssam Nader Chehade , Mohamed Reda Soliman
Civil and Environmental Department, Faculty of Engineering Beirut Arab University, Lebanon

Flash floods are common natural disaster occurring in Lebanon , having destructive nature
and immense impact on the socio-economy of Beqaa region .Recently many studies assessed
Flash floods by developing many models that determine flood maps for Beqaa region and
reported by decision makers as a part of an overall seasonal flood situation related to climate ,
ignoring that the climate is changing . The aim of this study is to assess the impact of climate
change on the extent of flood prone areas in Beqaa valley . To achieve the main objectives a
watershed modeling system (WMS) model is used to delineate the river catchment and to
estimate the present and the future flow for the ungauged catchments using future rainfall
precipitation of (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5) CMIP5 projection data in
order to generate the spatial extent for the future flood prone areas in Beqaa valley using the
Hydrologic Engineering Center's River Analysis System (HEC-RAS) model. The WMS
model is calibrated using Litani River Authority (LRA) stations Data while Hec-Ras model is
calibrated using the NCRS (National Center For Remote Sensing) flood Map areas. These
findings are hoped to contribute in the development of a better understanding for flood risk
assessment for Beqaa region to evaluate the climate change impact on the flooded regions to
help the authorities in risk management policies considering the dynamics of heavy rainfall,
runoff at the temporal and spatial scales at which they interact in urban environment specially
the future critical infrastructure in the study region.

.
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Using Machine Learning to Predict Masses of Supermassive Black Holes
Nada Moukaddem, Bassem Sabra
Department of Physics & Astronomy, Notre Dame University-Louaize and Department of Physics, Universit´e Saint-Joseph

The origin of Supermassive Black Holes (SMBHs) is still a mystery. Deriving their masses is
very important to understand the formation of SMBHs as well as the evolution of the
universe. We present a Machine Learning (ML) approach to estimate masses of SMBHs. The
approach contains different steps: Data collection, Features extraction, Data splitting, Mass
Estimation, Evaluation. The Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the Hb line and the
luminosity at the wavelength 5100 A_ were used as features. We used as a training sample of
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) whose masses where determined using the time and resource
intensive technique of Reverberation Mapping (RM). Different ML methods were applied for
the estimation. We found the gradient boosting method gave the best results. We applied our
technique to large sample of AGN from the SDSS DR5 QSO catalogue and calculated the
masses of the SMBHs. We then compared with the masses determined with other methods
found in the literature. We found that our ML approach is very promising. Moreover, our ML
method has the advantage that it allows including more features for better results.
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[3,3]-Sigmatropic Oxo-Rearrangement of Substituted Allylic Carbamates
under Microwave Conditions: Scope and Limitations
Samar Bou Zeid1,3, Maddalen Agirre2, Sylvain Henrion3, Ivan Rivilla2, Fernando P. Cossío2, Samar
Eid1, Fadia Al Najjar1, François Carreaux3
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Química Orgánica I and Centro de Innovación en Química Avanzada, Facultad de Química, Universidad del País
Vasco/Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea and Donostia International Physics Center, P Manuel Lardizabal 3, 20018 San
Sebastián/Donostia, Spain; (3) University of Rennes 1, CNRS, ISCR-UMR6226, 263, avenue du Général Leclerc, Campus de
Beaulieu, F-35042 Rennes, France.

[3,3]-sigmatropic rearrangements have long been used in organic chemistry due to the fact
that they allow regio- and stereoselective carbon-carbon or carbon-heteroatom bond
formation with relative ease*. Among the carbon-oxygen bond forming reactions, the
sigmatropic oxo-rearrangement of allylic carbamate is not highly investigated. In fact, the
scarce examples described in literature require using metal-catalysed methods based on
palladium or mercury salts. However an unexpected [3,3]-sigmatropic oxo-rearrangement
occurred when we tried to investigate an allyl cyanate/isocyanate rearrangement on aryl
substituted allylic carbamates.

Thus, several linear allyl carbamates were prepared via a “one-pot” process starting from
allylic alcohols. The rate of the rearrangement is highly dependent on the electron density of
the aryl ring and on the nature of isocyanate used. This work is under process for publication
in the journal of organic chemistry.
Since molecules bearing a carbamate group play an important role as synthetic intermediates
as well as in modern drug discovery and medicinal chemistry, we decided to further explore
the substrate scope and to try to overcome the limitations of the process through a
microwave-assisted method. In fact this latter has become a popular theme in organic
chemistry and a very useful tool for the medicinal chemistry community for whom reaction
speed play a crucial role for drug discovery.
* P.-A. Nocquet, S. Henrion, A. Macé, B. Carboni, J. M. Villalgordo, F. Carreaux, European Journal of Organic Chemistry, (2017) 1295.
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A Comprehensive Study on the Effect of Rare Earth Doping on NiO
Nanoparticles
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Background: Rare earth elements “RE” are considered as good candidates for doping NiO
nanoparticles, as they are expected to cause essential changes in the optical and magnetic
properties. This is due to their 4f unpaired electrons and strong spin-orbit coupling that highly
affect the properties of the host nanomaterials.
Aim: This work studies the effect of 2% RE (RE= Er, Pr, Sm, Gd and Y) doping on the
morphology, structural, optical and magnetic properties of NiO nanoparticles synthesized by
co-precipitation method.
Experimental techniques: The samples’ characterization was done using X-ray Powder
Diffraction XRD, Transmission Electron Microscopy TEM, Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy FTIR, Rutherford Back Scattering RBS, Proton Induced X-ray Emission PIXE
and Thermal Gravimetric Analysis TGA. The optical properties were investigated by UV-vis
spectroscopy and Photoluminescence PL. The magnetic properties were studied by Vibrating
Sample Magnetometry VSM.
Results: The XRD results indicated the formation of high crystalline NiO nanoparticles
possessing fcc phase with space group Fd-3m for all samples. The crystallite size, calculated
using Debye Scherrer’s formula, was found to be smaller for the doped samples than for the
pure one. The TEM images confirmed the size obtained from the XRD pattern and showed
slightly agglomerated nanoparticles. PIXE and RBS spectra revealed that the real elemental
contents were agreeable with the stoichiometric calculations. TGA curves showed that the
thermal decomposition occurs up to 550C. The direct and indirect energy gaps, calculated
using Tauc’s plot of the UV-vis spectra, were higher for the doped samples than the pure one.
The VSM studies revealed that the pure and doped NiO nanoparticles exhibit an antiferromagnetic nature with saturation magnetization higher for the doped than the pure
sample.
Conclusion: Doping of NiO nanoparticles by RE elements significantly affects its structural,
optical and magnetic nanoparticles.
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A note on the stability of the equilibrium state of the autonomous
dynamical systems
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A proof-of-concept multi-stage biomimetic liposomal DNA origami
nanosystem for the remote loading of doxorubicin
Stefano Palazzolo1,2, Mohamad Hadla1, Concetta Russo Spena1, Samer Bayda1, Vinit Kumar1,
Francesco Lo Re1, Mohammad Adeel3, Isabella Caligiuri3, Flavio Romano4, Giuseppe Corona1,
Vincenzo Canzonieri3,4, Giuseppe Toffoli1 And Flavio Rizzolio3,5*
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School in Nanotechnology, University of Trieste, Trieste, Italy.3. Pathology unit, IRCCS CRO Aviano-National Cancer
Institute, Aviano, Italy.4. Department of Medical, Surgical and Health Sciences, University of Trieste, Trieste, Italy.5.
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DNA origami represents an excellent evolution of nanostructured intelligent systems for drug
delivery. Recently, the ability of DNA origami to increase drug efficacy has been
demonstrated in cancer therapy at a preclinical stage. Different shapes, dimensions of
logically assembled DNA origami could be utilized to precisely increase antitumor efficacy
and decrease toxicity of commonly utilized chemotherapeutic drugs based on tumor
properties; But, short in vivo lifetime and immune-activation are still major challenges to
overcome. On the contrary, stealth liposomes have long-circulation time and are well
tolerated by the immune system. To overcome DNA origami limitations, we have designed
and synthesized a compact short tube DNA origami (STDO) of approximately 30 nm in
length and 10 nm in width. These STDO are highly stable ≥48 hours in physiological
conditions without any post-synthetic modifications. The compact size of STDO precisely fits
inside a stealthy liposome of about 150 nm and could efficiently remotely load doxorubicin in
liposomes (LSTDO) without a pH driven gradient. We demonstrated that this innovative drug
delivery system (DDS) has an optimal tumoral release and high biocompatible profiles
opening up new horizons to encapsulate many others hydrophobic drugs. These data support
strongly the advantages of DNA origami use in the drug delivery field and encourage us for
further in vivo studies to develop a tailored approach for cancer patients.
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An automated approach for dust mass calculation of the Crab nebula
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Ample evidence exists regarding supernovae being a major contributor to interstellar
dust. In this work, the deepest far-infrared observations of the Crab Nebula are used to revisit
the estimation of the dust mass present in this supernova remnant. Images in filters between
70 and 500 μm taken by the PACS and SPIRE instruments on-board of the Herschel Space
Observatory are used. With an automated data driven approach, we constructed the spectral
energy distribution of the Crab nebula to recover the dust mass. This approach makes use of
several image processing techniques (thresholding, morphological processes, contouring,
etc..) to objectively separate the nebula from its surrounding background. After subtracting
the non-thermal synchrotron component from the integrated fluxes, the spectral energy
distribution is found to be best fitted using a single modified blackbody of temperature
T = 42.06 ± 1.14 K and a dust mass of Md = 0.056 ± 0.037 M. In this work, we show the
importance of the photometric analysis and spectral energy distribution construction in the
inference of the dust mass of the Crab nebula.
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An improved Durum wheat sterilization method allowing an easier root
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The increase in the world population coupled with the depletion / scarcity of certain resources
(arable land, phosphate mines) and the rapid degradation of the environment will force the
whole planet to change its agricultural model. This change requires a thorough understanding
of the mechanisms governing interactions between the plant and its environment, particularly
at the soil level and plant / microbiota relationships. This knowledge will optimize the soil
resources while preserving the subsoil of the pollution generated by the massive use of inputs
(fertilizers, pesticides) as currently. Durum wheat, domesticated like bread wheat, rye and
barley in the Fertile Crescent has a major current economic importance and its use is multiple
(semolina, pasta ...). In order to test the effect of domestication on the durum wheat's ability
to interact with its environment, an analysis of root exudates of different durum wheat
subspecies (dicoccoides, dicoccum and durum), summarizing the main stages of
domestication, has been driven.In this study, optimization of sterilization conditions was
performed; an original root exudate collection system was developed.These results showed
the development of a sterilization method adapted to durum wheat varieties whether threshed
or not. Besides its common use, the role of ethanol has always been controversial since its
detrimental effect on the germination of certain Durum varieties renders its use unacceptable.
The role of vacuum and warm water allows efficient disinfection in hypochlorite and fastens
germination, respectively. This method gives us a wide access to all Durum resources
independently of the storage conditions (after threshing or not). This disinfection is a key step
upstream the collecting of root exudates from sterile plant root systems. The exudates will be
periodically harvested during 3 weeks using an original low cost (medical syringe based)
sterile device.
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Calix-based macrocycles: from Fundamental Studies to the Construction of
Mercury (II) Ion Selective Electrodes
Nawal Al Hakawati A, B And Angela F. Danil De Namor A
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Ion selective electrodes are easily fabricated, sensitive, simple with fast response and low
cost electrochemical sensors that so far have been extensively used to monitor trace levels of
environmental pollutants such as Hg(II) in different types of samples. Moreover, this simple
instrumentation is attracting much attention for the “on site” analysis of metal ions
particularly in water. The polymeric membranes of ion selective electrodes are of ease to
prepare as they possess reasonable selectivity, fast response and cover a wide concentration
range and they are inexpensive. The use of calixpyrroles or calixarenes to monitor Hg(II) in
aqueous medium is very limited. The Laboratory of Thermochemistry at the University of
Surrey has demonstrated the importance of fundamental studies for the selection of
appropriate receptor which indeed is needed in the construction of ion selective electrodes.
Therefore, the present investigation deals with the synthesis and structural characterization of
calix[4]pyrrole and calix[4]arene derivatives. The selectivity of these receptors towards the
1

mercury (II) cation relative to other cations was investigated through H NMR, conductance
and thermodynamic complexation measurements in acetonitrile. Based on the outcome of
fundamental studies, a calix [4] based mercury (II) ion selective electrode was constructed
and its optimal working conditions were determined. The role of thermodynamics in the
selection of the receptor to be introduced in carrier based ion selective electrode is discussed
in relation to selectivity coefficients of the primary ion relative to other cations.
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Wars have been a great burden on humanity for a long period of time. The high medical
costs of wars particularly those incurred in treating patients with multi-drug resistant
infections is probably one of the most adverse effect of wars. Acinetobacter. baumannii is
one of those superbugs which has gained much notoriety during times of wars for causing
multi-drug resistant infections among injured military and civilian personnel. The rapidly
evolving resistance of this bacterium particularly during this incidence hints out the role of
bacterial milieu in promoting the emergence of this highly resistant pathogen. Since military
regions are considered hot spots for heavy metals contamination, we hypothesize that
exposure of A. baumannii to heavy metals coming from shelling and use of ammunitions in
war regions might be correlated with its increased levels of antimicrobial resistance (AMR).
Therefore, herein we aim to investigate the effects of heavy metals on AMR of A. baumannii
clinical isolates particularly those originating from war patients and to discover the molecular
mechanisms involved.16 clinical isolates of A .baumannii, 7 obtained from AUBMC clinical
microbiology lab and 8 recovered from war patients, are currently being screened for their
susceptibility to 8 heavy metals (Zn2+, Cu2+, Cr6+, Pb2+, Ba2+, Cd2+, Hg2+, As5+) , 5 antibiotics
(Meropenem, Colistin, Gentamicin, Ciprofloxacin, and Cefepime) and to 40 different
combinations of antibiotics and heavy metals using broth micro-dilution. A wide range of
resistance to almost all classes of antibiotics was reported in the 7 tested clinical isolates. In
addition, these isolates displayed almost the same response to the same metal ion. All showed
very high resistance to Barium, Arsenate and Lead, a moderate resistance to Zinc, Copper,
and Chromium and very low resistance to Cadmium and Mercury. The antimicrobial
susceptibility patterns obtained in combination testing showed a positive association between
some metal ions (Zn2+, Pb2+, As5+, and Ba2+) and AMR (Colistin, Meropenem and
Ciprofloxacin resistance).To explore the mechanisms of heavy metals driven AMR in A.
baumannii, we experimentally induced resistance in QC strain ACN DSM 30008 to specific
metal ions: Cu2+, Pb2+, As5+, and Cd2+ and to 3 antibiotics: Gentamicin, Cefepime and
Meropenem as well as to combinations of metals and antibiotics. Enhanced resistance
towards Cefepime was observed upon inducing resistance to Gentamicin alone or in
combination with Cu2+ and As5+ ions. A similar resistance to Gentamicin was reported upon
inducing resistance to cefepime alone or in combination with Pb2+ signifying the potential
role of these metal ions in inducing resistance to antibiotics. To elucidate the molecular
mechanisms underlying this enhanced resistance, whole genome sequencing will be
performed on induced mutants and some highly resistance isolates. This is the first study to
describe the clinical impact of heavy metals use in military weapons on antibiotics resistance
of A. baumannii. Knowledge of the molecular mechanisms underlying co-selection of
antibiotics resistance by metals will emphasize the role of these elements in inducing AMR in
bacteria and might lead to the discovery of new targets for the treatment of MDR infections.
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Chemical Hyperstructures for Some Elements with Four Oxidation States
Rawia Jinani, Madeleine Al-Tahan
Department of Mathematics, Lebanese International University

Hyperstructures are algebraic structures equipped with at least one multi-valued operation,
called a hyperoperation. They are a natural extension of classical algebraic structures. In
classical algebraic structures, the composition of two elements is an element, while in
algebraic hyperstructures, the composition of two elements is a non-empty set.
Hyperstructures theory first was introduced by F. Marty in 1934, and it has great importance
in Applied Sciences. The aim of this work is to present some of the results, methods, and
ideas about chemical examples of (weak) algebraic hyperstructures. More precisely, we
consider a special case of elements with four oxidation states and investigate the
mathematical structures their spontaneous chemical reactions.
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Comparative Study of the Inhibitive Action between the Bitter Orange Leaf
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HCl Solution
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The usage of steel in industrial sectors has created an extraordinary challenge for corrosion
experts these days. Most acidic industrial applications such as acid descaling, oil–well acid in
oil recovery and acid pickling use steel as their material. Corrosion is an electrochemical
process by which the environment reacts with metallic surface forcing the metal to lose its
material properties. It can cause catastrophic damage to the metal causing economic
consequences. One of the practical methods used for metal protection against corrosion is the
use of inhibitors. Numerous of organic compounds containing N, S and O act as promising
inhibitors. Nevertheless, most of these compounds are costly, as well as dangerous to living
beings (Solomon et. al. J. Corros Sci 2010). Plant extracts have become important as
environmentally acceptable and rich sources of active chemical ingredients (Abdallah et. al.
Corros Sci 2004).
The Lebanese bitter orange called Citrus Aurantium (CA) is a source of many of chemical
compositions. It has a high content of Linalool, Bergamol, Farnesol and D-Limonene (Ellouzeet. al.
J. Food Sci. 2012).
Bitter orange, Citrus Aurantium (CA), extract and one of its chemical constituents, Linalool, have
been evaluated as a corrosion inhibitor for mild steel in 0.5 mol L-1 hydrochloric acid (HCl) solution
using potentiodynamic polarization and electrochemical impedance measurements. Electrochemical
impedance and polarization measurements were achieved using frequency response analyzer
(FRA)/potentiostat supplied from ACM instruments (UK). The frequency range for electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements was 0.1 to 3x104 Hz with applied potential signal
amplitude of ±10 mV around the rest potential. The Potentiodynamic polarization and electrochemical
impedance studies showed that CA and Linalool act as mixed type inhibitors. Functional groups of
CA and Linalool were identified by FTIR spectroscopy. Some information on the mechanism of
inhibition was obtained by comparing apparent activation energy (Ea), obtained in the presence of
inhibitor with that in its absence. The values of the thermodynamic parameters were determined using
Arrhenius equation and transition state equation (Liet. al. J Corros Sci 2012).The activation
parameters showed that the corrosion inhibition took place by spontaneous physical adsorption on the
mild steel surface. Thermodynamic-kinetic model and Flory-Huggins isotherms were used to
investigate the adsorption characteristics of CA and Linalool. The surface morphologies of mild steel
specimens were studied using AFM, in which the surface roughness of the metal specimens on a
micro scale was characterized.
The aim of the present work is to compare the efficiency of Bitter orange, Citrus Aurantium (CA),
extract and one of its chemical constituents, Linalool, on inhibiting the corrosion of mild steel in 0.5
mol L-1 HCl.
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Cuckoo Search Algorithm for Portfolio Optimization
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The Portfolio optimization problem is one of the standard financial engineering problems.
This problem has been extensively studied in the literature. In the Portfolio Optimization
problem, investors have the possibility to choose from a variety of different financial assets
like bonds, securities and stocks. An optimal distribution of funds is to be found among the
various assets in order to minimize risk and maximize return. By adding real-world
constraints, the problem becomes a mixed integer programming problem with a quadratic
objective function (MIQP) and known as an NP-hard problem. We address the Portfolio
Optimization problem with a modified Cuckoo Search algorithm via Levy Flights. Cuckoo
search is a nature-inspired swarm intelligence algorithm. The algorithm is inspired from the
brood reproductive strategy of some cuckoo species by laying their eggs in the nests of other
host birds. Well known metaheuristic algorithms such as Differential evolution (DE),
Simulated Annealing (SA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) preceded Cuckoo Search.
In this paper, we propose a Modified Cuckoo Search algorithm for the Portfolio Optimization
problem. In our proposed algorithm, Levy Flights is used for the exploration of the search
space. A comparative analysis with two other swarm intelligence algorithms (SA and PSO)
and two evolutionary algorithms (Genetic Algorithm and Tabu Search) from the literature
was conducted, using the same benchmark data sets. Two models were used for comparison,
the Markowitz and Sharpe models. Datasets from the well-known OR-Library were used for
the comparison using Markowitz model while the JSE datasets were used when adopting
Sharpe model. Results showed that the proposed algorithm outperforms the other
metaheuristics used for comparison and clear improvements from the previous published
data. Future work will introduce adaptive techniques for improving the performance of the
cuckoo search algorithm.
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Cyclodextrins extracting lipid membrane components from
liposomes: effect of cholesterol content and cyclodextrin type
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Cyclodextrins (CDs) are cyclic oligosaccharides consisting of α-D glucopyranose units.
These cone-shaped molecules possess a hydrophobic internal cavity and a hydrophilic outer
surface making them suitable carriers and solubilizing agents for lipophilic drugs [1]. The
CD-membrane interaction has been intensively studied during the past decades and the effect
of CDs on membrane fluidity, permeability and stability was highlighted [2]. However, the
effect of cholesterol membrane content on CD’s lipid extraction ability has not been
investigated yet. Therefore, this work aims to study the effect of 3 native CDs (α-CD, β-CD
and γ-CD) and 4 synthetic β-CDs derivatives (HP-β-CD, RAMEB, CRYSMEB and
Captisol®) on the permeability of DPPC liposomes membrane of various cholesterol content
(DPPC:Chol 100:10; 100:25; 100:50; 100:100 and 100:200 molar ratios). Membrane
permeability was assessed by following the release kinetics of sulforhodamine B (SRB) from
liposomes at 37°C by fluorescence spectroscopy. Liposomal suspensions were incubated with
CDs at CD:DPPC molar ratios of 1; 10 and 100. With the exception of γ-CD, all CDs
demonstrated an instant permeabilizing effect. The CDs effect increased in the first 4 hours
and reached a plateau thereafter. Also, CDs effect was concentration dependent regardless the
cholesterol content. Only β-CD and RAMEB exert a remarkable permeabilizing effect on
cholesterol rich membranes. These findings could be valuable for analyzing CDs effect on
biological systems.
References:
M. Kfoury, L. Auezova, H. Greige-Gerges, and S. Fourmentin, “Encapsulation in cyclodextrins to widen the applications of essential oils,” Environ. Chem.
Lett., Jul. 2018.
R. Gharib, S. Fourmentin, C. Charcosset, and H. Greige-Gerges, “Effect of hydroxypropyl-β–cyclodextrin on lipid membrane fluidity, stability and freezedrying of liposomes,” J. Drug Deliv. Sci. Technol., vol. 44, pp. 101–107, Apr. 2018.
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Demographic and multistage assessment of cleft lip and palate treatment
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Over 100 infants are born with cleft lip and palate (CL/P) annually in Lebanon, but their
long-term treatment is not properly established through multidisciplinary craniofacial teams.
Objectives: 1. Evaluate demographic characteristics and severity of CL/P patients seeking
treatment at the Division of Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopedics (AUBMC). 2.
Quantify soft tissue changes following naso-alveolar molding (NAM) compared to non-NAM
CL/P. Methods: 1. In a cross-sectional evaluation of 106 CL/P, assessment was conducted of
the parental socio-demographics, consanguinity and cleft surgeries. Prediction of treatment
need was rated from 1 (least severe) to 5 using the modified GOSLON yardstick on the
pretreatment records of 60 CL/P. 2. Initial (T1), post-NAM (T2) and post-surgery (T3) soft
tissue measurements were made on photographs of 2 groups of equal numbers (N=13): G1,
treated with the Haddad modified NAM appliance (1.1+2 months); G2, non-NAM treated
(6+0.2 months). Measurements were analyzed statistically.
Results: 1. Bilateral, unilateral left, and unilateral right CL/P were found in 45%, 34% and
19% of patients respectively. Consanguinity was observed in 37% of the sample; 28% of
affected families were from Southern Lebanon. The majority of patients (56.14%) had high
GOSLON scores (4 to 5). 2. In G1 at T2, nasal symmetry improved significantly, cleft size
reduced by 66%, columellar length elongated by 138%. At T3, all soft tissue measurements
improved more in G1 than G2 notably the bialar width reduced by 7.59mm in G1 versus
3.32mm in G2.
Conclusion: Severity of CL/P apparently reflected lack of multidisciplinary management at
the early stages of treatment. NAM provided a reliable treatment approach prior to surgery to
improve esthetic and functional results.
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Determination of toxic metals in infant formulas in the Lebanese market
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Infant formula is a major source of food and nutrition for infants and toddlers. However, the
presence of contaminants such as toxic metals may pose increased health risks infants. An
investigation on the occurrence of the toxic metals: aluminum (Al), barium (Ba), chromium
(Cr), arsenic (As), lead (Pb) and cadmium (Cd) in baby formulae marketed in Lebanon was
performed. Infant formula samples were collected from 39 brands over two production dates
(78 samples in total) and analyzed for the metals using inductively coupled mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS). All brands contained detectable levels of Al and Ba. Cr was detected
in 95% of brands. As, Pb and Cd were observed in 59%, 8% and 10% of infant formula
brands respectively. Mean concentrations (± standard deviation) of the metals (in mg/kg)
were determined to be 1.512 ± 1.428 (Al), 0.256 ± 0.593 (Ba), 0.169 ± 0.143 (Cr), 0.088 ±
0.071 (As), 0.371 ± 0.581 (Pb), and 0.255 ± 0.179 (Cd). The contamination levels (in mg/kg)
of the metals ranged from: 0.080-7.932 (Al), 0.038-5.352 (Ba), 0.041-0.348 (Cr), 0.014-0.251
(As), 0.031-1.042 (Pb) and 0.038-0.476 (Cd). A statistical difference in the mean
concentrations of Al, Ba, Cr, and As over the two production dates of a brand was observed in
92%, 59%, 83% and 50% of samples respectively. There was a significant difference in the
mean concentration of aluminum (p-value 0.018) in the soy-based formula compared to milkbased and corn-based formulas. The mean level of chromium in the formulas labeled for
infants 0-6 months old was statistically different (p-value 0.002) to the mean of the other agebased categories. The analysis of infant formulas for toxic metals is the first-of-its-kind in
Lebanon.
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Effect of the ultrasound and maceration on the chemical composition and
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The present study was aimed to compare the effect of two extraction methods: ultrasound and
maceration on the chemical composition of two Lebanese plant: Annona squamosal and
Ephedra campylopoda. In addition to evaluate their antioxidant (DPPH assay) and
antibacterial (microdilution method) potentials.
The results obtained from the phytochemical screening showed the richness of the two
studied plants in secondary metabolites, which seemed to be depended on the solvent used
and the extraction method. The ultrasound technique is more effective than the maceration
according to the yield of secondary metabolites. Regarding the amount of polyphenol
obtained by ultrasound are higher than that obtained by maceration for the two studied plants.
However, the amount of flavonoids obtained by maceration are higher than obtained by
ultrasound, this may be due to the alteration of flavonoids composition by the waves of
ultrasound technique or the effect of temperature (60°C), which does not affect the phenolic
compounds.
Moreover, E. campylopoda extracts exhibited a higher antioxidant activity (80%) than that A.
squamosal extracts (56.5%) at a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL.
Concerning the antibacterial activity, the A. squamosa and E. campylopoda extracts exhibited
a bactericidal effect against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, with the most
significant are those obtained by ultrasound against S. aureus with MIC being 12.5 mg/mL
and 3.125 mg/mL and MBC being 25 mg/mL and 12.4 mg/mL for A. Squamosa and E.
Campylopoda respectively.
These results clearly showed that the usage of ultrasound is more suitable for the obtaining of
a high amount of secondary metabolites.
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Pseudomonas aeruginosa, is a Gram-negative bacterium that stands as a role model for
biofilm formation. This latter ability shields the bacterial community from environmental
assaults and the host’s immunity and further increases the intrinsic antibiotic resistance
making it a threatening nosocomial opportunistic pathogen for immunocompromised patients.
Therefore, the main confront is to discover effective therapeutic approaches to inhibit biofilm
formation but also tackle preformed ones.
Previous studies demonstrated the presence of 1,3β-D-glucan, an important cell wall
component in certain fungi, in the biofilm mtrix of P. aeruginosa. Furthermore, a previous
study at AUB studying the effect of Echinocandins, a class of antifungals targeting 1,3β-Dglucan synthesis, on P. aeruginosa biofilms revealed that Micafungin -an Echinocandininhibits biofilm formation in P. aeruginosa. It would be intriguing to further investigate a
potential inhibitory action of an Echinocandins class member such as Ecalta on preformed
biofilms by the strong biofilm producing strain of P. aeruginosa PAN14 and to assess the
effect of Ecalta in combination therapy with two antibiotics: Levofloxacin and Amikacin
hence the aim of this study.
Furthermore, inhibitory agents affecting not only biofilm formation but also preexisting
biofilms aren’t widely discovered. Hence the importance of investigating the potential
inhibitory effect of Echinocandins on preformed biofilms. Finally, this study would pave the
way for further assessments of Echinocandins in combination with antibiotics in vivo and in
potential clinical trials.
Up to this level Ecalta’s effect on planktonic cells of P. aeruginosa was evaluated and this
latter drug has no antibacterial effect. However, this Echinocandin exerts an inhibitory effect
on preformed biofilm as compared to the positive control with inhibition percentages of
41.7 %,36.9 % and 22.7 % for 10 mg/mL, 6.6 mg/mL, 3.3 mg/mL of Ecalta respectively.
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GDPR & IRB: Complementary or Contrasting
Antoine Melki & Michella Esber
Department of Computer Science, University of Balamand

Lebanon is recognized for its entrepreneurial dynamism and high level human capital, with
the higher education ecosystem being one important supporting infrastructure component.
The Lebanese higher education institutes are expected to be a place for innovators and
researchers. For this reason, the universities which are active in research have institutional
review boards (IRB) that promote the safety and well-being of human participants in the
research and ensure adherence to ethical values and principles of research. Since the
resources are limited in general, IRBs are also expected to ensure that only ethical and
scientifically valid research is implemented.
On the other hand, Lebanon’s higher education institutes benefit from a variety of European
programs and policies that fund a considerable volume of research aiming to support a
transition and produce reforms in the country. This leads to a large of number of partnerships
between the Lebanese and European institutes, in addition to a remarkable presence of
Lebanon in the European projects.
The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) went into effect in May
2018, with global implications on research. The resulting obligations are to be taken into
consideration by the Lebanese researchers, especially when the research is a cooperation with
European partners, or funded by some European program.
Although, in general terms, IRBs lack the explicit regulatory authority, this study investigates
their ability to serve as the overseeing body for obtaining GDPR compliance. The study starts
with a literature review of the functions of the IRB with a revision of those of the Lebanese
universities. GDPR implications on researchers outside Europe are also investigated. The IRB
functions will be analyzed to assess their capacity to lead to a consent for the processing of
personal data, as requested by GDPR.
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Background: Class II, division 1 (Cl.II/1) is an orthodontic malocclusion characterized by
mandibular retrognathism and/or micrognathism (M) and has been seen to segregate in
families. Aims: 1. Evaluate the craniofacial traits of Cl.II/1/M compared to a control group
of Class I malocclusion. 2. Explore the inheritance mode of Cl.II/1/M in Lebanese families.
Methods: 1. The sample consisted of patients affected with Cl.II/1/M (n=33) and Class I
(n=28). Angular and linear cephalometric measurements were used to gauge the relationship
of jaws and teeth to the cranial base and to each other, using the Dolphin Imaging program
(version 11.5).

2. Pedigrees were drawn from 11 families with members affected

with Cl.II/1/M to determine the mode of transmission.

Results: 1. When compared with

Class I, Cl.II/1/M exhibited reduced mandibular linear measurements (total, ramus, and
corpus) and corresponding dental compensation to the skeletal discrepancy. No gender
differences were found among Cl.II/1/M, and both females and males presented a smaller
total

mandibular

length

compared

to

controls. Statistically

significant

differences (p<0.05).between Cl.II/1/M and controls were found for corpus length in males
and ramus height in females. 2. The pedigree analysis revealed an autosomal dominance
model with no evidence of sex-linked or sex-influenced inheritance. While the numbers of
affected males and females were nearly equal, more families had affected males (54%) than
females (27.3%), and more families had affected males (63.7%) than females (45.5%) in the
first generation. Of the 11 families, only one had no affected males, and 3 did not have
affected females. Conclusion: While the etiology of Class II/1 phenotype involves
genetic/familial and environmental factors interacting over time and a polygenic model, the
genetic influence is further evident in the presence of mandibular micrognathism. The
numbers of affected males and females were equal, but most of the evaluated families had
affected males.
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Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is an indispensable technique used in
structure determination of small and macromolecules to study their physical properties,
interactions and dynamic processes. The application of residual dipolar coupling (RDCs) has
recently emerged as a routine tool for accurate structure determination to study molecular
structures by providing global orientation information of magnetic dipole-dipole interaction
vectors within a common reference frame. This offers accessibility of distance-independent
angular information and insights to local relaxation. The measurement of RDCs requires an
anisotropic orientation medium for the molecules to partially align along the static magnetic
field. This can be achieved by introduction of liquid crystals or attaching a paramagnetic
center. Lanthanide ions have recently been successfully used to provide an anisotropic
magnetic susceptibility in target molecules. We have developed a method for the structural
determination of protein complexes and small molecules by using an internal alignment
medium through non-covalent paramagnetic lanthanide tags. The alignment of molecules
with the magnetic field paramagnetically induces RDCs, paramagnetic relaxation
enhancements (PREs) and pseudo-contact shifts (PCSs). These parameters contain valuable
information for accurate structure determination of the relative and absolute configurations of
small molecules and macromolecules. An anisotropic orientation medium containing a
paramagnetic lanthanide center partially aligns the molecules along the magnetic field. The
method involves a strategy for the synthesis of the lanthanide tag and the measurement of
RDCs in organic molecules using paramagnetism. The design of this
functional lanthanide-containing coordination compound requires the precise control of the
lanthanide inner coordination sphere. The organic synthesis of 4-mercaptomethyl-dipicolinic
acid (4-MMDPA) is based on modified methods. A Lanthanide ion coordinates to the
complex in a non-chiral fashion to induce RDCs. Different chiral lanthanide tags are tested
for the absolute configuration in several molecules. The method was then applied for the
characterization of proteins upon binding to an aggregation enhancer (Akoury et al. 2016
Protein Science).
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Background: In recent years, research focused on methods of obtaining and determining the
physicochemical properties of (Bi1.6Pb0.4)Sr2Ca2Cu3O10-δ.one of these is the study on the of
pressing effect on (Bi,Pb)-2223 superconductor compound.
Aim: (Bi1.6Pb0.4)Sr2Ca2Cu3O10-δ

superconductor phase was prepared at different pressing

pressure via solid-state reaction technique. Experimental techniques: The prepared samples
were characterized using X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) to calculate the lattice parameters
and volume fraction. The DC-electrical resistivity was used to determine the superconductor
transition temperature (Tc) versus different pressing pressures at room temperature. Vickers
microhardness measurements (Hv) were carried out at several forces (0.5N<f<10N) and
dwell times.
Results: The results show a significant change with the value of pressing pressure, validating
the effect of the pressure on porosity of the superconductor samples. Furthermore, the load
independent Vickers microhardness was analyzed using Meyer's law and different models
such as Hays-Kendal (H-K), the elastic/plastic deformation (EPD), the proportional specimen
resistance model (PSR) and the modified proportional specimen microharresistance model
(MPSR). the time-dependent microhardness was investigated using Sargent-Ashby model.
Conclusion: By solid-state reaction method, single-phase samples of superconductive
(Bi1.6Pb0.4)Sr2Ca2Cu3O10-δ was obtained. The palletization pressure has an effect on the
degree of hardness of the samples. As the pressure increases, the apparent hardness of the
samples increases. However, Hv microhardness decreases with time and load increase.
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Background: Zinc oxide is a unique and key inorganic material, because of its important
characteristics such as nontoxicity, chemical thermal stability and specific electrical and
optical properties. Ruthenium (which is Transition metal) showed in previous work an
improvement in ZnO, making it an important and advantageous material for device
application. Aim: Ruthenium (0 ≤ Ru ≤ 4%) doped ZnO nanoparticles were synthesized by
using well-known chemical co-precipitate technique and studied the effect of Ru-doping the
structural, optical and magnetic properties of ZnO nanoparticles. Experimental techniques:
The samples were characterized by X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRD), Energy-dispersive Xray (EDX), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy (FTIR), and Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA). The optical properties were
investigated by UV-vis spectroscopy and Photoluminescence (PL). The magnetic properties
were studied by Vibrating Sample Magnetometry (VSM) at room temperature. Results: XRD
established that all the samples have c/a ratio~1.6 which is close to the ideal value for
hexagonal cell c/a~1.633. TEM clearly show orderly arrangement with sphere crystallites
nanoparticles in addition to rod shapes in the highly doped Ru concentrations. EDX analysis
confirms the presence of Ru in ZnO crystals and the quantitative analysis of the observed
atomic weight percentage of Ru metal agrees with the calculated solution concentration in the
preparation. TGA curves showed that the thermal decomposition occurs up to 550 C. It is
noteworthy that the bandgap at room temperature decreased as the concentration of Ru
increased (Eg~3eV), obtained from the UV-vis Spectrocopy.Conclusion: Ru:ZnO
nanoparticles showed significant a change in the structural, optical and magnetic properties
than ZnO pure, which may be used in electronic devices.
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Les anodes actuelles de batteries à ion lithium sont constituées principalement de graphite
dont la principale propriété recherchée est sa propension à former un composé d’intercalation
à base de lithium. Cependant, il n’existe aucun composé d’intercalation du graphite avec des
ions sodium. Depuis les années 80, les titanates lithiés dites LTO ont commencé à remplacer
le graphite dans les batteries à ion lithium.
En raison de la haute sécurité des batteries, la ressource abondante en sodium et le faible coût
des batteries à ion sodium, les batteries à ion lithium seront remplacées par les batteries à ions
sodium. L'étude de l'ion sodique en substitution du lithium ionique ouvre de nouvelles
perspectives. Développer des technologies de batterie à base d’ion sodium peut donc
s’appuyer sur la synthèse de composés anodiques analogues au composé de type LTO.
L’étude de diagramme de phase entre Na2O et TiO2 met en évidence plusieurs composés
définis qui ont tous fait l’objet de mesures électrochimiques.
Pour aller plus loin sur l’étude électrochimique de ces matériaux d’anode, la fluoration des
titanates sodés peut s’avérer intéressante. De multiples méthodes de fluoration sont
disponibles dans le laboratoire ICCF à savoir la fluoration par décomposition d’agents
fluorants de type XeF2 ou TbF4, par le fluor moléculaire pur, par le fluorure d’hydrogène
gazeux. Chaque agent fluorant a un mécanisme de fluoration unique qui permettra de
moduler la composition chimique (obtention d’un oxyfluorure) ou permettre uniquement une
fluoration surfacique (modification de l’interface électrode-électrolyte (SEI).
Dans ce travail, nous préparons des oxyfluorures et oxydes de titanate sodés (qui sont
fluorés). Les matériaux préparés sont caractérisés par DRX. Les performances
électrochimiques des composés préparés sont étudiées. L’effet de la fluoration est évalué par
comparaison avec la stœchiométrie équivalente en oxydes de titanate sodés.
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In the search for novel power and technological applications, superconducting samples of
type (Bi1.8Pb0.4)Sr1.9Ca2.1Cu3O10+δ were prepared using a standard solid-state reaction
technique with the addition of six different concentrations of ferratoheteropolytungstates
(0.02, 0.04, 0.08, 0.12, 0.16, and 0.2%). Such iron-containing polyoxometalates are a highly
interesting class of inorganic nanomaterials pertaining to their innate properties of high
oxidation states as well as thermal and oxidative stability. Accordingly, the prepared samples
were characterized by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier transform infrared (FTIR),
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and energy dispersive X-Ray analysis (EDX). The
superconducting transition temperature Tc is increased up to 0.04 wt%, then it is decreased
with further increase in the concentration. Concerning the mechanical characterization,
Vickers microhardness was investigated at room temperature as a function of applied load,
time, and K5[FeSiW11O39(H2O)]·14H2O concentrations. The load and time range were
taken from 0.245 up to 9.8 N and from 10 up to 60 seconds, respectively. Hence, the
experimental data was analyzed using the Creep model and the studies revealed that all
samples showed a normal indentation size effect (ISE).
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Introduction: According to the World Health Organization, low vision (LV) is represented
by a visual acuity of less than 6/18, but equal to or better than 3/60 in the better eye with best
possible correction or a visual field of less than 10 degrees from the point of fixation. The
factors causing visual impairment (VI) vary from ocular diseases/abnormalities to trauma/
systemic health conditions.Purpose: We retrospectively evaluated the prevalence of low
vision in an optometric setting and identified the percentage distribution of LV per etiology,
the dependence of age and gender on etiology, the percentage distribution of visual aids
purchase.Materials and Methods: We collected data from 230 male patients and 144 female
patients visiting a vision clinic located in Hamra. Age groups were divided into five
categories depending on the developmental, structural and functional changes of the human
eye. Data collected included patients’ gender, age, visual acuity, type of visual aid prescribed,
and availability of funds. 26 charts were excluded due to missing information on whether the
age or the etiology. Results: The difference between both sexes in the distribution was not
statistically significant however the prevalence of LV increased with age. The causes of low
vision were Age Related Macular Degeneration (45.1%), Macular Degeneration (9.5%),
Retinitis Pigmentosa (8.6%), Glaucoma (5.7%), Stargardt’s Disease (5.1%), Ocular Albinism
(4.9%), Retinal Detachment (3.8% ), Diabetic Retinopathy and Optic Nerve Atrophy (3.2% ),
Amblyopia (2.2% ), Retinal Degeneration and Traumas (1.6% ), Cone
Dystrophy/Degenerative Myopia (1.1% ), Congenital Cataract and Macular Dystrophy and
Secondary to Surgical Complications (0.5%), Central Retinal Artery/Vein Occlusion and Rod
Cone Dystrophy and Retinopathy of Prematurity (0.3%). The percentage distribution of
visual aids purchase showed a higher value for patients not buying visual aids (56%). 70% of
who bought the aids were getting funds from nongovernmental organizations.Conclusion:
Age is an important predictor of low vision which is independent of gender. The percentage
of patients who bought visual aids was lower than those who did not due to lack of
governmental funds.
Keywords: Visual Impairment,Low Vision, Visual Acuity, Visual Field, Contrast Sensitivity.
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Introduction: Refractive error, is present when the eye can not clearly focus the images from
the outside world due to change in dioptric or refractive value of the cornea or the lens.
Uncorrected refractive errors can lead to loss of education and job opportunities amongst
children and adults respectively, resulting in severe economic and social consequences (Qian,
et al., 2018). Uncorrected refractive error is the most common cause of blindness and visual
impairment worldwide (42%), whereby 124 million people have uncorrected refractive
errors, leading to a compromise in their education, and job opportunities (sightsavers, 2018).
Purpose: The aim of this study is to assess the prevalence of refractive error amongst AUST
university students, which will lead to a better understanding of the nature of refractive errors
present in this sample of the Lebanese population. Methodology: Descriptive study
conducted at AUST over one semester comprised of 42 males and 58 females from different
academic years and university staff. The objectives were explained to the included population
and a written consent form that stated the purpose, methods, risks, benefits, and assurance of
the confidentiality of the data was obtained. Each subject was examined using an
autorefractometer NIDEK-ARK-1s) and a phoropter (RD-3100-NIDEK). A non-cycloplegic
refraction was done by an optometrist (Al–Rashidi, et al., 2018). Results: One hundred
participants with a mean age of 21.21 years, std 2.70 were included in the study; 48% wore
glasses and 8% wore contact lenses. The majority did not present with any ocular history
98 % and 93% did not present with medical history, 23% were taking medications while 10%
had allergy indications. Based on chief complaint data collection, a decrease in distance
vision comprised 13% of the sample percentage, whereas headaches stood for 13%. In
refractive errors, myopia with astigmatism accounted for 29% of the population, followed by
myopia 17%, astigmatism 12%, and hyperopia with astigmatism at 5% respectively, no
hyperopic cases were identified. For yearly exams durations, 28% had their eye exam within
the last 6 months, 53% within one year, and 11% had never had an eye exam. Conclusion:
Myopic Astigmatism MA represents the highest refractive error in young adults. Follow-up is
essential to observe and evaluate refractive conditions in the eye, so as to make the necessary
recommendations when needed (Norouzirad, et al., 2015).
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Compounds showing cross coupling effects between magnetic and electric properties are
currently attracting broad experimental and theoretical interest. Magnetic order can be
governed by electric fields and vice versa. This phenomenon is important for fundamental
research but also for potential technological applications. In this framework, polycrystalline
Ca2Fe2-xGaxO5 brownmillerite samples of nominal x=0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and 1 compositions have
been synthesized by solid state reaction under normal pressure conditions (Moussa et al. J.
Solid State Chem 2018). Room temperature structural analyses by Rietveld refinements and
electron microscopy techniques highlight a centrosymmetric Pnma space group. This
structure remains unchanged up to 1000K as shown by thermo-diﬀraction analysis. This
contrasts with the observation of a phase transition at 947K to a modulated structure
Imma(00γ)s00 in the unsubstituted Ca2Fe2O5 compound (Krüger et al. J. Solid State Chem
2009). As the Ga content x increases, the room temperature unit cell volume decreases
gradually consistently with the fourfold coordination of the smallest Ga
that of high spin Fe

3+

3+

ionic radius than

in the same tetrahedral coordination.

This magnetic dilution by a diamagnetic cation is responsible for the T N decrease revealed by
magnetization measurements and allows a spin flop transition to be observed. Despite their
similarities with the Ca2Fe2 -xAlxO5 samples, no electric polarization could be evidenced for
the homologous Ca2Fe2-xGaxO5 series.
Also, below TN, with the Ga

3+

increasing amount (x), the critical field Hc of the spin flop

transition is found to increase gradually. This Hc increase with T points to a second-order
transition. As no magnetoelectric eﬀect is observed, it is believed that under H application the
crystal structure remains centrosymmetric and that the magnetic point group remains non
compatible with spin induced ferroelectricity.
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Background: Zinc oxide (ZnO) nanostructures are one of the most important semiconductor
materials used for technological applications such as light emitting diodes and gas sensors,
due to its wide band gap (3.37 eV), large excitation binding energy (60 meV) at room
temperature and high transmission coefficient in the visible and near infrared spectral range.
Aim: Different samples of Zn1-xSnxO nanostructures (x=0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.1) were
prepared using co-precipitation method in order to investigate their structural, optical and
dielectric properties.
Experimental techniques:

The samples were characterized by X-ray Powder Diffraction

(XRD), Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), and
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). The optical properties were investigated by
UV-vis spectroscopy and Photoluminescence (PL). Moreover, the dielectric properties at
different temperatures are investigated.
Results: XRD patterns show the nano crystalline nature of all prepared samples and an
improvement in crystalline size with increase of Sn doping. The TEM images confirmed the
crystalline size obtained from the XRD pattern. It is demonstrated by the TEM results that
both crystalline size and morphology are greatly influenced by Sn doping into ZnO matrix.
EDX analysis confirms the presence of Sn in ZnO crystals and the quantitative analysis of the
observed atomic weight percentage of Sn metal agrees with the calculated solution
concentration in the preparation. UV analysis indicated that the absorption peaks are shifted
and Eg varies as Sn contents increase.
Conclusion: Doping with Sn is an effective way to enhance and control different properties of
ZnO nanostructures.
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There have been many efforts to search for affordable and efficient therapeutic and cosmetic
ingredients from natural sources and to evaluate their bioactivities using eco-responsible
tools. Algae are in particular a prolific source of many bioactives and their applications have
received more attention for the treatment of skin aging, tanning and pigment disorders.
Hyaluronidase, elastase and collagenase are very interesting enzymes due to their direct
implication in the skin aging, and as therapeutic hits. In this study, capillary electrophoresis
(CE) was used for the first time to monitor simultaneously the activities of these three
enzymes, without reactant immobilization or radioactivity use. For this purpose, the
incubation time, the reactant concentrations, the separation buffer, the detection system were
carefully chosen. CE with double detection system, Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) and
High Resolution Mass Spectrometry (HRMS) connected in series, was used to ensure the
simultaneous analysis of the substrates and products of the three enzymatic reactions. The
detection was done in less than 10 min with good peak symmetry and efficiency, sufficient
intra-day and inter-day repeatabilities (RSD < 4.5 %; n=3) and excellent LOQ (< 5 nM). The
developed approach was then used to evaluate the bioactivity of the red alga Jania rubens
extracts after electrochemical assisted extraction. The results obtained using this multiple CEbased enzymatic assay indicate that Jania rubens ethanolic extracts are source of bioactive
compounds against elastase, hyaluronidase and the metalloproteinase MMP-1. The
fractionation of these active extracts would be very interesting to identify the bioactive
molecules and to define the relationship between the concentration of the major compounds
present in the active extracts and the different enzymes activity for cosmetic and therapeutic
applications.
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Municipal solid waste is a chronic problem in Lebanon. Attempts to reduce the amount of
MSW going to landfills have met little success. Current approaches towards mitigating this
problem have mainly revolved around recycling of useful materials. Some attempts toward
handling organic wastes through composting have been sporadic and not very successful on a
large scale. In this study, the use of Black Soldier Fly, Hermetia illucens (BSF) to decompose
organic waste is introduced. A system capable of processing 2 tons per day is expected to
occupy 260 m2 of roof space in a residential area like Beirut. This amount is expected to be
produced by 60 buildings occupying 24,000 m2 block. BSF can then be processed to extract
proteins and fats from it for an added value. The success of this project will enable its
replication and potential treatment of all organic wastes in residential areas.
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Using FRET to Study the Activation Kinetics of RhoGTPases
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Fluorescence or Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a quantitative energy transfer
between two chromophores in proximal distance (around 10 nm). The energy transfer is
useful in studying direct molecular interactions and activation. Hence, FRET led to the design
of biosensors. Biosensors are two chromophores linked by a sensory domain which
determines their proximity from each other, and thus the amount of FRET. By exciting one
chromophore and observing the emission of the other, one can determine the activation and
binding of certain proteins. Using this technique, we are studying the role of Rho GTPases in
metastasis, focusing on the role of RhoA, RhoC and Cdc42. We investigated the interplay
between Cdc42 and RhoA by knocking down one target and studying the activation of the
other in brain cancer cells, and vice versa. The results indicate an increase in the activation of
Cdc42 upon the knockdown of RhoA and conversely for the activation of RhoA upon Cdc42
knockdown. Additionally, we checked for the effect of STARD13 knockdown on Cdc42
activation in lung and prostate cancer cells. In the A549 lung cancer cells, the activation of
cdc42 decreased, whereas in the DU145 prostate cells, the activation increased. We, also,
tested the effect of Phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) stimulation on Cdc42 activation
in brain cancer cells and showed that it increases significantly. Finally, we studied the effect
of arginine depletion in cells on the activity of Rho which showed a decrease in activity of
this protein. Altogether these experiments show the efficiency of using FRET as a tool for
studying the activation kinetics of Rho GTPases.
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Computer games are widespread nowadays. The growth in the computer games environment
is not limited to entertainment purposes only, but extends to other serious purposes, such as
education and specifically game-based assessment, known as serious games (SGs). SGs in
learning are defined as utilities video games, whose design aims to improve candidate’s skills
and understanding of a subject [1]. Moreover, SGs are often used for competency stealthassessment in order to “monitor and analyze student performance relative to their skills
inquiry and provide feedback”[2]. One example of SGs for assessment is Revelian, a
recruitment platform for testing aptitude, which is trusted by top employers. It delivers
scientific rigor in talent acquisition [3] through their own analytics engine for examining
candidates and providing results based on different criteria, such as cognitive skills, agility,
and numerical reasoning. Similarly, our proposed framework assesses the related
competencies on a different target group, which is high school graduates. It aims to assess
their readiness to join certain academic majors by providing suggested domain tracks. The
framework is the main contribution of a LET’SeGA research project in collaboration between
Arts, Sciences & Technology University in Lebanon, Alexandria University in Egypt, and
Sousse University in Tunisia. This would reduce the gap between the job market
requirements and the qualifications of fresh graduates, by guaranteeing the best fit academic
program that suits student’s profile [3]. Our proposed SG framework is based on ADDIE
(Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation) [3]. The framework offers
different functionalities for different types of users. Mainly, it is used by students,
pedagogues, and administration. Students follow an assessment path and build up their
portfolios, which contribute to the personalization of the assessment paths and in-game
scenarios. Pedagogues define academic requirements, and administrators can review reports
of students’ results.
References:
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Nowadays, the video game industry is one of the most prominent business productions. The
variety in game genres and current technologies used to build them is allowing new concepts
to emerge, one of which is “Serious Games (SG)”. The term “Serious Games” is used to
describe entertaining virtual experiences whose purpose goes beyond entertainment [1].
Serious Games have been widely used in learning, more specifically for stealth assessment of
competencies [2]. To guarantee a reliable assessment outcome, it is essential to keep on an
engaging flow in the game, with the right balance between challenge and entertainment [3].
This requires adaptation of game content, scenarios, and difficulty levels to the various
profiles, portfolios, learning styles, and gameplay of the assessed players. Since the aim is to
meet the individual needs of the players and subsequently increase the educational
effectiveness of the SG, we propose a model for player experience [4] associated with ingame personalization. In other words, we propose to each player only the games that are
tailored for his assessment path i.e. sequence of games to be played by the user, and in-game
player experience. On one hand, it uses segmentation [5] to define groups of players and
relates them to various game changes and adaptations. On the other hand, we link games to
academic programs’ objectives by mapping competencies required to assess (in a given
program) to a set of game scenarios. In conclusion, we plan to apply our proposed model on
several games that are developed within our LET’SeGA framework to assess competencies
related to the college programs in the field of Information and Communication Technology
(ICT), by assessing students’ readiness to join a specific job market or academic program in a
certain target domain.
References:
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The aim of this research is to examine the effect of corporate social responsibility on clients’
purchasing decision for airline tickets. To do so, this research assesses the importance of
corporate social responsibility activities and practices, perceived value and loyalty on clients’
decision to buy airline tickets. Data analysis is achieved by applying various statistical
methods from valid 210 questionnaires surveyed in Beirut Rafic Hariri International Airport.
To validate the measurement model, psychometric properties of the scale are tested using
cronbach’s alpha, item analysis, cronbach’s alpha if item deleted, item-to-total correlations
and exploratory factor analysis. Outcomes show that: (1) the tested instrument is valid and
reliable; and (2) the corporate social responsibility procedures for aviation industry do
significantly influence the clients’ purchasing decision. In particular, people who are not
aware of corporate social responsibility procedures and practices are more likely to buy the
cheapest prices’ airline tickets while people who know about corporate social responsibility
procedures are more likely to buy airline tickets from socially responsible airline companies,
even if the price of the ticket is above average. The strategic implications for the effects of
corporate social responsibility lead to loyalty in purchasing decision, which contributes to
both scholarly enhancement of knowledge and managerial practice conditions.
Keywords: Corporate Social Responsibility; Airline tickets; Purchasing Decision; Aviation
Industry; Lebanon
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Nowadays, video games are widespread globally. Their entertaining and challenging nature
motivate their use for serious purposes, such as in education or assessment, where they
become known as serious games SGs [1]. In the recent few years, SGs have shown a crucial
role in recruitment and student assessment processes [2]. However, developing a serious
game is a complex task, since the game must balance between fun and learning, which
require the collaboration between educators and technical experts, which will make the game
development costly in terms of effort, time and budget. To reduce this complexity, researchers
focus on code reuse, generic framework and modeling tools. In fact, they use either visual
(UML) [3] [4] or textual (DSL) language [5] to describe serious game aspects such as logic
and structure. Nonetheless, they still fall behind when they try to fit all the serious game
requirements or to cover different game genre within the currently suggested approaches.
In our research, we discuss previous modeling approaches and tools that have been used to
simplify the development process. Then we propose a new modeling framework that helps
non-technical domain experts to participate in the development process of serious games for
assessment (SGA). In our proposed framework we will combine visual and textual language,
A UML Diagram will be used to describe the game structure model, and a new DSL language
will be created using Xtext plugin to develop the game logic model, then a code will be
generated from both models, this code will be integrated within a game engine such as unity.
Hence, our framework can be used ideally to model the scenarios of nearly any serious game,
regardless of type or genre, with a high-level, user-friendly modeling language that allows
code generation to a large extent.
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With the rise of both the popularity and accessibility of Online Dating Softwares (ODS), it
may be assumed that certain personality types are more inclined to use these softwares to
pursue romantic relationships while others would prefer to use them for sexual purposes. The
main objective of this research is to explore whether personality traits would predict romantic
or sexual attitude in ODS use. We hypothesize that all five personality traits (Neuroticism,
Extraversion, Openness to experience, Agreeableness, & Conscientiousness) would have a
positive attitude towards using ODS, be it for pursuing sexual or romantic relationships. A
total of 779 individuals (382 males, 391 females, 6 preferred not to say) from the Lebanese
population agreed to participate in this study. The measurements used were the NEO FiveFactor Inventory-3 (NEO-FFI; Costa & McCrae, 1992) to measure personality traits, an
Online Dating Questionnaire developed by the researchers for this specific study to assess
attitudes towards ODS use, as well as a sociodemographic questionnaire. Correlational
analyses were performed between each personality trait and ODS attitude. In terms of
romantic attitudes towards ODS use, there appears to be some significance in personality
traits as a predictor (R2 = .02, F(5, 635) = 2.37, p < .05). As for sexual attitudes, there was
also a slight significance in predicting ODS use (R2 = .05, F(5, 631) = 6.75, p < .001). These
results may provide insight into how the Lebanese population, particularly, tackles ODS use,
as may be further explained by factors such as age groups, culture, religious orientation,
relationship status, and attachment style.
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Intimate Partner Violence (IPV) leads to a host of detrimental consequences on the physical
and psychological health of individuals. A strong predictor of IPV that is often overlooked is
the attitude towards it. The aim of this study is therefore to understand the predictors of
attitudes toward IPV (AIPV). Studies have shown differences between the implicit and
explicit attitude of interpersonal violence suggesting that social desirability is related with
negative AIPV (Eckhardt, Samper, Suhr, & Holtzworth-Munroe, 2012). Moreover, it has been
shown that people with a low self-esteem support the idea of abusing partners (Lawal &
Idemudia, 2019). Studies have also suggested that women are more likely to justify IPV than
men, implying that women have a more positive attitude towards IPV than men (Wang,
2016). This study aims at investigating whether social desirability, self-esteem, and gender
are predictors for AIPV in the Lebanese population. It is hypothesized that social desirability
is negatively correlated with accepting attitudes towards IPV. The study included 1392
participants of which 763 were females and 629 were males that were conveniently selected
from the general Lebanese population. In order to quantify the variables at study, the
following scales were used: a socio-demographic questionnaire for general identification,
Rosenberg’s Scale of Self-esteem (Rosenberg, 1965) and Marlowe-Crowne’s scale for social
desirability (Crowne, & Marlowe, 1960). For AIPV, a 38-items self-reported scale, developed
by the lead researcher, measures attitudes toward verbal, physical and sexual violence
perpetrated by both genders in intimate relationships. Quantitative analysis show a negative
relationship between social desirability and both AIPV perpetrated by men and women. A
significant positive relationship was found between self-esteem and AIPV. These results are
discussed with self-esteem being studied as a mediator of the relationship between social
desirability and AIPV and gender as a moderator of this same relationship.
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